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Oregon-Pacific Scouting Report
Oregon opens its 88th intercollegiate
football season against Pacific, a member
of the Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
It marks the first of two non-conference
games with teams from that league this
season. Here are some pertinent notes
concerning today's Duck-Tiger clash:
THE SERIES . . . Oregon and Pacific meet
for the fourth time in the five-game series
in Eugene. The teams had not squared
off in 29 years before their 1981 confron
tation at Autzen Stadium. The Ducks
strolled to a 34-0 victory to deadlock the
series at 2-2. Pacific won at home in 1951
(34-6) and in Eugene the next year (14-6).
The series started on Sept. 28, 1946 in
Eugene with the Ducks posting a 7-6
triumph.
THE COACHES . . . Oregon's Rich Brooks
starts his seventh year as head coach
and matches game plans with Bob Cope
of Pacific for the first time. Cope is a
former assistant at Vanderbilt, Southern
Methodist, Arkansas, Mississippi,
Purdue and Pacific.
OTHER COACHING NOTES . . . Brooks
also has retained four new assistant
coaches this season and three of them
comprised a portion of Pacific's staff a
year ago. Bob Toledo, the Ducks' offen
sive coordinator, was Pacific's head
coach four seasons. Two of Toledo's
offensive aides with the Tigers now assist
the Oregon program. They are receivers
coach John Ramsdell, who was at Pacific
all four years Toledo ran the program,
and offensive backfield coach Gary
Campbell, who was hired at Pacific in
1982. Cope retained two former Toledo
f
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Fullback Ladaria Johnson is one of the
Ducks' captains for the 1983 season.

aides. Bill McQueaiy moved from offen
sive to defensive coordinator and Gary
Scott went from coaching outside line
backer to tutoring receivers under Cope.
DUCKS ON TELEVISION . . . KEZI-TV in
Eugene (Channel 9, Cable 10) will telecast
live Oregon's games at Ohio State and
San Jose State this season. Sports Direc
tor Todd McKim and former Oregon
receiver Greg Moser will comprise the
telecast crew. The games will be pro
duced by KEZI's Joe Smelser. KEZI-TV
General Manager Jim Putney said the
game at San Jose State, which has a 7
p.m. kickoff, also may be shown on KPTV
in Portland. The contest at Ohio State
begins at 10:30 a.m. PDT.
THE DUCKS ON RADIO . . . KUGN Radio
in Eugene is again the flagship station for
the Oregon Sports Network. Twelve sta
tions in Oregon will cany the broadcasts.
The broadcast crew will consist of Bill
Johnson (play-by-play) of KXL Radio in
Portland, A1 Winn (commentaiy) of
KMTR-TV in Eugene and Bob Valdez
(sideline reports) of KUGN Radio. Joining
KUGN and KXL on the network are
KBND, Bend; KOOS-FM, Coos Bay; KAGI,
Grants Pass; KCMX, Medford-Ashland;
KTIX, Pendleton; KDUN, Reedsport;
KQEN, Roseburg; KSWB, Seaside; KCELFM, Toledo, and KFLS, Klamath Falls.
THE SEASONS . . . For the first in Coach
Rich Brooks' tenure, Oregon plays all its
non-conference games before beginning
Pacific-10 Conference play. The Ducks
play at Ohio State (Sept. 10), host Hous
ton (Sept. 24) and visit San Jose State (Oct.
1) before opening Pac-10 play against
California (Oct. 8) at Autzen Stadium.
SCOUTING PACIFIC . . . Pacific appears
on Oregon's schedule again in 1984
(Sept. 29). Quarterback Paul Berner broke
four Pacific one-season passing records
and threw 40 or more times in four
games with a high of 56 in a 32-31 loss to
Long Beach State. Tight end Tony Camp
needs one pass reception to break the
Pacific career record. Starting linebacker
Thomas Cowling is the brother of former
Cal and NCAA champion hurdler Larry
Cowling. The Tigers lost probable start
ing defensive right tackle Jim Bannowsky
with a knee injury.
OREGON ON OFFENSE . . . With Mike
Jorgensen earning the starting quarter
back duties, six Ducks who started last
season are expected to open Saturday
against Pacific. They are guards Gary
Zimmerman and Scott Shepard, center
Ryan Zinke, fullback Ladaria Johnson
and tight end Doug Herman in addition
to Jorgensen. Hobbled Osborn Thomas

STARTING
LINEUP
These 31 managers and players start every game for Portland's
Coldwell Banker Commercial Real Estate team. Some were "trades"
from other Coldwell Banker offices throughout the United States, while
most are Oregonians developed through our own Portland organization.
These are the players to contact when you're buying, selling or leasing
commercial property At Coldwell Banker, every player is a starter.

The defensive captain is end Steve Baack,
one of three returning starters.

has been replaced at flanker by transfer
Lew Barnes and departed tackle Jeff Pew
has been replaced by redshirt Greg
Schwab. Filling graduation holes are
split end Kwante Hampton, tackle Steve
Jenson and transfer tailback Kevin
McCall. Categorically, the Ducks tenta
tively are slated to start four seniors, five
juniors and two sophomores.
DUCKS ON DEFENSE . . . The three 1982
starters who return this fall all have
retained their No. 1 status. Senior end
Steve Baack senior free safety Jeff Willi
ams and sophomore Doug Judge are
tabbed to open against Pacific. And,
senior tackle Dan Ralph, a part-time star
ter last year, is expected to be in the
lineup. Filling the other spots are line
backers E. J. Duffy, Dan Devaney and Bob
Hudetz, tackle Ed Rhone, end Terry
Youngblood and cornerback Wendell
Cason and Don Brown. By class, Oregon
is prepared to start five seniors, two jun
iors and three sophomores and one
freshman (Devaney).
NEXT HOME GAME ... Three weeks from
today, Oregon plays host to Houston,
coached by Bill Yoeman, the man who
created the Veer offense. The Cougars
won the Southwest Conference cham
pionship and Cotton Bowl appearance
three of the first four years of its mem
bership and have played in bowl games
five of the last seven years. It's McDo
nald's Day and Williams' Bread Poster
Day. Coupons are available at all McDo
nald's statewide for $1 off the price of a
general admission ticket. For each one of
those tickets purchased, Oregon will
contribute $1 to the Ronald McDonald
House. In addition, the first 10,000 fans
will receive an Oregon football poster
compliments of Williams' Bread.
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AFTER THE GAME
HELP US KICK OFF
OUR NEW MENU.
Team up with Sweetwaters at the Valley River Inn after the
game today—and help us kick off a delicious new menu.
It's the perfect place to meet, celebrate—and make predictions
for next week's game. Start with appetizers and cocktails in the
lounge, then stay for dinner and sample our tempting new
menu.
How does Roast Prime Rib with all the trimmings sound? Or
Chicken and Ribs, Prime Rib Stew or Chicken and Dumplings?
We even have Australian Lobster Tail and a special Oregon
Coast Cioppino. It's all brand new, and it's all at Sweetwaters in
the Valley River Inn—along with all your traditional favorites.
So join us at Sweetwaters today. We're kicking off a brand new
menu—and it's a winner.

At the Valley River Inn

687-0123

The best of Oregon, all in one place.
g^Managed by The Village Green

hen William E. (Bud) Davis has
a point to make about college
football, presidents and head
coaches perk up—and it's not just because
Davis happens to be Chancellor of Higher
Education in the state of Oregon.
Administrators of higher education
usually have their own views on the state
of sport at their institutions. But rarely is
there anyone at Davis' level who can
speak from personal experience as a
coach at a major football school.
Bud, who assumed the top spot in Ore
gon in July, 1982, had been president of
the University of New Mexico the pre
ceding seven years. But in his profes
sional travels before that, mainly in the
Rocky Mountain territory, he had also
coached the University of Colorado foot
ball team, in 1962.
It was a time of stress for the Buffaloes
that resulted in the dismissal of Davis'
predecessor and the ruling by the NCAA
and Big Eight Conference that several
players would be ineligible to play for
Davis that fall.
Bud had played football at Colorado,
and later was a high school coach. But
he was a compromise choice to become
Colorado's head coach, moving to that
assignment from his post as Colorado
alumni director.
Bud remembers the stress surrounding
his appointment probably even more viv
idly than that which went with the 2-8
record of his team.
"I was the first alumni director to be ap
pointed head football coach," he recalls. "I
surely must have been the first coach in
the history of intercollegiate athletics to
be hung in effigy before he got the job."
Certain statistics still come readily to
Davis. Like the 35 players lost between
spring practice and the first game of his
one season at the helm, because of NCAA,
Big Eight and academic ineligibility; or
the more than 200 points scored against
his outmanned defense in four successive
games against Iowa State, Nebraska,
Oklahoma and Missouri.
"It seemed like every time our op

Chapin Clark
Faculty Athletic Rep.,
University of Oregon
William E. Davis
Chancellor of Higher Education

Paul Olum
President, University of Oregon

ponents scored, a cannon was fired. Our
coaches and players had reached a state
of shell-shock," Bud remembers.
But there were some lessons to be
gleaned from coaching.
In Davis' own words, "One is the prim
itive instinct for survival and a catlike
knack of landing on your feet when
flipped head over teakettle by a threshing
machine."
In his 1972 book, Nobody Calls Me Doc
tor, he gave an example from coaching
that still has relevance for much of edu
cational administration today.
"When a beleaguered coach is asked if a
complicated new play he is diagramming
for the Booster Club would win for his
team, he replies; 'No, but it is one with
which we can lose with dignity.' The
university president can follow the same
line in his budget presentation to the
legislature."
Davis, 53, often uses athletic terms to
make his points about higher education.
He said the impact of his first spring tour
of four Oregon institutions was "like be
ing a baton in a sprint relay."
As a former player and coach, he has a
natural ally in the state capitol in Gover
nor Vic Atiyeh, a former Oregon student
who lettered on the Ducks football team.
His contact with athletics in Oregon was
reinforced by the fact that his acting vice
chancellor for academic affairs when he
came to Oregon bore a name long familiar
to those in the Oregon press boxes. She is
Clarethel Kahananui, wife of Jon. For
more than three decades Jon had been
the chief football, basketball and track
statistician for the Ducks.

High on his seven-point plan for rejuve
nating Oregon's system of higher edu
cation is to "define and create a method of
evaluating excellence and productivity."
His primary contact at the University of
Oregon is President Paul Olum, who has
his own high respect for the values that
athletic competition can represent.
Olum, who became president in 1981,
feels "athletics can have a noble and en
during role to play in the life of the uni
versity," and that "we must continue to
stress that the spirit in which the game is
played is more important than winning."
Olum himself played an important role
in a competitive effort that was one of the
most significant of this century. A
distinguished mathematician, he was a
participant in the Manhattan Project,
which enabled the United States to de
velop the atomic bomb before before
World War II.
He remains close to that subject today,
urging an end to the nuclear arms race. It
was his resolution to that effect, signed by
those attending a Manhattan Project re
union in Los Alamos in 1983, that earned
worldwide attention.
The role of intercollegiate athletics, as
described by Olum, is closely related to
the function of Chapin Clark, who is fac
ulty athletic representative. A member of
the law faculty since 1962, Clark was dean
of the law school from 1974 to 1980.
Clark, whose teaching and research
specialty is property and water law, has
been a member of the Governor's Com
mission on Oceanography. He is principal
author of the university's Student Con
duct Code.

HEAD COACH RICH BROOKS
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P

opular Rich Brooks begins his
seventh season as Oregon's head
football coach, the second long
est tenure in the school's history.
Only Len Casanova, who directed Ore
gon's football fortunes for 16 years and
took the Ducks to three Bowl appear
ances, held the position longer.
Brooks has displayed an unmistakable
rapport with Oregon's coaches, players
and fans and has established a solid repu
tation within the coaching profession.
The 42-year-old native of Grass Valley,
California, has seen football from both
sides of the fence. He has been a player
and a coach and understands the feelings
of his players, yet knows what it takes to
construct a successful program.
Rich took Oregon football fans to
heights not seen since the mid-1960s
when the Ducks posted back-to-back
records of 6-5 and 6-3-2 during the 1979
and '80 seasons.
It had been 16 years since Casanova's
1963-64 clubs racked up the last back-toback winning seasons.
Brooks brought Oregon up from con
secutive 2-9 seasons to its hard-earned
winning mark in '79 and was accorded
three major honors following the season:
Pacific-10 Conference Coach of the Year,
American Football Coaches Association
(AFCA) District IX Coach of the Year and
recipient of the Slats Gill Award as Ore
gon Sportsman of the Year.
That was not to be the end of Brooks'
association with Prothro or the Liberty
Bowl.
He graduated from Oregon State in
1963 and worked toward his master's de
gree in education and was assistant fresh
man coach at OSU that fall. Tommy Pro
thro, Brooks' coach during his playing
days at OSU, left Corvallis for UCLA after
that season and Brooks became an assis
tant coach and junior high general sci
ence teacher at Norte Del Rio High School
in Sacramento.
After a year, Brooks returned to his
alma mater as defensive end coach under
Andros and later coached the defensive
linemen. During that five-year span, the
Beavers twice were ranked in the top 10
in the nation, finished second in the Pac-8,
and Brooks coached All-Americas Jess
Lewis and John Sandstrom.
Brooks rejoined Prothro in 1970 as

Tripping

Player
Disqualified

UCLA's linebacker coach and moved to
the Los Angeles Rams of the National
Football League with Tommy in 1971. He
remained there two seasons as special
teams and fundamentals coach.
Brooks returned to Oregon State for a
year as defensive coordinator under An
dros, but chose to go back to the NFL the
following year on the staff of Dick Nolan
with the 49ers where he coached de
fensive backs and special teams.
Brooks returned to UCLA as linebacker
coach in 1976 and was named head coach
at Oregon shortly after that season. The
Bruins were ranked No. 2 in the nation
during the season and earned a Liberty
Bowl berth in Brooks' last game with
UCLA.
Brooks scored his first victory as Duck
head coach on September 17, 1977 over
Texas Christian in Fort Worth, 29-24. He
started a satisfying pattern when Oregon
posted its first Pac-10 triumph under
Brooks in a 26-18 decision over favored
Oregon State on Nov. 17 of that year.
In 1978, Oregon lost six games by a total
of 19 points and four in succession in the
last three minutes. But the fans began to
see the improvement that would blossom
the next year.
Oregon opened the 1979 season with a
33-19 victory at Colorado, then lost twice.
The record slipped to 1-3 when the Ducks
fell to Washington after leading by 17-0 at
halftime when quarterback Reggie Ogburn was knocked out of the game. The
Huskies returned a punt for a touchdown
and won, 21-17.
California came to Eugene with its tal
ented passing attack and trailed the

Ducks, 19-14, in the fourth quarter. A
freshman, Steve Brown, made two key in
terceptions to allow Oregon to prevail and
the Ducks won five of their last seven, in
cluding consecutive road victories at
Washington State and Stanford.
But that was only a preview for 1980.
Oregon won at Washington, tied South
ern California in Eugene and pinned a
20-14 setback on UCLA in Los Angeles. All
were ranked in the top 10 in the nation
prior to facing Oregon and Washington
was to earn the Rose Bowl trip. It was the
Huskies' only Pac-10 loss.
The season also featured a 35-7 shel
lacking of Michigan State, Oregon's big
gest victory ever over a Big Ten Confer
ence opponent and the first in 11 tries.
With depth, injuries and lapses at key
positions causing havoc, Oregon suffered
a 2-9 relapse in 1981. But Brooks kept the
string of consecutive Oregon victories
over Oregon State intact at seven with a
47-17 triumph, the most points ever rung
up in a "Civil War"game.
Last season the Ducks suffered a series
of frustrating losses in its first six games.
The offense was lethargic, but never
lacked effort. The defense was over
worked, but seldom buckled.
The Oregon coaches continued to rein
force the players. Despite an 0-6 record,
the Ducks forced Notre Dame to settle for
a 13-13 tie. After nagging defeats to UCLA
and Washington State, Oregon's undying
spirit under Brooks surfaced. The Ducks
finished with satisfying victories over Ar
izona and Oregon State. Oregon had re
grouped to go 2-2-1 in the last half of the
season.
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Christian Brothers,
the brandy that
warms more football
fans than any other, just
came up with another way
to keep warm. A stadium
blanket! It's guaranteed to
warm up any game, even if
you're watching it at home.
And you can get yours fast
just by clipping this coupon.
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Touching a
Forward Pass or
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Sideline
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It's Freezing
Out Here

Illegal
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Make check or money order for $9.95 plus $1.50
for postage and handling payable to: "Stadium
Blanket Offer." Print your name and address
and mail to: Stadium Blanket Offer. 777 Burlway
Road, Burlingame, CA 94010.(01-1)
Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Offer good while
supplies last. Void where restricted or prohibited by law.
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PAC-10 FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE 1983
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(All home games in hold)

The R. T. French Company
One Mustard Street, Rochester, N.Y.

ARIZONA
Sept. 3 Oregon State
Sept. 10 Ltah
Sept . 17 Washington State
Sept. 24 Fullerton State
Oct. 1
California
Oct. 8
Colorado State
Oct. 15 Oregon
Oct. 22 Stanford
Nov. 5
Washington
Nov. 12 UCLA
Nov. 26 Arizona State

STANFORD
Sept. 10 Oklahoma
Sept. 17 Illinois
Sept. 24 San Jose State
Oct. 1
Arizona State
Oct. 8
UCLA
Oct. 15 Washington
Oct. 22 Arizona
Oct. 29 Oregon State
Nov. 5
USC
Nov. 12 Oregon
Nov. 19 California

ARIZONA STATE
Sept. 10 Utah State
Sept. 17 UCLA
Sept. 24 Wichita State
Oct. 1
Stanford
Oct. 15 USC
Oct. 22 Washington State
Oct. 29 Florida State
Nov. 5
California
Nov. 12 Oregon State
Nov. 19 San Jose State
Nov. 26 Arizona

UCLA
Sept. 10
Sept . 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct . 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov.19

Georgia
Arizona State
Nebraska
Rrigham Young
Stanford
Washington Stale
California
Washington
Oregon
Arizona
USC

CALIFORNIA
Sept. 3 Texas A&.M
Sept. 10 San Diego State
Sept. 17 San Jose State
Oct. 1
Arizona
Oct. 8
Oregon
Oct. 15 Oregon State
Oct . 22 UCLA
Oct. 29 USC
Nov. 5
Arizona State
Nov. 12 Washington State
Nov. 19 Stanford

USC
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Florida
Oregon State
Kansas
South Carolina
Washington State
Arizona State
Notre Dame
California
Stanford
Washington
UCLA

OREGON
Sept. 3 Pacific
Sept . 10 Ohio State
Sept. 24 Houston
Oct. 1
San Jose State
Oct. 8
California
Oct. 15 Arizona
Oct . 22 Washington
Oct. 29 Washington State
Nov. 5
UCLA
Nov. 12 Stanford
Nov. 19 Oregon State

WASHINGTON
Sept. 10 Northwestern
Sept. 17 Michigan
Sept. 24 LSI)
Oct. 1
Navy
Oct. 8
Oregon State
Oct. 15 Stanford
Oct. 22 Oregon
Oct. 29 UCLA
Nov. 5
Arizona
Nov. 12 USC
Nov. 19 Washington State

OREGON STATE
Sept. 3 Arizona
Sept. 10 Portland State
Sept. 17 USC
Sept. 24 Colorado
Oct. 1
Nevada-Las Vegas
Oct. 8
Washington
Oct. 15 California
Oct. 29 Stanford
Nov. 5
Washington State
Nov. 12 Arizona State
Nov. 19 Oregon

WASHINGTON STATE
Sept. 3 Montana State
Sept. 10 Michigan
Sept. 17 Arizona
Sept. 24 Nevada-Las Vegas
Oct. 8
USC
Oct. 15 UCLA
Oct. 22 Arizona State
Oct. 29 Oregon
Nov. 5
Oregon State
Nov. 12 California
Nov. 19 Washington

HOW WEMADE
34,120TOUCHDOWNS
LAST YEAR.

As one of America's fastest
growing airlines, we've made a
lot of touchdowns through
out Alaska, the Northwest
7
and California. In fact, we've
\^S£AT7t£/TAC&W
i expanded this successful
game-plan to include new
destinations like Spokane,
\ t PORTIAS
San Jose, and soon Oakland.
And to round out our roster
of convenient, suburban
Los Angeles airports, we've
added Long Beach to
Burbank and Ontario.
But it's not just what
we do on the ground that's
made us grow. It's the
aerial game that's earned
us our loyal fans. With
our justly famed Gold
^ LDhJO
CoastSMService featuring
hearty meals, great
snacks, and premium
beverages.
Alaska awards extra points to the frequent flyer; too. Our
Gold and Travel program allows you to earn free tickets plus service upgrades
based on accumulated flight mileage. And real 24 karat gold ingots, to boot So
next trip, fly a winner Just call your travel agent or Alaska Airlines for reservations.
v

AlaskaiAiriines
Fly with a happy face.

THE OREGON ATHLETIC STAFF

T

he University of Oregon athletic
administration is nearing com
pletion of a major reorganization
of its department that has been more than
two years in the making.
Under the supervision of Rick Bay,
the youngest director of athletics in the
Pacific-10 Conference, the department
has made strides to streamline its admin
istrative assignments and expand its ef
forts in fund raising and marketing and
promotions.
Bill Byrne is completing his first year
as Oregon's associate athletic director. He
oversees fund-raising projects in the
Duck Athletic Fund and marketing and
promotion.
Working with Byrne are Sam Baker,
director of marketing and promotions,
and Mitch Barnhart, regional director
of the Duck Athletic Fund in Portland.
Bay works closely with a staff that has
staged top-flight athletic contests at Autzen Stadium, McArthur Court and Hayward Field.
Herb Yamanaka has served the ath
letic department for 22 years. He is cur
rently special assistant to the director and
is in charge of events management, ticket
operations and special projects, such as
the initial Oregon Relays next May and
the fifth NCAA Track and Field Cham
pionships at Hayward Field the following
month.
Chris Voelz has been Oregon's top
assistant director for women's athletics
since 1978. Voelz, who also coaches the
Ducks' volleyball team, coordinates proj
ects and special events for women.
In addition to guiding Oregon's golf pro
gram for the last 12 years, Jim Fer
guson has been assistant athletic direc
tor for three years. His duties include
monitoring eligibility and financial aid of
all student-athletes and handling the de
partment's personnel affairs and support
staff.
Aiding in Oregon's fund-raising and
public relations effort is Len Casanova,
former football coach and a 1977 in
ductee in the College Football Hall of
Fame. He coached the Ducks for 16 years
and was director of athletics four seasons
before his official retirement in 1970.
E. M. (Mike) Easterly also came to the
University in 1981 and serves as athletic
business manager. Steve McBride is the
events manager, dealing with the areas of
facilities management and improvement,'
computer operations and the motor pool.

Rick Bay
Director of Athletics

Bill Byrne
Associate Director

Herb Yamanaka
Special Assistant

Sam Baker
Marketing Director

Mitch Barnhart
Duck Athletic Fund

Len Casanova
Athletic Director
Emeritus

E.
Business

Hunt Holsapple
Ticket Manager

Events Manager

John Yates
Facilities Supervisor

Head Trainer
Equipment Manager
Hunt Holsapple joined the department
in Julyl982,as ticket manager.
Heading Oregon's athletic medicine
operation is head trainer Dean Adams,
who has worked directly with the football
team and supervised the prevention,
treatment and rehabilitation of athletic
injuries by Oregon's competent staff
since 1980. Assisting Adams are Dolly
Warner and Richard DeChellis, who
help in directing a large group of gradu
ate and student assistants.
Also serving the athletic department
and football operations in key roles are
equipment manager Pat Conrad and
John Yates, supervisor of facilities.
Coordinating the athletic department's
media relations is sports information di-

Director

Assistant Director

Steve Hellyer
Sports Information
rector Steve Hellyer, who has assem
bled an entirely new staff within the last
year that includes Tim Clodjeaux,
John Lashway and Jan Fulton.
The articulate, 40-year-old Bay has
guided the Ducks' 16 sports for men and
women with a strong sense of principles
and values.
The former University of Michigan ath
lete, coach and administrator has up
graded Oregon's basketball schedule by
negotiating contracts with Minnesota,
Brigham Young, Notre Dame, Wichita
State and Wyoming during the next three
years and presented the University's suc
cessful bid to host the NCAA Track and
Field Championships for men and women
in 1984.

OREGON'S STUDENT-ATHLETES

T

he accomplishments of Oregon's
athletes in 16 men's and women's
sports are well documented.
But there's another side to college
sports—the student-athlete who gains re
spect within the community.
Only one award encompasses all Ore
gon intercollegiate participants: the Em
erald Athletic Trophy. It was started in
1951 and currently is sponsored jointly by
the athletic department and the Oregon
Daily Emerald. It is awarded annually to a
senior on the basis of outstanding
achievement in the fields of athletics,
scholarship and citizenship throughout
the student-athlete's career.
Recipients through the award's 33year heritage include track's Alberto
Salazar and Steve Prefontaine, basket
ball's Ron Lee and Greg Ballard, football's
Steve Barnett and the late John Miller of
wrestling.
Barnett was a 1962 All-America, Miller
is Oregon's only NCAA champion (1969),
Lee and Ballard went on to outstanding
professional careers and Salazar and Pre
fontaine are past and present American
record holders.

Oregon also has had nine NCAA post
graduate scholarship winners since the
institution of the grants in 1964-65.
The 1983 recipient of the Emerald Ath
letic Trophy is football quarterback Kevin
Lusk of Seattle, Wash., a starter for the
Ducks in his final three seasons. He
passed for more than 1,800 yards in his
Oregon career and carried one of the top
academic averages, including a 4.0 for
last year's winter term as a pre-med
major.
EMERALD ATHLETIC
TROPHY WINNERS

1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970

Kevin Lusk, football
Bev Smith, women's basketball
Alberto Salazar, track
Mike Ritchey, baseball
Rudy Chapa, track-cross country
Scott McEldowney, gymnastics
Greg Ballard, basketball
Ron Lee, basketball
Joe Percival, gymnastics
Guy Krause, baseball
Steve Prefontaine, track
Peter Shmock, track
Bob Newland, football
John Miller, wrestling

1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1964
1963
1962
1961
1960
1959
1958
1957
1956
1955
1954
1953
1952
1951

Arne Kvalheim, track
Jim Smith, football
Neil Steinhauer, track
Ken Moore, track
Corky Sullivan, football
Dick Imwalle, football
Steve Barnett, football
Mike Rose, football
Dave Grosz, football
Dave Edstrom, track
Wimp Hastings, basketballbaseball
Jim Bailey, track
Phil McHugh, football-basketball
Lon Stiner, football
Pete Williams, baseball
Ron Lowell, tennis
Jim Livesay, baseball
Jack Hutchens, track
Jack Keller, baseball-basketball

NCAA POST-GRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS

1981
1980
1979
1976
1975
1971
1970
1967
1966

Rudy Chapa, track-cross country
Mike Ritchey, baseball
Willie Blasher, football
Craig Brigham, track
Joe Percival, gymnastics
Bill Drozdiak, basketball
John Miller, wrestling
Lloyd West, gymnastics
Ken Moore, track

A starter since his freshman year, Pitt's junior offensive tackle Bill
trraiic made first team AP All-America last year.

Last year, Kenny Jackson became the first Penn State wide receiver to
earn All-America honors.

THE NATION'S
BEST IN OFFENSE

24-HOUR CASH COAST-TO-COAST

by Herschel Nissenson, College Football Editor, Associated Press
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ohnny Majors was hacking his way
around a Dallas golf course in June
during the Americ3n Football
Coaches Association's annual tournament
when someone spoiled his reverie by
mentioning that offensive tackle Bill Fralic of Pitt just might be the best college
football player in the nation.
And since Pitt, the school Majors
coached to a national championship in
1976, just happens to be Tennessee's first
opponent, Majors' ears perked up.
He grinned and said: "That's okay. I'm
just glad the best football player in the na
tion isn't a quarterback or running back
at Pitt."
That could be an accurate description
of the national picture this fall. Last year's
outstanding crop of quarterbacks (John
Elway, Todd Blackledge, Jim Kelly, Tony
Eason, Dan Marino) and runners (Her
schel Walker, Eric Dickerson, Curt
Warner, Kelvin Bryant, Michael Haddix,

Oklahoma State's Ernest Anderson set a Big
Eight record in 1982 by rushing for 1,877
yards.

Tim Spencer, Craig James, Gary An
derson) has been riddled by graduation
and the United States Football League,
leaving plenty of room for unheralded
and, as yet, unpublicized performers to
burst upon the scene with a bang.
Offensive linemen do not rush for a
hundred yards a game or pass for several
hundred, but the runner or passer who
can do those things without the guys in
the pit hasn't come along yet. So in round
ing up this season's potential stars on of
fense, let's forget about the "skill" people
for a while and give some much-deserved
publicity to the behemoths who do the
dirty work.
Fralic ismassiveat 6-5, 270—and he's
only a junior. Two years ago, he became
the first Pitt freshman tostart his first col
legiate game since Tony Dorsett in 1973.
He stepped right into the position vacated
continued
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The legend of The Pendleton Shirt
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Duke QB Ben Bennett topped the ACC in
passing efficiency and total offense in '82.

by Outland Trophy winner Mark May and
was named first team All-America by the
Associated Press in 1982.
"Bill Fralic is simply a great, great foot
ball player," says Joe Moore, Pitt's offen
sive line coach. "As a freshman, his pass
blocking was unbelievable. In his soph
omore year, his pass blocking improved.
As a freshman, his run blocking was out
standing. His sophomore year, he im
proved his run blocking. If he continues
to make the same improvement, I feel he
has a chance to become one of the
greatest—if not the greatest—offensive
lineman to play the college game."
Down South, LSU has a junior tackle
named Lance Smith, who stands 6-2, 295,
and draws the same kind of rave reviews
as Fralic. "If there is a better offensive
lineman in the country at this stage in his
career, I haven't seen him," says Coach
Jerry Stovall. "Lance is the complete of
fensive tackle and he gets better every
game." Smith made nine "domination"
blocks against Florida and was in the
game for all 84 offensive plays against
Alabama.
Georgia has a pair of top-notch tackles
in Jimmy Harper and Guy Mclntyre,
North Carolina is wild about 295-pound
Brian Blados and Ohio State's Bill Roberts
is among the elite.
Others to watch: Conrad Goode (Mis
souri), Glen Howe (Southern Mississippi),
Tom Jelesky (Purdue), Joe Milinichik
(North Carolina State), John Robertson
(East Carolina) and Lloyd Taylor (Long
Beach State).
Texas guard Doug Dawson, a 6-3,
255-pound senior, has started 26 straight

2t

games beginning with the Bluebonnet
Bowl his freshman year. An exceptional
pass blocker, his average grade on the
field was 92.4 percent. Off the field, he's a
good student in petroleum engineering.
Nebraska's headlines will go mostly to
I-back Mike Rozier and quarterback
Turner Gill, and deservedly so. But up
front, the lone returnee from the Cornhuskers' 1982 Monsters of the Midlands is
6-4, 269-pound guard Dean Steinkuhler.
He covers 40 yards in a startling 4.67 sec
onds and he consistently got the highest
rating among Nebraska's linemen last
year, who included two-time Outland
winner Dave Rimington.
Others to watch: Jim Boyle (Tulane),
James Farr (Clemson), Stefan Humphries
(Michigan), Kevin Igo (Oklahoma State),
David Jordan (Auburn), Dave Kuresa
(Utah State), Terry Long (East Carolina),
Paul Parker (Oklahoma) and Jeff
Zimmerman (Oregon).
With Rimington hogging the spotlight
among the nation's centers for two years,
Southern Cal's Tony Slaton had to settle
for All-West Coast as a sophomore and ju
nior. He is now a 6-4, 255-pound senior

and Coach Ted Tollner says Slaton "has
the best quickness—both straight ahead
and laterally—of any center I've ever
seen."
Slaton's competition for post-season
honors should come from Tom Dixon
(Michigan), Philip Ebinger (Duke), Tom
McCormick (Florida State) and Chuck
Thomas (Oklahoma).
Now for the headline-hoggers, the folks
who run with the ball, throw it and catch
it. Some of them may not be household
names just yet, but it probably won't be

BYU's QB Steve Young tossed for 3,100
yards and 18 TDs in 1982.

Florida's Wayne Peace set an NCAA passing
record last season.

too long.
The Big Eight Conference has three of
the best ballcarriers around in Nebraska's
Rozier, Ernest Anderson of Oklahoma
State and Marcus Dupree of Oklahoma.
Last fall, Rozier earned Big Eight Player
of the Year honors by rushing for 1,689
yards —a single-season Nebraska
record—and scoring 15 touchdowns. His
per-game average of 140.8 yards was
fourth nationally and heading into his fi
nal year the 5-11, 210-pounder needed
only 183 yards to become the Huskers' ca
reer rushing king. A fine receiver and
kick returner, backfield coach Mike Corgan calls him "strong as a bull and quick as
a cobra."
What do Marcus Allen, Tony Dorsett,
Herschel Walker and Ed Marinaro have in
common? They are the only runners in
NCAA history to rush for more than the
l,877yards that Ernest Anderson piled up
last fall. That figure is the best in Big Eight
history and the 5-10,190-pound Anderson
tied the league mark with four 200-yard
continued

It all
began in
the Pacific
Northwest. At the turn of
the century, a pioneer family
began weaving blankets,
robes and shawls of excep
tional quality in Pendleton,
Oregon. Many designs were
inspired by the motifs of the
nearby Nez Perce Indian
Nation.
It was an ideal place for
such a beginning. Rich
grasslands nurtured bands
of sheep that grew wool of
the highest quality. Soft,
pure water was abundant for
scouring and dyeing. And
the family brought to the
task a heritage of weaving
which began generations be
fore in Enpland.

set those many years ago.
We continue to use only
pure, virgin wools, selected
and graded by hand each
shearing season.
We design the patterns,
dye the wool, spin the yarn,
weave the fabrics.
And then, in over 60
careful steps, these pure vir
gin wool fabrics are cut and
sewn into Pendleton Shirts.

Through the years, Pen
dleton blankets and robes
came to be considered a
standard of value among
settlers and Indians through
out the West.
And so the legend of
excellence began.
The family then applied
its skills to the creation of
100% virgin wool clothing
fabrics. Fine, beautiful fab
rics which were then tailored
into shirts that loggers, ran
chers and sportsmen of the
region could wear a lifetime.
Each shirt was "war
ranted to be a Pendleton','
to assure the buyer that the
company stood behind its
products, in quality and
workmanship.
And the legend grew.
Today, four generations
later, the family is still mak
ing shirts warranted to be
Pendletons, to the same
standards our forefathers

It is this commitment to
quality and value in 100%
virgin wool, this attention
to detail every step, every
stitch of the way, that makes
a Pendleton Shirt different
from every shirt in the world.
It is the commitment we
have always made to a Pen
dleton Shirt. And always
will.
The legend deserves no
less.

PURE WOOL
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games and set an Oklahoma State record
by rambling for 270yards against Kansas.
Don't let Anderson's size fool you—he
owns the Big Eight record for a running
back with a 390-pound bench press.
Dupree, a 240-pounder, capped a sensa
tional freshman year—his 905 regularseason yards made him the first rookie
ever to lead Oklahoma in rushing, and he
didn't even become a starter until the
Sooners junked the Wishbone in favor of
the I-formation—with a Fiesta Bowl
record 239 yards against Arizona State,
the nation's No. 1-rated defense. Dupree
had a remarkable run of cross-country
touchdown gallops in his last seven
games, scoring at least once from 30
yards out in each contest and six times
from more than 60yards.
According to the tub-thumpers at Au
burn, Bo Jackson "could be the most tal
ented athlete in Southeastern Conference
history." Auburn's first three-sport letterman in 30 years also plays baseball—he
was the New York Yankees' top draft pick
in 1982—and runs track. As a freshman,
the 222-pounder was Auburn's leading
rusher with 829 yards—a 6.5 average —
and scored nine touchdowns, including
the winner against Alabama.
Auburn's other Wishbone halfback,

Boston College's Doug Flutie threw for
2,739 yards last year.
41

Maryland's Willie Joyner rushed for 1,039
yards in 1982.

After gaining 1,208 yards last year, Georgia
Tech's Robert Lavette should be among
1983's leading runners.

166-pound Lionel "Little Train" James,
rushedfor 779yardsonU3carries—a 6.9
average—and led the nation in punt re
turns with a 15.8-yard average on 24 re
turns. And one that Auburn let get away
after his freshman year, Sam Dejarnette
of Southern Mississippi, finished fifth in
the country on the 1982 rushing charts
with 1,545yards. Also returning from last
year's leaders are Michael Gunter of Tulsa
(1,464 yards and a nation-leading 7.5 per
carry), Robert Lavette of Georgia Tech
(1,208), Willie Joyner of Maryland (1,039)
and John Kershner of Air Force (1,056).
Others to watch: Greg Allen (Florida
State), the nation's leading scorer with 20
touchdowns; Vaughn Broadnax (Ohio
State); Darryl Clack (Arizona State); Dalton Hilliard and Garry James (LSU); Greg
Bell and Allen Pinkett (Notre Dame);
Vaughn Johnson (Arizona); Napoleon McCallum (Navy); Joe Mcintosh (North Caro
lina State); Ricky Moore (Alabama); Lor
enzo Hampton and John L. Williams
(Florida); Thomas Dendy (South Caro
lina); Jacque Robinson (Washington) and
Jon Williams (Penn State).
What? No one from Southern Cal? With
no super tailback on the scene and with
the arrival of new coach Ted Tollner, an
acknowledged genius when it comes to
the passing game, the Trojans may put the
ball in the air more than usual. But win
ning is the name of the game and the winningest quarterback around doesn't have
glamorous individual statistics. However,
the Southern Methodist Mustangs have
won two consecutive Southwest Confer-

ence championships and are 24-2-1 with
Lance Mcllhenny at the controls.
Mcllhenny is one of those quarterbacks
who doesn't seem to do anything except
beat you—what coaches like to call a
"winner." He was the top-rated signalcaller in the SWC last year, passing for 910
yards—don't forget he had Eric Dickerson and Craig James to hand off to—
and 10 touchdowns, while throwing only
three interceptions.
If it's great passing numbers you want,
look elsewhere—to Wayne Peace (Flor
ida); Ben Bennett (Duke); Steve Young
(Brigham Young). They ranked fourth,
fifth and sixth nationally last season un
der the NCAA's complicated passing effi
ciency formula. Peace set an NCAA
record by completing 70.73 percent of his
passes (174 of 246); Bennett topped the At
lantic Coast Conference in total offense
and passing efficiency, while Young, a di
rect descendent of Brigham Young him
self, threw for 3,100 yards and 18 touch
downs and has some believers touting
him as the best passer in BYU history,
which is nothing to sneeze at.
The most exciting quarterbacks could
turn out to be Todd Dillon of Long Beach
State and Doug Flutie of Boston College.
Long Beach State led the major college
ranks in passing a year ago and Dillon's
total offense figure of 3,587yards was the
second best in NCAA history. Dillon com
pleted 289 of 504 attempts (57 percent)
for 3,517 yards and 19 touchdowns in his
first season of major college competition
continued
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and had seven games of better than 300
yards in total offense.
To look at 5-10, 170-pound, baby-faced
Doug Flutie, you probably wouldn't take
him for Mr. Excitement. The computer
science major is anything but a pro
grammed quarterback and his talent for
ad-libbing a potential loss into a long gain
has driven more than one opponent up
the wall. He passed for a whopping 520
yards against national champion Penn
State last season, took B.C. the length of
the field in the final 78 seconds to beat
Rutgers and produced the tie-breaking
score in the final minute against Syr
acuse, all of which helped the Eagles to
their first bowl trip in 40years.
For his sophomore season, Flutie
passed for 2,739 yards, a New England
record, and Coach Jack Bicknell says:
"Sometimes Doug gets a bit out of control.
He does some things on his own, which
has its pluses and minuses. But he is so
unique and can do so many things. We
don't want to turn him into a robot. He
really goes into every game expecting
good things to happen. I don't think he
harbors any negative thoughts. It all boils
down to the fact that he's a kid with tre
mendous confidence in himself. It's infec
tious. The offensive line is saying, 'If we
can just protect this little sonofagun ...'
And the receivers know that if they get
open, he'll get them the ball."
Penn State's Joe Paterno is a bit more
dramatic. "That Doug Flutie goes boomboom-boom, and bingo! They have a
touchdown."
Nebraska's Turner Gill came back from
a 1981 nerve injury in his leg that threat
ened to end his career and led the Cornhuskers to a 12-1 record, a second straight

Big Eight title and almost the national
championship. Probably Nebraska's best
all-around quarterback, Gill completed
90 of 166 passes for 1,182 yards and 11
touchdowns, with just three inter
ceptions, and rushed for 497 yards and
four TDs. With Gill at the helm, the Huskers led the nation in total offense, rushing
and scoring.
Others to watch: David Archer (Iowa
State); John Bond (Mississippi State); Scott
Campbell (Purdue); Boomer Esiason
(Maryland); Randall Cunningham
(Nevada-Las Vegas); Jeff Hostetler (West
Virginia); Walter Lewis (Alabama); Marty
Louthan (Air Force); Jeff Nugent (Colo
rado State); Gary Schofield (Wake Forest);
Sandy Schwab (Northwestern); Frank
Seurer (Kansas); Steve Smith (Michigan);
Brad Taylor (Arkansas); Sean Salisbury
(Southern Call and Mark McKay (San
Diego State),
who faces a strong chal
lenge from a heralded redshirt freshman
named Jim Plum.
Brigham Young's Gordon Hudson is in a
rut. He has caught 67 passes in each of the
last two seasons, tying the NCAA record
for most receptions by a tight end. At 6-4,
230, there are not many defensive backs
who can handle Hudson when he gets up
a full head of steam.
Hudson was the consensus All-America
tight end a year ago, but a publicity storm
is brewing on the West Coast for Califor
nia's David Lewis, who grabbed 54 passes
for 715 yards last year.
Others to watch: Cliff Benson (Purdue);
Paul Bergmann (UCLA); Tony Camp (Pa
cific); John Chesley (Oklahoma State);
Glenn Dennison (Miami); John Frank
(Ohio State); Jon Harvey (Northwestern);
Dave Hestera (Colorado).

4*
Thomas Dendy, South Carolina running
back, will be a runner to watch this season.

California tight end David Lewis caught 54
passes for 715 yards in 1982.
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Dalton Hilliard, LSU tailback, should be
among the nation's leading rushers in 1983.

Penn State has turned out numerous
All-Americas over the years, but Kenny
Jackson last year became the first Nittany
Lion wide receiver to win that honor. He
caught 41 passes for 697 yards and seven
touchdowns—the last two are school
records—and his 18career TD receptions
is another Penn State mark. With Michi
gan's Anthony Carter having gone to the
USFL, Jackson looms as the nation's top
wideout.
But watch out for a player who sat out
last season after transferring from
Nevada-Las Vegas to San Diego State. In
1981, Jim Sandusky led the nation with 68
receptions for 1,346 yards and he could
approach those numbers again with the
pass-happy Aztecs.
Others to watch this year: Cedric An
derson (Ohio State); Jesse Bendross (Ala
bama); Jeff Champine (Colorado State);
Dwight Collins (Pitt); Dwayne Dixon (Flor
ida); Irving Fryar (Nebraska); Robert Grif
fin (Tulane); Duane Gunn (Indiana); Jessie
Hester (Florida State); Gerald McNeil (Bay
lor); Eric Richardson (San Jose State); Tim
Ryan (Wake Forest) and Eric Wallace
(Kansas State).
£
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22million dollars'worth of ballplayers listen to me.
I listen to E.F. Hutton.
When EFHutton talks, people listen.

HOW MUCH
DO YOU MISS
IF YOU DOM'T
WATCH THE BALL?
by John Jones,
The New Orleans Times-Picayune

C

ollege fans don't watch football games.
They watch the football.
As it's being snapped from the center to
the quarterback. As the quarterback hands it off
or passes it to another player, who runs with it or
catches it or fumbles it.
There is an undeniable logic to ball watching.
Since it always draws a crowd, the ball is easy to
follow. And, watching the ball leaves ample time

ATARI RealSports"Soccer

ATARI RealSports™ Tennis

for important duties such as eating a hot dog,
drinking something tall and cool or ogling cheer
leaders.
Yet for the fan who takes his football seriously,
there is a revolutionary method for attaining a
deep understanding of the college game—watch
the players instead of the ball.
"Most fans," says the defensive coordinator of a
Southeastern Conference bowl team from last
season, "know just enough about football to enjoy
the game. They read the Sunday morning paper
to get an idea about what might have happened.
"There are a few serious fans, though, who've
impressed me with what they know. They want to
understand the game, and that's much harder. To
really understand what your team's doing, you've
got to approach things just like a coach would.
continued
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DON'T WATCH THE BALL
continued

"Chart down and distance. Chart ten
dencies. Know where you've got a mis
match and know how to take advantage of
it. When a fan can start doing those
things, he'll know where the ball is going
without having to look."
A few simple procedures, and a min
imal financial investment, enable any fan
to begin watching the game instead of the
ball.
First you gear up. Next you study what
you're seeing on offense. Finally, you
study what you're seeing on defense.
It's that simple.
Let's begin with the paraphernalia of

game watching.
To initiate your odyssey into the intri
cacies of college football, send for the me
dia guide of a college team you'll see in
person during the season. Address your
request to the athletic department. You
may want to follow up with a telephone
call if you haven't received your guide
within 10 days.
Media guides are given to writers and
broadcasters as a ready reference source
on all team-related facts and figures. Most
schools make guides available to the gen
eral public for prices well under $10.
You may also want to send off for the

media guides of teams you'll be watching
on television, but remember that tele
vised games have a major drawback: TV
games always follow the ball, rather than
players.
Read the media guide of the team you'll
see in person. Read it frorn cover to cover.
At least twice.
Familiarize yourself with the styles of
offense and defense your team uses. Lo
cate the team's depth chart and read up
on which players you'll most likely see at
each position.
Once you've done your homework
you're ready to gear up for the trip to the
stadium.
A must for in-stadium game watching is
a good pair of binoculars, preferably a
pair that provides a wide angle view of
the field.
In the old days, days when you followed
the ball and didn't have as much to look at
or keep track of, binoculars may have
been extra baggage. Now they're a requi
site.
Bring along a legal sized pad and several
pencils for note taking. Since it's cum
bersome to keep track of all this assorted
gear, you may want to buy a tote bag.
Many teams sell tote bags with the univer
sity's mascot printed on it.
Come prepared to do all your own game
work, but don't discourage the interest of
fans sitting near you. You may get lucky
and find a friend who shares your inter
est in learning more about football.
You're thinking like a coach now, so
you'll have to forego some of the camara
derie that usually uncorks during a game.
Save your partying for later, when you
can impress everyone with your knowl
edge of what really happened.
The statistical goal in each game is to
duplicate the work of the university's
own crews in the press box and the
coaches' box. After a game is over, you
want everything down on paper for re
view and analysis before the next game.
A three-person stat team is ideal. One
person charts down, distance and the
play run bv the offense. The second per
son charts what formation the offense
used and how much yardage the play
gained. The third person charts what for
mation the defense used, whether it
blitzed and whether it tried to disguise its
intent.
If you don't have any help, be prepared
to get as much of the information as possi
ble on your own. You'll be surprised how
quickly a play-by-play chart takes shape.
Now that you're properly geared up
and have lots of background information,
you're ready to start analyzing offense
and defense.

Look for your team's play patterns so you 'II know where the ball is going.
lOt
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DON'T WATCH THE BALL
continued

To reach an understanding of the strat
egy and tactics of major college football,
forget many of the notions you've long
held sacred.
Forget about following the ball. You're
training yourself to know where the ball
is going without having to look.
Forget that the field is 100 yards long.
Coaches see the field in five segments that
dictate formations and tactics.
The sections are: your team's goal line
to its 15-yard line;your team's 15-yard line
to its 30-yard line; your team's 30-yard
line to the opponent's 30-yard line; the op
ponent's 30-yard line to its 10-yard line;
and the opponent's 10-yard line to its goal
line.
Analyze how your team acts and reacts
in each of the five segments. Notice how
the offense operates in the critical areas
near its goal line. Look for changes when
the team is at midfield. See whether the
defense is being victimized in certain situ
ations.
Once you uncover a pattern to your
team's play, you're plotting tendencies.
All teams have tendencies; it's just a
matter of sorting them out.
Looking for patterns instead of individ-

ual plays helps you to think ot your team's
offense and defense as if they were novels
being written before your eyes.
Each play is a chapter, linked to what
has gone before it and what comes after.
Very little happens by chance. Plays are
not isolated moments, but threads woven
into a larger tapestry of offense and de
fense.
During the first three to four weeks of
the season, most teams are feeling them
selves out. The early games are an in
valuable time for compiling statistical in
formation and discovering tendencies.
Make it a point to notice the little things.
They pay off.
"Just the way players are lined up tells
you something," says a former line coach
of a major southern independent, who in
his playing days toiled for one of the Pac10 schools.
"The story I always remember is about
John Brodie. While Brodie was at Stan
ford, someone noticed that every time he
put his left foot forward he ran to the
right. Every time his right foot was for
ward he ran to the left.
"The defensive coaches told their play
ers that whenever they saw Brodie's feet

lined up a certain way they should auto
matically blitz."
This kind of detail is called a key. The
defensive linemen keyed on Brodie s feet
and were able to improve their chances
against the Stanford offense.
Linemen are often the easiest players to
key in college football because they're in
clined to cheat on their stances.
For example, a defensive lineman who
usually takes a four-point stance on run
ning downs may shift to a three-point
stance to allow him more mobility in
rushing the passer.
That's a key for the offensive lineman.
When the defender is in a three-point
stance, he's expecting a pass. Perhaps a
well-timed running play on third and long
would give the offensive lineman an ad
vantage.
A common key for defensive linemen is
reading how players in the offensive
front settle their weight before the snap
of the ball.
If a player's weight is set back, he's
probably going to drop back to pass block
or pull out of the line to lead a ballcarrier
on a sweep. He's not likely to fire out with
continued
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'Without Jensen speakers, you're not all there."

Okay, you've got a Jensen" receiver. Sure, you can cheap
out and stick in speakers that aren't Jensen quality. But
you'll be paying for it every time you drive.
Remember your speakers are the final—and maybe
most important—link in your car audio system. And the
technical excellence of Jensen speakers is legendary.
A truly great car audio system starts with a Jensen
receiver and goes all the way with the quality sound of
Jensen speakers.
Hey, it's great to save money.But if it's the sound
that moves you. speakers aren't the place to do it.
Complete your system with Jensen speakers. Any
CAR AUDIO
thing else might be penny wise. But sound foolish

JENSEN

When it's the sound that moves you.
©Jensen Sound Laboratories. 1983

While you're in the stands watching the game, try to think like a coach.

DON'T WATCH THE BALL
continued

an aggressive block.
If the offensive lineman's weight is set
far forward, he's probably hoping to get
an edge on a domination block.
Linemen may tip a play by the position
of their feet or their stance. Years ago, the
prevailing logic was that the offensive
guards always tip where the play is
headed.
The sophisicated college offenses of the
'80s have debunked the guard rule.
Today, it might be a center plotting the
course of the ball. Or a particular re
ceiver.
In some situations, player movement
disguises the offense's play.
"Some college teams give you false
keys," says the offensive coordinator of a
resurgent Big Ten team.
"You might send half your linemen in
the wrong direction just to make the de
fense think you're going one way instead
of the other. You can pull the linemen
away from where the ball's going. They
don't even have to hit anybody, just make
it look real.
"Misdirection stuff is great once you get
it going because a defense doesn't know
who to key on and how to react. If you
misdirect them seven or eight times a

game and it works, you've really got them
thinking."
Defenses have become as sophisticated
as modern offenses.
Many of the nation's best collegiate de
fenses go through several different align
ments before settling into their final de
fense. They try to disguise what defense
they're going to run.
At best, this confuses the opponent's
quarterback. At worst, it gives the quar
terback less time to read the defense and
make a decision.
Since the defense is usually reacting to
an offensive maneuver, it's a bit easier to
follow a handful of players and know
where the ball is headed.
When studying a defense, never take
your eyes off the inside linebacker at the
snap of the ball. Inside linebackers usu
ally key the defense, either by moving to
the point of attack to support run defense
or by breaking off into pass coverage.
On pass plays, the two inside safeties
will usually rotate to the side where the
defense expects the ball to be thrown.
As a pass play develops, abandon your
binoculars and get a good view of all the
routes being run. Chances are you'll
know where the ball is going to be thrown

by the way receivers are moving.
The charge of the defensive line is also a
key. If the defensive linemen are ag
gressively attacking the offensive line,
chances are they're expecting a quarter
back sack. If the defensive line is slow to
charge, it 's probably hanging back to read
the offense before committing itself.
Also, pay attention to how long the de
fense spends in its huddle. It takes more
time to call adjustments to pass cov
erages. Quick breakup of the huddle
could mean a defense is expecting a run.
As you can see, watching players in
stead of pigskins is a complicated, but re
warding, business.
Concentration, organization and a com
plete familiarity with your team's
strengths and weaknesses is essential.
"Once you get to thinking like a coach,"
says the defensive coordinator from the
SEC team, "you start to enjoy the game so
much more.
"Following the ball becomes the last
thingyou do, not the first. Once you know
football, about calling plays and making
things happen, the only reason you ever
look at the ball is to find out if you gained
enough yardage for the first down." £

Totjy Dorsett
*running back

Jim can keep track of the entire game at once
with his Pentax 8x40 Gridiron binoculars.
They give you a full field of vision—499 feet
at 1000 yards. So you spend time watching,
not readjusting. And, to get you closer to the
action, they're the most powerful wide angle
binoculars Pentax makes.
You get coated lenses, and the
same kind of craftsmanship in Pentax
binoculars as you get in our cameras.
And we offer a booklet to help —
CHOOSING THE RIGHT PENTAX
BINOCULARS FOR SPECTATOR
SPORTS. It's free, with the name of
your nearest dealer, when you call
toll-free: 800-323-1718. In Illinois call
800-942-8881.

The brand that fits.

c 1983, Pentax Corporation,

PENTAX

B I N O C U L A R S
LEE COMPANY, P.O. BOX 2940, SHAWNEE MISSION, KANSAS 66201. (913)384-4000
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Enjoy a
Tailaatina Party

The Mazda RX-7 experience. It is
a sports car enthusiast's dream
made real.
It is a rotary engine that can
propel you from zero to 50 in
just 6.3 seconds.
It is superb
directional
Mazda RX-7
control made
possible by a
finely-tuned
s
suspension
system and anti-sway bars fore
and aft.
It is a precise recirculatingball steering gear that keeps you
constantly in touch with the
road below.
And to make the experience
even more enjoyable, the RX-7 is
an astonishing value—a sports
car enthusiast's dream made
affordable.
As you might expect of the
best-selling two-seat sports car
in America, the RX-7 has excep
tional resale value. The Kelley
Blue Book, September-October
..6.3 sec.
... 16.4 sec.
V* mile . . . .83 mph

EST.
MPG

1982, reports that a 1979 RX-7 S
has retained 111.1% of its original
sticker price, compared to 79.3%
for a 1979 Datsun 280ZX.
If you are partial to the joys
of high-performance motoring,
all that remains is for you to climb
into the RX-7's refined cockpit
and head for the open road.
That is where the real RX-7
experience awaits you.
Because its rotors turn constantly in one direc
tion, the Mazda RX-7's 100-horsepower rotary
engine is smoother, more efficient, and more
powerful for its size than a conventional piston
engine.

1983 Mazda RX-7 S

$9895*
Standard features include
5-speed overdrive transmission
• Steel-belted radial tires • Powerassisted front disc brakes • Front
and rear anti-sway bars • Retract
able headlamps • Automatic
power antenna • Cut-pile car
peting • Electric rear window
defroster • Driver's seat 3-position lumbar support adjustment
• Voltmeter, temperature & oil
pressure gauges • Two-speed
wipers plus intermittent action
• Tinted glass • Coolant and
engine oil level warning buzzers
• Trip odometer • Covered rear
stowaway lockers • Side window
demisters.

The more you look,
the more you like.

EPA estimates for comparison. Your mileage may vary with trip length, speed and weather. Highway mileage will probably be less.
•Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual price set by dealer. Taxes, license, freight, options (wide tires/al. wheels $350-$420) and
other dealer charges extra. Price may change without notice. Availability of vehicles with specific features may vary.
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t's the college football season, and
that means it's time to put your por
table barbeque, picnic table and
chairs in the car, invite some friends
along, and add plenty of good food and
drink. With those ingredients you've got
the makings for a great tailgating party at
the local college stadium.
Hormel has put together the following
recipes to help ensure that your next tailgating picnic is a memorable one. You
might start with the Chili Cheese Dip as
an appetizer, then dig into the hearty,
open-faced sandwiches and a light salad.
Bon appetit.
CHILI CHEESE DIP
3 Cups
The life of the party—an exciting chili dip.
4 ounces Cheddar cheese
1 can (15 ounces) chili - no beans
8 ounces creamed cottage cheese
2 to 3 canned green chilies
V4 teaspoon turmeric (optional)
Black olives
Tomatoes

Shred Cheddar cheese or process in food
processor. Add remaining ingredients;
blend until smooth. Cover and refrigerate
at least 2 hours to blend flavors. To serve,
transfer to serving bowl and garnish top
with black olives and chopped tomatoes.
Serve with corn chips and crackers.
SLOPPY JOSE
3 or 4 Servings
Try this marvelous Mexican version of the
classic Sloppy Joe.
Vz cup chopped celery
Vi cup chopped green pepper
Butter or margarine
1 can (15 ounces) tamales
1 can (15 ounces)chili - no beans
(or with Beans)
1 loaf (Bounces) Italian bread
Shredded Cheddar cheese
Sliced green onions
Saute celery and green pepper in 2 table
spoons butter until tender. Remove pa
pers from tamales; slice tamales into bitesize pieces. In medium saucepan,
combine tamales, chili, celery and green
pepper; cook until hot, stirring occa

sionally. (You can reheat this mixture on
vour barbeque when you arrive at the sta
dium.) Halve bread lengthwise, then cut
into sections. Spread with butter and
toast on the barbeque. Spoon chili mix
ture over bread; sprinkle with cheese.
Garnish with green onions. (Note: You can
substitute sandwich buns, french bread
or corn bread for the Italian bread.)
BLT SALAD
4 Servings
Clever calorie-counting! The taste of a favor
ite sandwich in a streamlined salad.
'A cup plain yogurt
2 teaspoons cooking oil
'/s teaspoon sugar
Dash dry mustard
Pepper to taste
2 tablespoons bacon hits
2 large tomatoes, sliced (about 1 pound)
4 lettuce leaves
Combine yogurt, oil, sugar, mustard, and
pepper; stir to mix well. Just before serv
ing stir in bacon. Arrange tomato slices on
lettuce leaves; pour dressing over. Sprin
kle with additional bacon.
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Michelob
Light
for
the
Winners.
A rich, smooth taste you can compare to any beer you like.
I aM
*j
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by Billy Watkins,
Jackson Daily News

H

e must be a brawler and a brain.
Fast and tough,smart and anticipative.
And, above all,he must be mistake-free.
"He has to have tremendous judgment,"
said one college coach, "and I mean tre
mendous judgment. The decisions he
makes are critical. At the position he's
lined up in on the field, you're giving up
big plays if he makes a mistake in judg
ment."
Free safety is as demanding as any posi
tion on the football field.
"He's as important as any player on your
defense," a coach said. "It's difficult to
play good defense without a good free
safety back there. If you're trying to play

without a good one, I think you're starting
out with a tremendous handicap."
The free safety is responsible for elimi
nating any long plays by the offense,
whether it's a pass or a run. Most of to
day's defenses are structured around a
three-deep zone pass defense. The free
safety is responsible for the middle-third,
but he must also lend support to the
outside-thirds.
And he is not exempt from run support.
His primary run responsibilities are usu
ally to the weak side, away from the tight
end. But he must be keenly aware in case
a runner breaks the line of scrimmage;
usually, the free safety is the last man be
tween the runner and a touchdown.

He calls the defensive secondary align
ment, and makes any changes in the cov
erage immediately before the snap.
Finding a player who can fill all the
qualifications the position demands is of
ten a difficult task for coaches.
"We look for speed first, always," a
coach said. "But the thing we're also look
ing for is someone with some range,
someone who can reach from boundary
to boundary. He has to be able to help the
cornerbacks on deep patterns, but still
protect the middle.
"We don't want a guy who is going to be
overly aggressive. We want a guy who
will play deep middle. He'll do his job first,
continued
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F^EE SAFETY
continued

then help out on the corners.
"You want an individual with enough
speed so you only have to play him about
10 yards deep. If he doesn't have good
speed, you have to play him 14 yards
deep, and give up yards on run support.
"And the free safety has to have some
brains, too. In what we're doing, he has to
be the smartest player on the football
field.
"The free safety has to have a real
knowledge of the defensive system. He
can do an awful lot as far as directing traf
fic back there. He's the guv who can make
your defensive checks, make your adjust
ments to motions and multiple sets.
"And he's got to be able to control the
strong safety and cornerbacks. If one of
them is lined up wrong, he's got to try to
get him lined up properly."
As a play begins, a free safety reads dif
ferent offensive keys in different de
fensive schemes. It might be the quarter
back. It might be the flow of the
backfield. It might be a receiver.
One coach said, "In our defense, the
free safety must anticipate the quarter
back. That's his read. He will also read the
No. 2 receiver, or the receiver closest to
him. Usually, that would be either a slot or
a tight end.
"That's what he's looking at: quarter-

back, receiver, back to the quarterback.
After he sees where his receiver is going,
then he really hones in on the quarter
back."
Another coach with a different scheme
said, "We don't have the free safety key on
any one thing because the sets have be
come so multiple. He's looking at the for
mation, and he'll get his reads or keys
from a variety of things. But it's all based
on his ability to recognize the formation."
A free safety for one Southeastern Con
ference team said, "I read the flow oi the
backs, and our zone rotates that way. If
they flow strong, we rotate strong. If they
flow weak, we roll weak. We read the
backs first, then react from there."
His reactions must be sure and wellcalculated. A wrong move and his team is
lining up for the opposing team's extrapoint try.
The free safety must be able to recog
nize plav-action passes.
He must be able to see things on the of
fensive side of the ball and make a good
judgment as to what is happening.
The free safety really has to study the
opposing quarterback the week before a
game. He has to study all the looks the
quarterback might give him trying to fool
him into turning the wrong way.
While a free safety may be more noted

The free safety needs to be a bit of a cowboy—able to wrestle a runner to the ground.
20t

for his pass defense, his run support is
essential. He plays the run in a different
way than the strong safety.
The strong safety's job is to turn plays in
on the strong side. He must sacrifice his
body to pulling guards and charging full
backs in order to turn the runner back
towards the pursuing defense. That's
why the strong safety is considered more
of a linebacker than the free safety.
A free safety's run support is more
inside-out with more finesse. Because
there are fewer people on the weak side,
the free safety is supposed to detour the
runner towards the sideline—in the di
rection of the cornerback and the out-ofbounds area rather than turn him inside.
Said one coach, "A free safety might be
called on for run support to the strong
side, but only in special situations. And it
would always be support in the alley on
the strong side (between the end and the
cornerback). He would be just an extra
hand in the alley, not a primary defender."
A Wishbone offense presents the most
run-support demands on the free safety.
In many defensive schemes against a
Wishbone, the free safety has either the
quarterback or the pitch-man on both
sides. He must read the play quickly, and
react immediately.
But he can't be too run conscious. Many
Wishbone formations are featuring wide
receivers today. The free safety must give
inside pass support to the cornerbacks.
It is important that the free safety have
a bit of cowboy in him. He must be able to
steer-wrestle a runner to the ground
when he is the last defender in the path to
a touchdown.
"If the ball is caught underneath, the
free safety will usually be the last guy
with a shot to tackle him," a coach said.
"We don't care how pretty the tackle is,
just as long as he gets him on the deck."
It's a demanding—but fun—position.
"I love it," said one free safety at a major
college. "You're around the ball a lot.
You have more chances for interceptions.
You're free to roam in a lot of our
coverages.
"I played strong safety one year, and
that sort of limits you. If the ball isn't
thrown in the flat, you're not going to be
anywhere near the ball. You're turning to
chase somebody down all day. You sort of
feel left out."
That isn't the case at free safety.
Coaches expect him to have plenty of
action.
"We have a rule and we'll continue to
live by it," said one coach. "Any time that
ball is thrown in the middle of the field,
between the hash marks, that ball is his.
The free safety should lead your second
ary in interceptions every year because
of all the chances he'll have."
(ft
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What year was the first Walter Camp All-America team chosen?

m 1952 UCLA All-America center went on to a distinguished
career as a minister; he gave the invocation at President
2
Reagan's inauguration
In 1959 "The Lonely End" anchored a great Army team. This
later had a successful military career.
3. player
1935 All-America end for Chicago was also the first Heisilan Trophy winner, that same year. _________
4 The

5

An outstanding Colorado back who was named an All-America
in 37 is now a U.S. Supreme Court Justice.
This three-time All-America back for Illinois (1923-25) was nick

6 named "The Galloping Ghost." tj

Utah State's 1961 All-America tackle went on to play pro ball,
then became a T.V. sports commentator and an actor.

-

1

8

What college can claim the largest number of consensus AllAmericas?
*
'

9

Michigan's "Old 98"—-his number was retired when he gradu
ated-pwas twice named an All-America back (1939-40).

This 1926 All-America halfback from the U.S. Naval Academy

10 became a high-ranking naval officer and later was the Execu
tive Director of the Pacii ic-8 Conference..
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"Come to think of it,
I'll have a Heineken

IF GEESE WERE INVENTED TODAY, THEY'D BE
WEARING THINSULATE THERMAL INSULATION.
FOR CENTURIES, GEESE
HAVE KEPT WARM
THE SAME OLD WAY.
Feathers, feathers and more feathers.
Fine, in their time. But now man has created
something better Thinsulate Thermal
Insulation from 3M. A goose would be silly
not to give it a try.

WE USE FIBERS, NOT FEATHERS.
Our special microfibers trap more air
than most other insulations do. And
that's the key to our amazing warmth.
You see, the more air an insulator
traps the better it works. True.
And that means a half inch of
Thinsulate Insulation is
actually 1.8 times warmer
than a half inch of down.
Nearly twice as warm. In
Thinsulate Insulation, a
goose might not mind
staying north all winter

1"

This much
Thinsulate
Insulation
is as warm
as

this much
down.

IT'S EASIER TO FLAP YOUR WINGS
IN THINSULATE INSULATION.
Because it takes less of our insulation to
keep you warm, you get a sleek, lean, racy
look. Not bulky. In Thinsulate Insulation,

© 1983, Woolrich, Inc.

Thinsulate
Thermal Insulation

you can lead an active outdoor life. Freedom of
movement from wingtip to wingtip.

OUR INSULATION ISN'T AFRAID TO GO
NEAR THE WATER.
Should you happen to get it wet, don't worry.
Unlike down,Thinsulate Insulation retains almost
all of its insulating value under damp conditions.
And it can even be machine washed or dry
cleaned, depending on the garment's care
instructions.

WHAT'S GOOD FOR THE GOOSE IS
JUST AS GOOD FOR YOU.
The U.S. Navy Divers, the 1981 British
Winter Expedition on Everest, and hard
working ski patrollers and instructors
around the world use Thinsulate
Insulation. Because it works
for them. In fact, they've
been shouting its
praises, from the high
est mountain to the
deepest sea. You
will, too. When you're
out in your element.
Just look for
the Thinsulate
Insulation hang tag
on an assortment of
clothing and accessories
designed to keep you
warmer
For a free brochure,
write 3M Thinsulate
Insulation, Dept.TDI,
Bldg. 220-7W, 3M
Center; St. Paul, MN
55144.

Thinsulate
Thermal Insulation

WARMTH. WITHOUT BULK.

Woolrich.
Doing it right since 1830.
3M hears you...
"Thinsulate" is a registered trademark of 3M ©3M Company, 1982
Thmsulate Insulation Type C is 65% olefin, 35% polyester (Type B is 100% olefin).

GREAT QUARTERBACKRECEIVER COMBINATIONS
IN COLLEGE FOOTBALL
HISTORY

Knute makes a TD after the completion of
one of the famous Dorais to Rockne passes
which beat Army in 1913.

GET A PART-TIME IOB
IN OUR BODY SHOP.
It feels great to work your body into top con
dition. To push it to the limit. And then exceed it.
But it takes training. To get fit. And to stay fit.
And the Army National Guard will give you that
training. And well give you the incentives to keep
working at it. Incentives like a good paycheck, new
skills, college tuition assistance, and many other
valuable benefits.
In the Guard, you'll train to keep your body in
condition while you practice your military skills.
YouH be doing something good for yourself, your
community and your country. Start shaping your
future today by giving us one weekend a month
and two weeks a year. Call your local Army Guard
recruiter or call toll-free 800-638-7600.*
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550;
Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands (St. Croix):
773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska
consult your local phone directoiy.

NATIONAL
GUARD

It pays to get physical.

by Nick Peters,
Oakland Tribune

T

wo pint-sized youngsters tossing
the pigskin at Cedar Point, Ohio,
on the shore of Lake Erie during
the summer of 1913 didn't realize the im
pact their actions would have on the his
tory of American football.
The rules had been liberalized to allow
progress of the ball by passing, so Notre
Dame seniors Gus Dorais and Knute
Rockne were curious about placing the
pigskin in the air.
They experimented during their idle
hours while serving as lifeguards and res
taurant helpers at a beach resort. The 5-7,
145-pound Dorais did the throwing to the
5-8, 145-pound Rockne, thereby forming
the first great pass-catch combination the
game has known.
"I don't know which one of us was first
captivated by this new weapon, but we
both saw tremendous possibilities in it,"

Gus Dorais was a passing wizard, with
Knute Rockne on the receiving end.
Rockne recalled. "Once freed bv changes
in the rules, we worked on it as much as
possible.
"It was truly work, too, because Gus
had to learn how to pass the pigskin prop
erly, and I had to learn to catch it without
either one of us knowing what we were
doing."
By the time 21-year-old Dorais and
Rockne, a balding 25, returned to South
Bend for football practice, they had be

come adept at moving the football
through the air, but it took the fourth
game of the season to bring national at
tention to the exciting new offense.
Notre Dame visited West Point to face
heavily favored Army, and a 25-yard
touchdown pass from Dorais to Rockne
helped the Irish to a 7-0 lead. The Cadets
stormed back for a 13-7 edge, but a
35-yard toss—longest in history at the
time—to Rockne set up a TD and Notre
Dame had a 14-13 lead at the half.
Dorais finished with an incredible 14
completions in 17 attempts for 243 yards
and the Irish posted a stunning 35-13 up
set. "The Army players were hopelessly
confused and chagrined," wrote The New
York Times.
Rut the Cadets were resilient sorts.
They learned from the humbling expericontinued
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SUBARU. OFFICIAL US. SPORTS CAR.
Subaru has been helping America
handle a lot of rough roads, including
the ones that lead to championships.
In 1976, as The Official Car of The
U.S. Ski Team, Subaru first supported this

team whose members have since won
World Cup titles in 1981, 1982 and 1983.
So whether you're headed downhill
or uphill, Subaru would like to help you
get there. And that's

Steve Mahre
US"

OFFICIAL CAR OF THE U.S. SKI TEAM. '///I

© SUBARU OF AMERICA, INC. 1983

continued

point."
The most publicized pass in the history
of college football also was unleashed in
the Twenties. It was thrown by end Brick
Muller of California and the 55-yard
bomb to Brodie Stephens helped Califor
nia shock Ohio State, 28-0, in the 1921
Rose Bowl Game.
That Muller threw the pass isn't so sur
prising. Quarterbacks of that era were
more adroit in ballhandling skills than in
firing footballs, so many of the longer
passes were thrown by bigger, stronger
teammates. The passing specialist behind
center wasn't commonplace until the Fif
ties.
But there were some notable excep
tions. In 1925, for instance, Friedman and
Oosterbaan were tops, but Dartmouth's
Andy Oberlander threw 11 touchdown
passes, seven of them to Myles Lane. One
year later, Stein Griggs of tiny Albright
uncorked seven TD bombs of 55 yards or
more, three of them caught by Sam Angle.
During the Thirties, the South and the
Southwest got into the act, but it was an
era of hype, so it's difficult to distinguish
between fact and fiction. The most fa
mous pass-catch combo of the time was

continued

victory over Princeton in 1936, but they
really didn't connect on that many passes.
Frank understood promotion; he later
founded one of the nation's most success
ful public relations firms.
The most successful combo of the Thir
ties was Columbia's Cliff Montgomery
and Anthony Matal, who collaborated on
six scoring strikes of more than 25 yards
in 1932. That same year, Purdue's Duane
Purvis hit Paul Moss with four bombs of
50yards or more.
Coach Dutch Meyer started using two
split ends and two or three wingbacks at
Texas Christian in the mid-Thirties,
launching the fabled career of "Slinging"
Sammy Baugh. As a result of the diverse
nature of that wide-open attack, Baugh
didn't have a favorite target, spreading
the wealth among Will Walls, Rex Clark
and L.D. Meyer.
Quarterback Davey O'Brien succeeded
Baugh at TCU and continued to thrive in a
pass-oriented system, but the finest com
bination of that time piled up yardage for
Missouri. "Pitching" Paul Christman and
James Starmer were a great pair in
1938-40, Christman throwing 25 TDs and
Starmer catching 11, solid efforts even by

today's standards.
Clark Shaughnessy's T-formation awak
ened Stanford in 1940 and further revolu
tionized the passing game. But the Indians
were neophytes in utilizing the air attack
compared to what neighboring College of
the Pacific had in store for football foes in
1946-49.
The legendary Amos Alonzo Stagg got
things going with a pair of freshmen,
quarterback Eddie LeBaron and end John
Rohde, in 1946. The post-war boom
turned into an aerial explosion for the Cal
ifornia school. In four years, Little AllAmerica LeBaron, only 5-7 and 165
pounds, fired 49 touchdown passes and
Rohde was on the receiving end of 29 of
them, making the two Tigers the most
prolific pair in history.
Another Forties twosome, Mississippi's
Charlie Conerly and Barney Poole, be
came the first to top the NCAA statistics in
passing and receiving when it achieved
the unique double in 1947. The 6-3,
225-pound Poole, who previously played
for Army, had a season unprecedented in
history when he hooked up with Conerly.
Whereas the crafty Conerly established
national records with 133 completions

and 18 touchdown passes, Poole set
records with 52 receptions and eight TD
catches as Ole Miss won its first SEC
championship. Poole also set a new singlegame standard with 13 receptions against
Chattanooga.
By 1950, those touchdown marks had
fallen to the Kentucky combo of Babe
Parilli and A1 Bruno. Parilli fired 23 TD
passes that year and Bruno caught 10 of
them. Four years later, another double
was posted when Cal's Paul Larson and
Jim Hanifan were No. 1in passing and re
ceiving, respectively,with Larson tossing
10TDs and Hanifan grabbing seven am
ong his 44 catches.
The 1954 season began a wave of active
pitchers and catchers. Navy had George
Welsh and Ron Beagle. Len Dawson, a
Purdue sophomore, registered eight TD
passes against Missouri and Notre Dame
in his first two varsity games and had an
imposing target in 6-7 Lamar Lundy, but
the pair didn't click to expectations in
1955-56.
Stanford achieved passing fame with
Gary Kerkorian, Bobby Garrett and John
Brodie in the early Fifties, but the Indians
didn't have their first dual champions uncontinued
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GREAT QUARTERBACK-RECEIVER COMBINATIONS

ence. Army immediately incorporated
the pass in its attack, bringing it to eastern
football. The Cadets downed Navy, 22-9,
using a passing game. Army quarterback
Vernon Prichard and end Vernon Merillat became a heralded combination and
Merillat earned All-America honors and
distinction as "The Forward Pass King."
By 1916, Dorais and Rockne already
were coaching and the Midwest had an
other crack pass-catch tandem in quar
terback Arnold Wyman and All-America
end Bert Baston of Minnesota. But there
really wasnt another truly famous pass
ing pair until 5-8,172-pound quarterback
Benny Friedman connected with rangy
receiver Bennie Oosterbaan for Michigan
in 1924-26.
Friedman fired an unprecedented 13
touchdown passes in 1925, six of them to
Oosterbaan. In 1926, the two Wolverines
hooked up to jolt Ohio State, 17-16. The
pair easily was the most notorious passing
combination of the Golden Age of Sports.
"It was the confidence we had in each
other that made us so successful," Fried
man explained. "Bennie would tell me ex
actly where he'd go. I knew he'd be there,
and he knew I'd deliver the ball to that

GREAT QUARTERBACK-RECEIVER COMBINATIONS

Alabama's Dixie Howell and Don Hutson,
for instance.
But the 'Bama beauts actually hooked
up for few touchdown plays during the
regular season. They really didn't click
big until the 29-13 Rose Bowl victory over
Stanford in 1935. Howell was nine for 12,
throwing for 160 yards, and Hutson
caught six passes for 165 yards against the
Indians.
"I ran like the devil and Dixie got the ball
there," said Hutson, who was dubbed
"The Alabama Antelope" and later be
came the greatest receiver of his time in
the NFL.
Thirty years later, Tulsa's Howard Twilley would catch more passes in one game
than Hutson did over a full season, so it
isn't fair to compare the passing pairs of
the first 50 years with the modern ath
letes who thrive in pro-style attacks of
schools like Stanford, California, Illinois,
San Diego State, San Jose State and Tulsa,
to name a few.
Another duo highly publicized in the
Thirties was the Yale combo of Clinton
Frank and Larry Kelley. Each won a Heisman Trophy and they starred in a 23-20
continued
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GREAT QUARTERBACK-RECEIVER COMBINATIONS
continued

til quarterback Dick Norman and end
Chris Burford led the nation in 1959. Burford caught six of Norman's 11 TD tosses,
the pair climaxing the season in a Big
Game loss to Cal. Norman completed 34 of
39 passes for a record 401 yards that day
and Burford caught 12.

1963 when quarterback Don Trull won
the passing crown and fired 12 TD passes,
eight to Lawrence Elkins, who caught a
record-setting 70 passes. But that season
was just a tuneup for 1964, which fea
tured four great pass-catch combinations
from four different regions of the nation.

08 Eddie LeBaron threw an historic 49 TD passes for Pacific in 1946.

Miami's George Mira gained headlines
and records with his passes to Bill Miller
in 1961 and to Nick Spinelli thereafter.
Mira's accomplishments were rivaled by
two Northwest combinations. In 1960,
Washington State's Hugh Campbell
caught a record 66 passes to lead the na
tion, also snatching 10 of quarterback Mel
Melin's 11 TD passes.
By this time, great pass-catch combos
virtually were an annual occurrence, so
their impact diminished. In 1962, Heisman Trophy winner Terry Baker of Ore
gon State topped the nation in total of
fense and touchdown passes (15). Vern
Burke, his favorite target, caught 10 of the
scoring strikes and also led the nation
with a record 69 catches for 1,007yards.
Baylor produced double champions in
30t

marks. One year later, with Bill Anderson
doing the firing, Twilley obliterated all
the receiving records with 134 catches for
1,779 yards and 16 TDs. He caught 19
passes in one game, 18 in another, and
concluded his career with records that
still stand: 261 catches, 3,343yards and 32

End John Rohde caught 29 of LeBaron's throws.

California boasted of Craig Morton and
Jack Schraub, a combo which clicked
when each starred for Campbell High in
the San Jose Area. As seniors in 1964, the
Golden Bears pair flourished. Morton
completed 185 passes and Schraub
caught 52 of them, not counting the win
ning touchdown for the West in a muddy
Shrine Game. Morton's 185 completions
would have been a new single-season
record were it not for Tulsa's outrageous
air show.
Jerry Rhome and the aforementioned
Twilley, a sure-handed, 5-10, 185-pound
receiver, swept to national honors.
Rhome completed 224 passes for 2,870
yards and 32 TDs, all national records.
Twilley was on the other end 95 times for
1,178 yards and 13 TDs, setting more

TDs.
The 1964 season also had Heisman Tro
phy winner John Huarte of Notre Dame
throwing to Jack Snow, who grabbed 60
passes, including nine of Huarte's 16 TD
tosses. At Florida State, Fred Biletnikoff
latched on to 11 of Steve Tensi's 14 TD
throws, not including a 13-catch, four-TD
binge by Biletnikoff in the Gator Bowl vic
tory over Oklahoma.
In 1965, the Anderson-Twilley outburst
overshadowed a great Texas-El Paso tan
dem of Billy Stevens and Chuck Hughes,
who caught 80 passes for 1,519 yards, in
cluding one dozen of Stevens' 21 TDs.The
Missouri Valley erupted again in '66 with
Wichita State's John Eckman leading the
nation in passing and teammate Glenn
continued
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Across the fields of yesterday
he sometimes comes to me
a little child just back from play
the child I used to be.
Michigan QB Benny Friedman fired 13 TD throws in 1925.

Meltzer ranking No. 2 with 91 receptions
for 1,115 yards.
Other great combinations of the midSixties included BYU's Virgil Carter and
Phil Odle, who in 1965-66 caught 106
passes, 16 of them for I Ds. At Purdue,
Bob Griese threw 12 I'D passes in 1966,
eight of them to Jim Beirne, who caught
64 that year.
Sophomores Terry Hanratty and Jim
Seymour gained national attention with
an 84-yard bomb against Purdue in 1966.
Bv the time the Notre Dame duo called it
quits in 1968, it had joined forces for 16
TD passes. Two other star receivers of
that era, SMU's Jerry Levias and Florida
State's Ron Sellers, didn't care who was
firing.
Levias, the first black to plav in the
SWC, caught seven of Mike Livingston's
10 I'D passes in 1967. One year later, the
SMU senior snared 80 passes for 1,131
yards and eight IDs from sophomore
slinger Chuck Hixson. Sellers, mean
while, caught 212 passes for 23 I Ds in
1966-68, becoming the favorite target of
three different QBs: Gary Pajcic, Kim
Hammond and Bill Cappleman.
College football celebrated its 100th
birthday in 1969, and some famous com
binations put on a centennial air show It
began in a sensational season opener pit
ting heavily favored Houston against Flor
ida, which introduced a new battery in
32t

Bennie Oosterbaan was generally in the right places to catch
Friedman's passes.

sophomores John Reaves and Cubanborn flanker Carlos Alvarez. Their first
plav was a 70-vard touchdown bomb,
triggering a 59-34 upset. Reaves topped
the nation in passing with 222 com
pletions and 24 TDs. The 5-11 Alvarez
caught 88 balls, 12 for TDs.
Purdue's Mike Phipps threw 23 TD
passes in '69, Ashley Bell grabbing 11. At
nearby Notre Dame,Joe Theismannand
Tom Gatewood enjoyed a great hookup in
1969-70, Gatewood clutching 15 of Theis
mann's 29 TD passes. The 1970 season un
veiled a fabulous combo for Air Force. QB
Bob Parker completed 199 passes for
2,789 yards and 21 TDs. Ernie Jennings
was on the receiving end 74 times for
1,289yards and 17TDs.
The South produced two great combi
nations in the early Seventies. Auburn's
Pat Sullivan earned a Heisman Trophy
throwing to Terry Beasley. in three years,
Sully fired 53 scoring strikes and Beasley
camped under 29 of them. At FSU, Gary
Huff and Barr v Smith enjoyed similar suc
cess. Huff in three years totaled 52 I'D
passes and Smith caught 25. At the same
time, Heisman Trophy winner Johnny
Rodgers was making life easier for Ne
braska QBs Jerry Fagge and David Humm.
But the passing emphasis clearly had
followed the lead of Stanford. Cal and San
Jose State and moved West San Diego
State made it a foursome with QB Dennis

Shaw throwing to Tom Nettles in '68 and
Tim Delany in '69. Brian Sipe tossed 40
touchdown passes in 1970-71, 25 of them
gathered by Tom Reynolds for coach Don
Coryell's Aztecs.
Stanford rose to prominence with Heis
man Trophy winner Jim Plunkett, who
formed great combos with Gene Wash
ington and Randy Vataha. The Stanford
tradition continued with quarterbacks
Guy Benjamin, Steve Dils, Turk Schonert
and John Elwav throwing to prime re
ceivers like James Lofton, Tony Hill, Ken
Margerum and Darrin Nelson.
BYU's Gary Sheide followed in Carter's
footsteps and was the nation's secondranked passer in 1973,completingl77 for
22 TDs. Teammate Jay Miller topped the
receivers that year, catching 100, includ
ing 22 in one game against New Mexico.
Jim McMahon kept the Cougars on top in
1980-81, firing 77 touchdowns to crack
receivers like Scott Phillips, Clay Brown
and Gordon Hudson.
SMU's Mike Ford and Emanuel Tolbert
sparkled in 1977-78, Ford flipping 28 TDs
and Tolbert catching 17 of them. And at
Purdue, not far from where Dorais and
Rockne made it all possible 66years past,
Mark Herrmann and Dave Young pro
vided an effective pass-catch combo in
1979 80. Hermann threw 39 I'D passes
those two years and Young was the recip
ient of 17 of them.
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"e lived 97 active and fruitful
football seasons. And sometime
.about the 60th or 70th, the pro
fession should have passed him and left
him in its high-tech dust.
After all, Ray Morrison coached foot
ball before the invention of artificial turf,
domed stadiums, white shoes, airconditioning and 10-man coaching staffs.
And before Joe Namath, who generally is
believed by the modern generation to
have invented the forward pass.
Listen, children, Ray Morrison was
throwing the football when it looked, felt
and smelled like a pig's hide and when it
was shaped like a watermelon. Out of his
mathematician's mind came a shotgun
spread of receivers as well as the trap
play, a geometric piece of engineering
that remains today a staple in all playbooks.
He stationed two ends wide on the
scrimmage line—split receivers they are
called today, and their intricate patterns

dazzled fans and opposing coaches from
West Point to Seattle.
If he didnt invent modern football back
in the 1920s and 1930s, he was at least its
godfather. He was far ahead of his time
and Southern Methodist and the South
west Conference haven't looked back
since.
Morrison was SMU's first coach, ar
riving in 1915, and when he left for Vanderbilt in 1935 he left the motor running.
For three decades after his departure the
SWC was known coast to coast as "the aer
ial circus."
Morrison's fast and bold tracks were
followed by some of football's most fa
mous aviators—Sammy Baugh and Davey
O'Brien at TCU, Fred Benners and Don
Meredith at SMU and Bobby Layne at
Texas. Inventive coaches took over where
Morrison left off in the SWC, coaches like
Matty Bell at SMU, Dutch Meyer at TCU
and Homer Norton at Texas A&.M.
continued on page 38
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he Lombardi Award is named for
coaching legend Vince Lombardi
and is given annually to the
college football lineman whose out
standing performance and ability are
combined with a quality revered by
Coach Lombardi—discipline.
Four finalists are chosen each year by a
committee consisting of 100 college
coaches, sportswriters and sportscasters
throughout the country.
The award winner is selected in three
steps. First, each committee member
nominates four candidates, and the
twelve players gaining the most votes
become semi-finalists. Then, from these
twelve, voters pick their top four choices,
and the four with the most votes become
finalists. In the third and final step, the
player with the most votes wins the
award.
When deliberating over the award
nominees, each member of the selection
committee must be assured of the player's
exceptional performance on (and off) the
field, his unyielding discipline and his
hard work and dedication.
Discipline is so much a part of the Lom
bardi Award qualifications that the word
is inscribed on the award itself, which
was created by artist Mark Storm in 1970.
The trophy is a 40-pound block of granite
mounted on a pedestal—representing
Vince Lombardi, who at 5-8, 185 pounds
was the smallest, but by no means the
least, of the legendary Seven Blocks of
Granite at Fordham University from
1934-37.
At the award dinner, sponsored by the
Rotary Club of Houston, the Lombardi
Award finalists are honored and the win
ner is named. Proceeds from this dinner
are donated to the American Cancer Soci
ety; the money funds research to find a
cure or control for cancer, the disease
which took Coach Lombardi's life in 1970.

The
Lombardi
Award
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Ray Morrison
continued from page 35

Morrison coached at Vanderbilt and
Temple and was 64 when he was offered
the coaching post at Yale. He declined and
came back to Texas, coaching well into his
70s at Austin College, a small, scholarly
school in Sherman, a Yale on a small scale.
When he retired, he moved back to Dal
las. He lived near SMU and watched foot
ball practice almost daily until he died in
October, 1982. He loved practice, his
sharp, mathematics-geared mind feeding
on the repetition and the attack of numer
ical strengths and weaknesses.
"After all,"says George Koontz, a player
and close friend until Morrison's death,
"he loved math and taught it for years."
A retired attorney, Koontz was one of
those wide ends for Morrison at SMU.
Morrison made such an impact with his
aerial magic that Koontz later joined the
Air Force.
All coaches, the good and the failed, the

Ray Morrison enjoyed watching SMU's foot
ball practice after retiring from coaching.

lucky and the unlucky, are remembered
mostly by their numbers. If numbers are
the criteria, Morrison will be remem
bered as a success, especially in the SWC.
Three of his SMU teams were un
defeated and won conference cham
pionships. An oddity Morrison could
never explain, by addition, subtraction or
algebra, was the 1929 season in which the
Mustangs played four ties, two of them
scoreless. They won six and lost none.

Matty Bell, then at TCU and Morrison's
successor in 1935, tried to explain: "If
Morrison's teams couldn't score, they
weren't going to let your team score. He
was that tough a coach
The measurement of Morrison's career
goes beyond debits and credits in the
won-loss column. The bottom line, ac
cording to Koontz, shows that Morrison
turned kids into responsible adults. He
never met a kid he couldn't coach, or
wouldn't.
"He always had a uniform,"Koontz said.
"No one was turned away. And every
player was a member of the team. He
never let us forget the team concept and
he always coached that way. He never
coached just the defense or the offense,
but always the team."
The son of a minister, Morrison was
headed for a pulpit until he discovered he
was a shy orator. He decided to capitalize
on his talents as a football player. He ap
plied at SMU, then on the outskirts of Dal
las. He was hired at $200 a month and also
had to teach math.
There was one other condition.
"He had to build the football field," says
Koontz. "When he arrived, the president
showed him a cotton field and told him to
turn it into the football field."
Morrison borrowed a plow and a team
of horses and went to work. The field
turned out well and eventually became a
30,000-seat stadium. His first team turned
out 2-5. His second team turned out
worse, 0-8, and Morrison was fired.
Five years later, Morrison was back and
put the Southwest Conference and SMU
on the map. He took the Mustangs to the
East, where the press looked upon them
as a wild-west exhibit. He took them to
the West Coast, where the press looked
upon them as a delightful new invention.
"No one had ever seen teams throwing
from their own end zone,"says Koontz. "If
a team threw any time but third and
seven it was radical. Other teams threw in
desperation, but Morrison's teams threw
with a purpose. We threw on first down,
second down, fourth down and from any
where on the field."
SMU went to Notre Dame a 33-point
underdog in 1930 to face Knute Rockne's
last team, and one of his best. On their
first two plays, the Mustangs threw
passes, the second one for a touchdown.
The game rocked along evenly until the
last five minutes when Notre Dame wired
together a drive and scored the winning
touchdown—on a pass.
"One unforgettable facet of Morrison
was that he never let a bad play or a close
loss bother him or the team," says Koontz.
"It hurt to lose that game at Notre Dame,
but we got over it. That was the mathe
matician in Morrison. He knew there

would always be another problem ahead
to solve."
Ahead was a trip to Annapolis to play
Navy. Another problem, another solution.
"He devised a unique plan," Koontz re
members . "He had the two ends run down
the sidelines. The two halfbacks went
deep in the middle. Then we threw a little
pass over the middle to the fullback.
He caught the first one we tried and ran
for a touchdown. It was completely un
expected by Navy—but that was Mor
rison. You had to expect the unexpected
from him. We won that game 20-7."
Morrison was sending four and five
men downfield on pass patterns in the era
of the single wing and Notre Dame box.
Thus he not only had to have a quarter
back who could look around for open re
ceivers, but a line to provide the time to
search.
"Morrison had the ability to teach a
quarterback to see the entire field," says
Koontz, "but another secret was his great
lines. He liked to take high school full
backs and make guards and tackles out of
them. That meant they were agile and
could pull and lead interference."
Also in the Morrison repertoire was the
Statue of Liberty play, which he had first
used in a moment of desperation as a Van
derbilt quarterback trapped on his own
goal in 1915, and the mousetrap play,
called simply the Trap in modern playbooks.
"We also had a play where the right
guard pulled and led the fullback through
a hole at left end," Koontz recalled. "Only,
we had a terrible time learning it right be
cause the fullback kept running into the
guard. So, Morrison had the fullback take
the snap and ground the ball, as if he had
fumbled it. By the time he picked it up the
guard was out of the way and leading in
terference. That became known around
the country as the 'SMU Fumble Play'."
All of these teachings and innovations
were transmitted quietly by a coach who
talked on the field as if he were in a li
brary.
"It was conversational," Koontz says.
"He simply talked to us and we talked to
him. We had an open invitation to make
suggestions. He never cursed or raised his
voice and he seldom used a whistle—a
student manager always walked around
behind him carrying it.
"In this way he taught us to have con
fidence in ourselves and our teammates.
He taught us to expect to win, but to al
ways play as sportsmen."
Morrison's men won and they lost and
then they went on to the next problem.
On the way, Koontz will always remem
ber, "we played hard, we played 60
minutes and we had fun. Coach Morrison
made it fun."
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The Pac-10 Conference Staff
Hansen is a member of the National
Football Foundation and Hall of Fame,
the Collegiate Commissioners Associa
tion, and the College Sports Information
Directors of America. In 1965, CoSIDA
named the Rose Bowl Program edited by
Hansen as "Best in Nation," and in 1975
he was cited by the National Federation
of State High School Associations for his
work in governmental affairs on behalf of
the athletic community.
Hansen is married and he and his wife,
Melva, have two children, Sarah, 14, and
Bryan, 11.

D
Thomas Hansen
Executive Director
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homas C. Hansen succeeded Wiles
Hallock as Executive Director of
the Pacific-10 Conference on July 1,
1983. Hansen has had a long and varied
career in the administration of intercol
legiate athletics at both the conference
and the national levels, and is exper
iencing a homecoming with his return to
the Pac-10.
After graduating from the University of
Washington in 1959, Hansen spent a year
on the staff of the Vancouver (Wash.)
Columbian. In 1960, he was named Direc
tor of Public Relations for the Athletic
Association of Western Universities, the
forerunner of the Pacific-10 Conference.
Hansen served the AAWU for seven years
before being named to the National Col
legiate Athletic Association staff as Di
rector of Public Relations in 1967. He was
promoted to Assistant Executive Director
of the NCAA in 1970 and served in that
capacity until his appointment as Pac-10
Executive Director in 1983.
During his 15 years on the NCAA staff,
Hansen was involved in all facets of the
administration of intercollegiate ath
letics. As head of the NCAA Communica
tions Department, he directed all of the
Association's activities in public relations,
marketing, and the promotion of sports
and championships. He also was as
signed to staff many key NCAA commit
tees, among them the Football Television
Committee, and the Promotion and Pub
lic Relations Committee. Hansen has also
served as the NCAA liaison with the U.S.
Olympic Committee. He also was instru
mental in adding NCAA championships
for women and in expanding the NCAA
News and NCAA Television News Service.

avid Price rejoined the Pacific10 Conference staff in Septem
ber, 1981. He previously had
spent seven years with the Pac-10, serving
as public relations director from 1972 to
1974, and assistant executive director
from 1975 to 1978. He then spent two
years as commissioner of the Missouri
Valley Conference. A graduate of the Uni
versity of Oklahoma, Price has been in
volved in intercollegiate athletics at many
levels. He worked two years as publicaations editor for the NCAA, one year as
assistant sports information director at
Oklahoma, and five years as information
director of the Western Athletic Confer
ence prior to his stints at the Pac-10 and
Missouri Valley Conferences. He also has
served as a member of the NCAA Basket
ball Committee.

David Price
Assistant Executive Director

J

im Muldoon joined the Pacific-10
Conference staff on April 1,1978 as
public relations director. A graduate
of the University of Notre Dame,
Muldoon served one year as assistant
sports information director at San Diego
State University. Prior to joining the Pacific-10, he worked fouryears, 1974 to 1978,
for the San Francisco 49ers. With the
49ers, Muldoon was assistant director of
public relations as well as working in the
scouting department.

Jim Muldoon
Public Relations Director

J

ack Sprenger is entering his 11th
year assupervisor of Pacific-10 foot
ball officials. A veteran of over 30
years of active officiating, he was
associated with the Pacific Intercolle
giate Officiating Bureau as an official
from 1942 to 1969, served as an official
observer for two years, and became super
visor in 1971. He was a referee in three
Rose Bowl games and an equal number of
East-West Shrine games. A standout grid
iron star himself, Sprenger was an allconference guard at the College of Puget
Sound.
Jack Sprenger
Supervisor ot Football Officials
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Kelly Charger 65 is unlike any other tire.
It's a true high performance tire, but unlike
its "competition," Charger 65 doesn't fit
only high-priced, exotic imports.

distinctive black-on-black sidewalls may
have begun to tell you that already.

Fits Your Car
Fits Your Wheels
Fits Your Budget

Kelly-Springfield designed the Charger 65
to deliver performance in every sense of
Many speed-rated, high performance tires
the word. This all new high speed-rated
fit only a few high-priced exotics, or require
radial is built with two steel belts and
expensive modifications. Not so. Charger
nylon overlays around a polyester cord
65. This tire fits over 100 foreign and
body to provide strength and durability at
domestic car models.
high speeds. And Charger 65's radial
Most speed-rated tires require expensive,
construction, stiff sidewall apex,
special wheels. Charger 65 fits your car's
specially formulated tread compound and
original wheels.
distinctive KS logo tread pattern deliver
Charger 65 costs far less than
performance beyond your wildest
—
^
other tires with similar
dreams. Good tire mileage,
combined with outstanding
am IK#
performance characteristics. Put
a set on your car. Put fun back into
handling and response, make
111
•••
om
driving and learn what high
Charger 65 a completely unique tire.
*
performance really means!
But then its low, wide profile and
L_!
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We're out to change America's tires
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Every football fan knows that
the score doesn't always give a
good picture of a game. A few
statistics, like those that can be
kept on this page can make
the picture clearer, show what
the individual stars contribute
and help to win post-game
"debates." Besides, it c m he
fun to second guess the offi
cial scorers whose statistics
will appear in tomorrow's pa
pers. But before you start,
here are some pointers on
being a statistician:
1. Keep cumulative totals to
be informed "up to the min
ute" and to simplify your figur
ing of team totals. Example:
lones gains it, 6, 9, 2 yards and
you write 3, 9, 18, 20 on his
line.
2. On plays involving penal
ties measured trom the point
of the foul, credit the rusher
or pass receiver with yardage
only to the point of the infrac
tion.
3. Charge gains and losses
on fumbles to the player who,
in your judgment, contributed
most to the error.
4. Don't score two-point
conversion attempts after
touchdowns as rushing or
passing plays.

PACIFIC

III A Brief Look at the Pac-10 Schools
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Autzen Stadium, University of Oregon

Parker Stadium, Oregon State University
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON Founded
in 1876 at Eugene, Oregon. President: Dr.
Paul Olum. Team nickname: Ducks.
School colors: Emerald green, lemon
yellow. Autzen Stadium: Seats 42,000.

Arizona Stadium, University of Arizona

Sun Devil Stadium, Arizona State University

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA Founded
in 1885 at Tucson, Arizona. President:
Dr. Henry Koffler. Team nickname:
Wildcats. School colors: Red, navy blue.
Arizona Stadium: Seats 57,000.

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY Foun
ded in 1835 at Tempe, Arizona.
President: Dr. Russell Nelson.
Team nickname: Sun Devils. School
colors: Maroon, gold. Sun Devil
Stadium: Seats 70,330. -

Memorial Stadium, University of California at Berkeley
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT
BERKELEY Founded in 1869 at
Berkeley, California. Chancellor: Ira
Michael Heyman. Team nickname:
Golden Bears. School colors: Blue, gold.
Memorial stadium: Seats 76,780.

L.A. Coliseum, UCLA and USC
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT
LOS ANGELES Founded in 1919 at Los
Angeles, California. Chancellor: Dr.
Charles E. Young. Team nickname:
Bruins. School colors: Navy blue, gold.
L.A. Coliseum: Seats 92,000.

OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY Foun
ded in 1868 at Corvallis, Oregon. President:
Dr. Robert W. MacVicar. Team nickname:
Beavers. School colors: Orange, black.
Parker Stadium: Seats 41,000.
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALI
FORNIA Founded in 1880 at Los
Angeles, California. President: Dr. James
Zumberge. Team nickname: Trojans.
School colors: Cardinal, gold. L.A. Coli-

Stanford Stadium, Stanford University

Husky Stadium, University of Washington

Clarence Martin Stac

STANFORD UNIVERSITY Founded in
1885 at Stanford, California. President:
Donald Kennedy. Team nickname:
Cardinal. School colors: Cardinal, white.
Stanford Stadium: Seats 84,892.

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Founded in 1861 at Seattle, Washington.
President: Dr. William P. Gerberding.
Team nickname: Huskies. School colors:
Purple, gold. Husky Stadium: Seats 58,946.

i, Washington State University
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITYFounded in 1890at Pullman,Wash
ington. President: Dr. Glenn Terrell. Team
nickname: Cougars. School colors:
Crimson, gray. Clarence Martin Stadium:
Seats 40,000.

™ Pac-10
Yearly
Champs
SCORING

Total

1970—Moore, Oregon
1971—Jackson, WSU
1972—Davis, USC
1973—Johnson, UCLA
1974—Davis, USC
1975—Muncie, California
1976—Bell, USC
1977—Breech, California
1978—White, USC
1979—White, USC
1980—Nelson, Washington
1981—Allen, USC
1982—Nelson, Washington

TOTAL OFFENSE

I.

Rush

1970—Plunkett, Stanford ...
1971—Bunce, Stanford
1972—Boryla, Stanford
1973—Haden, USC
1974—Bartkowski, Cal
1975—Roth, California
1976—Thompson, WSU
1977—Benjamin, Stanford ..
1978—Dils, Stanford
1979—Campbell, Cal
1980—Elway, Stanford
1981—Elway, Stanford
1982—Elway, Stanford

183
246
-213
154
-193
- 36
- 60
-112
- 72
-195
50
0
-138

RUSHING
1970—Schilling, OSU
1971—Moore, Oregon
1972—Davis, USC
1973—Johnson, UCLA
1974—Davis, USC
1975—Bell, USC . .
1976—Bell, USC
1977—White, USC
1978—White, USC
1979—White, USC
1980—Allen, USC
1981—Allen, USC
1982—Robinson, Washington

O 1983 MOCTEZUMA IMPORTS, INC., IRVINE, CA

2715
2265
2284
1603
2580
1880
2762
2521
2943
2618
2889
2674
3242

2809
2513
2071
1757
2387
1844
2702
2409
2871
2423
2939
2674
3104

•fefeSK
t120
*£<

120

'rfflwan»i

njaxeli
750

•
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750

TCB Yards Avg.
254
249
184
150
288
357
276
264
342
293
354
403
222

1084
1211
1034
1129
1354
1875
1417
1291
1760
1803
1563
2342
926

4.3
4.9
5.8
7.5
4.7
5.3
5.1
4.9
5.1
6.1
4.4
4.4
4.2

PASSING

PA

PC

Yds.

358
297
350
256
325
236
355
330
194
221
379
321
405

191
162
183
140
182
126
208
208
111
148
248
171
262

2715
2265
2284
1629
2580
1880
2762
2521
1667
1927
2889
2342
3242

No.

Yds.

67
48
53
37
56
57
67
53
53
66
53
67
68

1123
464
730
667
938
790
1124
931
942
842
737
846
667

1970—Newland, Oregon
1971—DeLapp, California
1972—Cross, Stanford
1973—Swann, USC
1974—Rivera, California
1975—Rivera, California
1976—Levenseller, WSU
1977—Lofton, Stanford
1978—Margerum, Stanford
1979—Corny, OSU
1980—Tyler, Stanford
1981—Nelson, Stanford
1982—White, Stanford

maxeii

Pass Total

1970—Plunkett, Stanford
1971—Bunce, Stanford
1972—Boryla, Stanford
1973—Boryla, Stanford
1974—Bartkowski, Cal
1975—Roth, California
1976—Thompson, WSU
1977—Benjamin, Stanford ....
1978—McDonald, USC
1979—Schonert, Stanford ....
1980—Elway, Stanford
1981—Pagel, ASU
1982—Elway, Stanford

RECEIVING

DOS
EQUIS
THE UNCOMMON IMPORT.

74
84
108
96
110
90
86
82
80
108
85
138
109

Maxell fields a superior team of recording tapes
for every audio and video application.
Backed by engineering that's been setting the
pace for the industry, right from the start.
Engineering that developed Maxell's exclusive
Epitaxial oxide. Plus a whole new and improved
binder system technology.
In addition, Maxell audio and video cassettes
are all made with tougher materials, to tighter specifi
cations. And held to stricter quality controls.

That's why Maxell cassettes last longer. And
maintain their outstanding performance play after
play after play.
Maxell: always good for extra points.

maxell.

ITS WORTH IT

MAXELL CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 60 OXFORD DRIVE, MOONACHIE, N.J. 07074
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III The Pac-10 and
CONFERENCE

Ten Rose

Pact
Big

DUCKS

B

ack in the 1940s, a group of people
had a vision. They were Pasadena
Tournament of Roses representa
tives along with athletic directors, com
missioners, football coaches and faculty
advisors from schools in both the Pacific
Coast Conference and the Big Ten Foot
ball Conference.
These men were Willis O. "Bill"
Hunter, athletic director, and Hugh
Willet, faculty advisor, at the University
of Southern California;WilburJohns, ath
letic director at UCLA; Al Masters,
athletic director at Stanford; L.W. St.
John, athletic director, Ohio State; Ralph
Aigler, faculty advisor, and Herbert O.
"Fritz" Crisler, coach and athletic direc
tor, Michigan; Kenneth L. "Tug" Wilson,
Commissioner of Big Ten; and Victor O.
Schmidt, commissioner of Pacific Coast
Conference.
Their dream was to create a pact be
tween these two outstanding West Coast
and Midwest conferences. But it was
nearly three years before their lengthy
discussions and debates became a reality.
Although miles apart in distance, the
two conferences were remarkably close
in many aspects which would make a
long term partnership, now37-years-old,
viable for college football's highest rated
and most widely watched post-season
bowl game.
The Big Ten and Pac-10 shared a phi
losophy on the recruiting of players and
also maintained comparable academic
requirements. Both elements were con
sidered important when the match be
tween the two conferences was formed
because parity in these areas would help
assure equity on the football field as well.
They remain important today.
Members of the Tournament of Roses
Association's Football Committee, Pa
cific Coast Conference and the Big Ten
were also anxious to bring the two confer
ences together because the possibility of a
large crowd, both at the Rose Bowl and
because of the growing importance of
national television, was great.
The Big Ten was located in the center of
the United States and in the middle of the
nation's population center. This would
provide an added incentive for radio and
television network coverage and revenue
with a guarantee for a large audience.
There were also more Big Ten Confer
ence graduates in Southern California
than any other region of the country.
This, combined with the obvious re
lationship which had been established
between the Pac-10 (at that time recog
nized as the Pacific Coast Conference)

Rich Galser
Tight End

Kwante Hampton
Flanker

Doug Herman
Tight End

Tony Hill
Strong Safety

Bob Hudetz
Linebacker

Steve Jenson
Offensive Tackle

Ladarla Johnson
Fullback

Michael Johnson
Cornerback

Ron Johnson
Cornerback

Mike Jorgensen
Quarterback

Dave Ma ley
Defensive Tackle

Joe Mansfield
Defensive End

Kevin Hicks
Punter

Alan Jackson
\Fullback

Since the Pac-10—Big Ten Rose Bowl agreement was signed In 1946, the annual match has
gained great popularity.

and the Rose Bowl since 1916, would
guarantee a sellout each year. Prior to the
Big Ten, Pac-10 agreement, the Rose Bowl
had only been sold out five times.
In addition to producing huge crowds
and the most revenue of any of the other
post-season collegiate bowl games
throughout the last 37 years, the agree
ment provided the Rose Bowl with a con
sistency on all levels which other bowl
games have not obtained.
The Rose Bowl is assured of having two
conference champions each year and of
knowing who those conference champions
will be long before other bowl games
select their opponents. This arrangement
allows for proper preparation for the
nation's oldest collegiate post-season
game.
The additional lead time also allows
for a complete allocation of tickets which
accounts for yearly sellouts of the con test.
The agreement provides maximum ex
posure to be gained for the game because
the nation's media can follow the Rose
Bowl race throughout the season.
Since the agreement between the Pac-10
and Big Ten was signed, the Tournament
of Roses Association has improved the

Rose Bowl Stadium each year. The Pac-10
and Big Ten conferences have provided
the Tournament of Roses Association
with 85 percent of the funding to add 11
rows of seats to the north and south ends
of the stadium, construct the current
press box, replace wooden seats with
aluminum and provide 22,000 seatbacks.
From time to time, concern has been
raised about domination by one confer
ence over the other. The Big Ten, for
example, won 12 of the first
13 games
played in the series, while the Pac-10 has
won 12 of the last 14. Despite the streaks,
the series stands very close with the Big
Ten holding a 19-18 advantage. The
majority of the games have been close,
with the underdog often prevailing, and
the classic has provided many of college
football's most memorable moments.
The continuity and tradition which has
evolved over the last 37 years is unparal
leled by any other sporting event. The
success of the Rose Bowl under the Pac-10
Big Ten agreement is a standing tribute to
the foresight of the Tournament of Roses
Association and has led to the enormous
popularity of "The Granddaddv of Them
All"—the Rose Bowl.

E.J. DUFFY

Doug Judge
Strong Safety

Craig Kaylor
Offensive Guard

Eugene King
Tailback

Alex Mack
Tailback

Kevin McCall
Tailback

Jerry Mlkels
Linebacker

Michael Owens
Quarterback

Don Pellum
Linebacker

Dan Ralph
Defensive Tackle

DUCKS

Ed Rhone
Defensive Tackle

Greg Schwab
Offensive Tackle

Paul Schwabe
Kicker

Scott Shepard
Offensive Guard

Drew Smetana
Offensive Tackle

Brad Smith
Offensive Guard

Bob Starr
Defensive Tackle

Will Stipanovlch
Defensive End

Ed Stringer
Offensive Tackle

Ken Warner
Center

Todd Welch
Linebacker

Ray Wheat ley
Offensive Tackle

Scott Shepard

Osborn Thomas
Flanker

Kurt Wllchuck
Defensive End

Dan Wllken
Free Safety

Lino Vaccher
Offensive Guard

Kevin Wlllhite
Tailback

For savings and selection on all
your good time gear* make G.I. Joe's
your First Place to shop. You'll always
come out a winner

G.I.3QE'S
Portland • Salem #

Jeff Williams
Free Safety

Lerry Wilson
Linebacker

Terry Youngblood
Defensive End

Gary Zimmerman
Offensive Guard

Ryan Zlnke
Center

Bend •

Eugene

'Automotive, Sporting Goods, Athletic Shoes and Clothing, Outdoor
Equipment, Hardware, Seasonal Garden Center, Computers/Stereos and
Tickets to major events.

WILDISH BUILDING CO.

WILDISH

DUCKS

WILDISH

General Contractors
Commercial
Providing

and

One

Industrial
Kevin Ammon
Offensive Guard

Willie Brown
Cornerback

Stan Campfield
Cornerback

Source

Building

Responsibility

Construction

Barker Stadium Club Facility - Autzen Stadium
Built by Wildish

Grant Core
Linebacker

Steve Baack

Bobby DeBisschop
Linebacker

Dan Dutton
Linebacker

Mike Erlin
Defensive Tackle

Rick Franklin
Free Safety

WILDISH

3600 COUNTY FARM ROAD
EUGENE. OREGON 97401

WILDISH

RO BOX 7428
(503) 485-1TOO

SERVPRO
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Football Fields to
Family Rooms . . .
Gabe Gomez
Flanker

Tony Grossi
Linebacker

James Harper
Tailback

Scott Haugen
Punter

BnanTealeP"'""
Offensive Tackle

We Clean Them All
Carpeting, Upholstery
and Drapery Cleaning
Specialists
342-5879

Ed Hulbert
Cornerback

Ron Johnson
Cornerback

Nationally Known • Locally Owned

Discounted Prices
On All Drinks
4i

SPECIAL FEATURES

Irish Coffee $1.50
2200 Centennial
Phone 342-5231

Ice "Scream" $2.00
si

Only one Oregon bank
has 101 tellers who
work faster than
humanly possible.

DUCKS

Rob Marshall
Defensive End

Danny McCalister
Cornerback

Mike McCarty
Flanker

iRyan Mikolasik
Defensive Tackle

Jim McCord
Defensive Tackle

Chris Miller
Quarterback

Just how fast do First
Interstate Bank's auto
matic Day & Night Tellers
work?
In the thirty seconds it
takes for you to read this
ad, our Day & Night
Tellers could give you
$200 from your checking
or savings account. Or
give you a $200 cash
advance on your First
Interstate Bank VISA
card.
It's just what you'd
expect from the only
Oregon bank with over a
hundred Day & Night

Chris McMurtr
Offensive Guart

Ken Nichols
Split End

Teller machines here in
Oregon and over 600
automatic tellers
throughout the 11
western states.
This half-minute mes
sage, and any of a num
ber of transactions you
could have completed
during it, is brought to
you by First Interstate
Bank.

First
Interstate

Bank

Member FDIC

CARVED ROAST BI
& BAKED HAM
Edmund Rivera
Linebacker

Tim Parker
Defensive End

Ladarla Johnson

Carved to
order every night
and all day Sunday.
Charlie Spencer
Linebacker

Jeff Stefanick
Offensive Guard

Will Stipanovich
Defensive Tackle

w&m
Table M
BUFFET

—'—

NOW . . . Eighty One Restaurants

Tom Talbot
Linebacker

Ron Zemp
Linebacker

Ed Garland
Manager

David Taylor
Manager

In Nine Western States

A NEW NAME . . .
Just the beginning of other new services
to come.
THE EUGENE CLINIC
1162 Willamette Street, Eugene

DUCKS
University of Oregon 1983 Roster
No. Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Pos.

Kevin Willhite
TB
Doug Judge
SS
Eugene King
TB
QB
Mike Jorgensen
Harry Billups
SE
Todd Anderson
SE
Paul Schwabe
K
Julian Ramiu
SE
Geoff Henderson CB
Ladaria Johnson FB
Andre Holland
FS
Scott Haugen
P
Wendell Cason
CB
QB
Chris Miller
Todd Lee
K
Mike McCarty
FL
Tim Cooper
CB
Mike Owens
QB
Jerry Mikels
OLB
Edmund Rivera
OLB
Osborn Thomas
FL
Bobby DeBisschop OLB
Mark Altenhofen
FL
Don Brown
CB
Don Pellum
OLB
Ed Hulbert
CB
Kevin Hicks
P
Rick Franklin
FS
Jeff Williams
FS
Danny McCalister CB
Tony Cherry
TB
Willie Brown
CB
John Wolf
SS
Ron Johnson
CB
Dan Wilken
FS
James Harper
TB
Alex Mack
FB
Todd Bland
FB
Lerry Wilson
MLB
Greg Hicks
SS
Stan Campfield
CB
Steve Baack
DE
Alan Jackson
FB
Charlie Spencer
LB
Kevin McCall
TB
E. J. Duffy
OLB
Tony Hill
SS
Andre Robertson DE
Gabe Gomez
FL
Will Stipanovich
DT
Ron Zemp
MLB

Ht.

6-0
6-2
6-0
6-1
5-11
6-1
6-1
6-0
6-0
6-0
6-0
5-11
6-0
6-2
5-10
5-9
5-10
6-1
6-3
6-0
6-1
6-2
5-10
5-10
6-2
5-10
6-3
6-0
6-2
6-1
5-8
5-8
6-1
5-10
6-1
5-9
6-1
6-2
6-3
6-3
5-10
6-4
5-11
6-0
5-9
6-2
5-10
6-3
5-9
6-3
6-0

Wt.

CI.-Exp.

Hometown

206 Fr.-RS Rancho Cordova, CA
210 So.-IVL
Carson, CA
Vallejo, CA
174 SO.-1VL
Ontario
193 Jr.-2VL
175 Sr.-3VL
Irvine, CA
191 Fr.-RS
Lake Oswego
188 Sr.-3VL Mercer Island, WA
174 So.-Sq.
Van Nuys, CA
170 Jr.-Tr.
Palo Alto, CA
196 Sr.-3VL
Carson, CA
175 Fr.-HS
Santa Monica, CA
171 Fr.-HS
Springfield
192 Jr.-2VL
Carson, CA
175 Fr.-HS
Eugene
162 Sr.-1VL
Eugene
168 Fr.-HS
Oregon City
168 Fr.-HS
Beaverton
198 So.-IRS
Van Nuys, CA
216 Jr.-2VL
Poway, CA
207 Jr.-Sq.
Palm Springs, CA
175 Sr.-2VL
Los Angeles, CA
215 Fr.-HS
Ontario
175 So.-Sq.
Medford
165 So.-IVL
Carson, CA
215 Jr.-1VL
Banning, CA
165 Fr.-HS
Los Angeles, CA
219 Sr.-1VL
Oxnard, CA
180 Fr.-HS
Santa Ana, CA
200 Sr.-2VL
Santa Ana, CA
180 Sr.-2VL
Palo Alto, CA
165 Jr.-Tr.
Victorville, CA
165 Fr.-HS
Kensington, CA
192 Fr.-RS
Gold Beach
176 So.-RS
Seattle, WA
199 So.-IRS
Eugene
174 Fr.-HS
Inglewood, CA
194 So.-RS
San Francisco, CA
223 Jr.-1VL
Beaverton
225 So.-IVL
Irrigon
185 So.-Sq.
Eugene
172 Fr.-HS
Halsey
240 Sr.-3VL
John Day
188 Fr.-RS
Riverside, CA
205 Fr.-HS
Compton, CA
185 Jr.-Tr.
Carson, CA
215 So.-IVL
Portland
191 So.-IVL
Sacramento, CA
215 Jr.-Tr.
Covington, LA
165 Fr.-HS
Gresham
242 Fr.-RS
San Pedro, CA
210 Jr.-Sq.
Aloha

No. Name

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

Todd Welch
Gary Smith
Dan Dutton
Bob Starr
Brian Heater
Dan Devaney
Ken Warner
Gary Zimmerman
Grant Core
Scott Skipper
Bob Hudetz
Lino Vaccher
Kevin Ammon
Tony Grossi
Jeff Stefanick
Greg Schwab
Joe Mansfield
Ryan Zinke
Brad Smith
Ryan Mikolasik
Ed Stringer
Steve Jenson
Craig Kaylor
David Culp
Scott Shepard
Drew Smetana
Chris McMurtry
Ray Wheatley
Rob Marshall
Ross Kruchten
Ken Nichols
Eric Elliott
Lew Barnes
Scott Holman
Amil Hall
Dave Christensen
Rich Gaiser
Doug Herman
Kwante Hampton
Tim Parker
John Byrne
Jim McCord
Terry Youngblood
Ed Rhone
Dale Doming
Tom Talbot
Kurt Wilchuck
Dave Maley
Mike Erlin
Dan Ralph

Pos.

Ht.

Wt.

OLB
C
OLB
DT
OT
OLB
C
OG
MLB
MLB
MLB
OG
OG
OLB
OG
OT
DE
C
OG
OT
OT
OT
OG
OT
OG
OT
OG
OG
DE
OT
SE
TE
FL
SE
FL
TE
TE
TE
SE
DE
DE
DT
DE
DT
DE
MLB
DE
DT
DT
DT

6-1
6-4
6-3
6-3
6-4
6-3
6-5
6-6
6-3
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-3
6-2
6-5
6-7
6-5
6-3
6-4
6-7
6-6
6-4
6-4
6-4
6-3
6-7
6-1
6-5
6-6
6-4
6-2
6-3
5-10
6-2
6-4
6-5
6-4
6-3
6-1
6-5
6-4
6-4
6-5
6-5
6-5
6-2
6-5
6-3
6-4
6-4

208
235
200
240
243
210
246
264
215
206
225
241
255
230
230
254
215
240
244
235
273
268
250
285
260
276
245
263
220
260
185
210
175
185
185
240
220
215
175
215
231
210
250
273
234
210
217
240
254
255

CI.-Exp.

Hometown

Jr.-1VL
Foster City, CA
Fr.-HS
Oregon City
Fr.-RS
Lake Oswego
So.-IVL
Milwaukie
Fr.-RS
Salem
Fr.-RS
Portland
So.-IRS
Gresham
Sr.-3VL
Walnut, CA
Fr.-HS
Grass Valley, CA
Fr.-HS
Sandy
Jr.-2VL
Wheaton, IL
So.-RS
Fullerton, CA
Sr.-Sq. Rowland Heights, CA
So.-Tr.
Mercer Island, WA
Fr.-HS
Seattle, WA
So.-RS
The Dalles
Fr.-RS
Ontario
Sr.-3VL
Whitefish, MT
Fr.-RS
Klamath Falls
Fr.-RS
Loomis, CA
Sr.-1 VL
Costa Mesa, CA
Jr.-RS
Walnut, CA
Sr.-2VL
Sacramento, CA
Jr.-RS
Silverton
Sr.-2VL
Prineville
So.-RS
Salem
Jr.-Tr.
Albany
Jr.-RS SpruceGrove,Alb.,Can.
Fr.-HS
Denver, CO
Fr.-HS
Lafayette, CA
Fr.-HS
El Cerrito, CA
Fr.-HS
Elk Grove, CA
Jr.-Tr.
San Diego, CA
So.-Sq.
Beaverton
So.-Tr.
Novato, CA
Jr.-Sq.
Cupertino, CA
So.-IVL
Oregon City
Jr.-2VL
Renton, WA
So.-IVL
Van Nuys, CA
Fr.-HS
Salem
Jr.-1VL
Pacifica, CA
Fr.-HS
Burley, ID
Sr.-2VL
Los Angeles, CA
Sr.-3VL
Seattle, WA
Jr.-Tr.
Seattle, WA
Fr.-HS
Lake Oswego
So.-RS Saskatoon,Sask.,Can.
Fr.-RS
Prineville
Fr.-RS
Tiburon, CA
Sr.-1 VL
Northglenn, CO

We're proud of our newest Most Valuable Ferformer*he new Corvette. The sporting analysts of the
automotive world, the enthusiast magazines, are
pretty impressed with it, too. Car and Driver
magazine called it, "The most advanced production
car on the planet!'
That makes us feel pretty good at Chevrolet. Because
a lot of deep thinking and hard work went into creating
the new Corvette.
The dedication that went into Corvette is the same
dedication demonstrated by the athletes of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. And since we know

what hard work is all about, we established the
Chevrolet Scholarship Program back in 1971. This
awards the Most Valuable Players in NCAA football
and basketball games with a donation to their respective
school's general scholarship fund.
To date, over 1,800 scholarships, totaling over 1.9
million dollars, have been donated to assist men and
women in furthering their educations.
At Chevrolet, we strive for excellence. That's
why we support the goals of the NCAA and
that's why we offer cars like our Most
Valuable Performer-the new Corvette.

GM

Let's get it together.. .buckle up.

CHEUROIET IS THHII7G CHHRDE

WHEN PACIFIC HAS THE BALL

WHEN OREGON HAS THE BALL

TIGERS OFFENSE

DUCKS OFFENSE

LIONEL MANUEL (175)
JEFF CARTER (240)
STEVE SMITH (275)
FLOYD LAYHER (280)
JIM HEARN (240)
GREG PACOS (235)
CARY SMITH (255)
BOB HORODECKY (190)
PAUL BERNER (200)
KIRBY WARREN (195)
TONY CAMP (230)

KWANTE HAMPTON (175)
STEVE JENSON (268)
SCOTT SHEPARD (260)
RYAN ZINKE (240)
GARY ZIMMERMAN (264)
GREG SCHWAB (254)
DOUG HERMAN (215) ...
MIKE JORGENSEN (193) ..
KEVIN McCALL (185)
LADARIA JOHNSON (196)
LEW BARNES (175)

DUCKS DEFENSE

TIGERS DEFENSE

STEVE BAACK (240)
ED RHONE (273)
DAN RALPH (255)
TERRY YOUNGBLOOD (250)
DAN DEVANEY (210)
BOB HUDETZ (225)
E. J. DUFFY (215)
DOUG JUDGE (210)
WENDELL CASON (192)
DON BROWN (165)
JEFF WILLIAMS (200)

THOMAS COWLING (255) .
KEN DeSHANO (250)
CARL HANCOCK (190)
NEIL ROSS (225)
MICHAEL GREEfi .(200)
NICK HOLT (210)
KEVIN EINCK (230)
GARRY PARCELLS (180) ....
ANTHONY FREEMAN (180)
KEVIN GREENE (185)
MIKE HOLFORD (170)

THE TIGERS

THE DUCKS
1 Willhite
2 Judge
3 King
4 Jorgensen ..
5 Billups
6 Anderson _
7 Schwabe —
8 Ramiu
9 L. Johnson
10 Holland
10 Haugen
11 Cason
12 Miller
13 Lee
14 McCarty
14 Cooper
15 Owens
16 Mikels
17 Rivera
18 Thomas
19 DeBisschop
20 Brown
22 Pellum
23 Hulbert
24 K. Hicks _
25 Franklin
26 Williams _.
27 McCalister ..
28 Cherry
29 Brown
30 Wolf
31. R. Johnson
32 Wilken ......

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Harper
Mack
Bland ....
Wilson
G. Hicks
Campfield
Baack
Jackson
Spencer
McCall
Duffy
Hill
Robertson
Gomez
Stipanovich
Zemp
Welch
G. Smith
Dutton
Starr —
Heater
Devaney
Warner
Zimmerman
Core
Skipper
Hudetz
Vaccher
Ammon
Grossi
Stefanick
Schwab
Mansfield

...

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

Zinke —
B. Smith —
Mikolasik
Stringer
—
Jenson
Kaylor
Culp
Shepard —
Smetana
McMurtry ...
Wheatley ...
Marshall _
Kruchten
Nichols —.
Elliott
Barnes
Holman
Hall
Christensen
Gaiser
Herman —
Hampton ...
Parker .......
Byrne
McCord —
Youngblood
Rhone
Doming
Talbot
Wilchuck ...
Maley
Erlin
Ralph

4

V
v
1(51 *'
12
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
27
28
30

Heinrich .
Barham
Divinity ..
Pitz
Mackey
Pelletier
Lampson
Storey _.
Greer
Shollin
McCahill
Berner —
Roberts ..
Smith
Manuel _
Young —
Kinney ._
Holford .
Parcells ..
Hurt
Lane
Warren _
Freeman
Stockman
Osborn

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF EUGENE

©1983 The Coca-Cola Company.
Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-marks
of The Coca-ColaCompany.

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
42
43
45
47
48
50
51
52
53
55
56
58
59
60
61
62

MacKenzie
Griffiths
Daniel
Michaels —
Wolsky
Taylor
Cowling
Einck
Leong
Greene
Cabot
Ferrer
Thompson
Batiste
Oviedo
Weimers
Silvius
Zolg
Hearn
Hancock
Barnes
Alejos
Meagher
Cunningham
Gibson

—

—

-

64
68
69
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
92
95
96

Franck
Holt
Lee
Sibole
Yagues
Pacos
Ross
C. Smith
S. Smith
Williams _.
Johnson ...
Layher
Stenlund
Woods ......
DeShano
Freudenthal
Camp . —
Horodecky
Carter
Williams ...
Gonzales
Bannowsky
Lanier

TIGERS
University of the Pacific 1983 Roster
FUEL ONLY
PEEK

No. Name
59

57
95
58
48

12
85
87
80
37
33
83
3
38
45
13
94
27
84
62
92
42
9
32
56
55
1
20
68

THIS ONES GOT THE TOUCH

86
29
23
78
19
7
24
96
79
69

Martin Alejos
Mike Andrews
Jim Bannowsky
Dan Barnes
Don Batiste
Paul Berner
Tony Camp
Jeff Carter
Clint Colburn
Thomas Cowling
Gregg Daniel
Ken DeShano
Darrell Divinity
Kevin Einck
Eugene Ferrer
Bruce Fisher
Randy Franck
Anthony Freeman
Kevin Freudenthal
Lamont Gibson
Henry Gonzales
Kevin Greene
Michael Greer
Derek Griffiths
Carl Hancock
Jim Hearn
Kurt Heinrich
Mike Holford
Nick Holt
Bob Horodecky
Jon Hunter
Fred Hurt
Don Johnson
Scott Kinney
Marshall Lampson
Brad Lane
Damon Lanier
Floyd Layher
Richard Lee

Pos.

Ht.

Wt.

CI.-Exp.

DE
LB
DT
DT
DB
QB
TE
TE/OG
WR/P
DE
RB
NG/OT
DB
LB
LB
PK
DT
DB
TE
OG
LB
DB
DE
RB
NG
C
WR
DB
LB
WR
WR
WR
NG
P/PK
P
DB
DE
OG
LB

6-0

206
207
230
225
168
200
220
240
180
225
170
250
180
230
205
175
230
180
225
240
215
185
200
170
190
240
160
170
210
190
160
165
220
190
200
175
205
265
225

Jr.-JC
Jr.-JC
Sr.-1V
So.-1V
Sr.-3V
Sr.-1V
Sr.-3V
Sr.-2V
So.-JC
Sr.-3V
So.-1V
Sr.-2V
SO.-1V
Sr.-3V
Fr.-HS
So.-HS
Fr.-RS
Sr.-1 V
Jr.-2V
Fr.-RS
Jr.-JC
Sr.-3V
Sr.-1 V
Fr.-HS
So.-1V
Sr.-3V
Jr.-2V
SO.-1V
SO.-1V
Sr.-1 V
So.-SQ
So.-SQ
Jr.-JC
Sr.-2V
SO.-1V
Jr.-2V
Jr.-JC
Jr.-SQ
Jr.-JC

6-1

6-4
6-4
5-11
6-3
6-5
6-4
6-0
6-2
6-0

6-4
6-0
6-2
6-0

6-4
6-1

5-10
6-4
6-3
6-3
6-1
5-10
6-0
6-1
6-2
5-9
5-10
6-0
6-2
5-8
5-10
6-3
6-1

6-3
5-11
6-1
6-8

6-3

Flometown
Petaluma
Inglewood
Stockton
Fremont
Compton
San Diego
Costa Mesa
Villa Park
Brentwood
Sacramento
Inglewood
Orange
Los Angeles
Anaheim
Vallejo
San Rafael
Napa
Albany
Modesto
Oakland
Pico Rivera
Ventura
Oakland
Huntington Beach
Richmond
Simi Valley
Saratoga
Santa Barbara
Lafayette
Sherman Oaks
Stockton
San Jose
Milpitas
Pleasanton
Long Beach
Long Beach
Los Alamitos
Jackson
San Francisco

No. Name
Tom Leong
Sheldon MacKenzie
James Mackey
Lionel Manuel
Jim McCahill
Dave McNamara
Seamus Meagher
Steve Michaels
Brad Osborn
Robert Oviedo
Greg Pacos
Garry Parcells
6 Rich Pelletier
14 Mark Roberts
74 Neil Ross
90 Sean Scott
10 Bob Shollin
71 Wes Sibole
52 Jon Silvius
15 Brent Smith
75 Cary Smith
76 Steve Smith
81 Gary Stenlund
28 Andre Stockton
8 Geoff Storey
36 Joe Taylor
89 Greg Thomas
47 Kevin Thompson
25 Kirby Warren
26 Isaac Washington
51 Stuart Weimers
88 Howard Williams
77 Marvin Williams
82 Ron Woods
35 Bill Wolsky
72 Eduardo Yagues
18 Michael Young
53 Robert Zolg
39
31
5
17
11
44
60
43
30
50
73
21

Hometown

Pos.

Ht.

Wt.

CI.-Exp.

RB
LB
RB
WR
QB
DB
DT
RB
RB
DE
OG/C
DB
QB
QB
NG
DE
DB
OT
DE
QB
OT
OT
WR
DB
PK
DE
WR
DE
RB
RB
OT
TE
DE
WR
WR
OG
DB
OG/C

6-0
6-1
5-10
5-11
6-1
6-1
6-4
6-2
5-8
6-2
6-3
5-11
6-1
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-0
6-6
6-3
6-5
6-6
6-8
5-11
5-8
6-1
6-2
6-6
6-1
6-0
5-8
6-7
6-2
6-3
5-11
6-2
6-5
5-11
6-4

210
205
175
175
185
200
215
210
165
210
235
180
180
185
225
210
180
260
215
210
255
275
175
185
187
210
215
195
185
170
250
200
215
170
210
245
165
235

Alameda
Jr.-JC
Jr.-2V
Santa Barbara
French Camp
Fr.-RS
Sr.-1V Rancho Cucamonga
Costa Mesa
Fr.-RS
Orange
Jr.-JC
So.-SQ
Piedmont
Stockton
Fr.-HS
Mercer Island, WA
So.-SQ
SO.-1V
Santa Fe Springs
El Toro
Jr.-2V
Canoga Park
Sr.-3V
Walnut Creek
Fr.-HS
Richmond
Fr.-HS
Sr.-3V
Costa Mesa
Fr.-HS
San Francisco
Newport Beach
Jr.-2V
So.-SQ
Lodi
Bakersfield
Jr.-JC
Eureka
Fr.-RS
Sr.-3V
Walnut Creek
Modesto
Sr.-2V
Santa Ana
Jr.-JC
Los Angeles
Jr.-JC
Rolling Hills Est
So.-HS
Los Angeles
So.-1V
Richmond
Sr.-1V
So.-1V
Sacramento
Las Vegas, NV
Sr.-2V
Albany
Fr.-HS
Manteca
Sr.-SQ
Stockton
Fr.-HS
Stockton
Fr.-HS
Long Beach
Jr.-2V
Boulder, CO
Sr.-1V
Imperial Beach
SO.-1V
El Cerrito
SO.-1V
Downey
So.-1V

The Cadillac touch. It's everywhere. You can feel it when you put
Cadillac's road-hugging Touring Suspension to the test. You can see it
. inside and out. From leather-faced front buckets with lumbar support
to a hand-buffed exterior finish. It's attention to detail, too.
Like push-button air. And aluminum alloy wheels. You've got to drive
this car...and experience the Cadillac touch. Cimarron '84.

BEST OF ALL... IT'S A CADILLAC. |
Let's Get It Together... Buckle Up.

GET AN INSURANCE CHECKUP
See your independent SAFECO agent listed in the Yellow Pages.

SAVE WITH

SAFECO

SAFECO insurance Company of America
Home Office Seattle Washington

Insurance tor your car. home, lite and business.

University
of the Pacific

Throughout Pacific, the emphasis is
on teaching, although research is recog
nized as having a need in the various
disciplines.
The students at the university are rep
resented on nearly all policy-making
committees and the Associated Students
play an active role in campus life
through social and cultural programs for
the community. The Stockton metropoli
tan area, with a population of more than
200,000 is also the scene of many pro
grams that take the students off campus
in a multitude of community involve
ment and work experience activities.
The university athletic program has
excelled in conjunction with its proud
academic heritage. Such names as Amos
Alonzo Stagg, Eddie LeBaron, Dick Bass,
Tom Flores, John Gianelli and Ron Cor
nelius have graced the UOP athletic
fields and courts.
In 1981, Pacific dedicated the 6,000seat Alex G. Spanos Center. This oncampus facility, named for UOP regent
and benefactor Alex G. Spanos, serves as
home for several Tiger athletic teams as
well as other university and community
functions.

Founded in 1851 as California's first
chartered university, University of the
Pacific has developed a reputation as
one of the finest academic institutions in
the West.
The only private school in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association, Pacific offers
a diversity of programs that would nor
mally be associated with a much larger
university than the 6,000 students cur
rently attending classes at the main cam
pus in Stockton, Sacramento and San
Francisco.
Pacific is now comprised of 10 schools
and colleges, including a dental school
in San Francisco and McGeorge School
of Law in Sacramento. On the main cam
pus in Stockton are two liberal arts col
leges and schools of music, engineering,
education, pharmacy, business and pub
lic administration and a graduate school.
The liberal arts colleges include Col
lege of the Pacific, the largest arts and
sciences college with more than 50
major programs and Elbert Covell Col
lege, the only Spanish-speaking college
in the United States.

Pride and Teamwork
that's what it
takes to win
a game...

The Robert Burns Tower at the entrance of
the UOP campus.

Portland
Redmond/Bend
Boise
Medford
PKIamath Falls

Redding
/ aChico
Reno/Lake Tahoe
Sacramento

Is your group
dental plan taking
an awful bite? ~

Oakland /
San FranciscolL
San Jose
Monterey/Salinas J

If so, contact the
Marketing Department
at Oregon Dental
Service. We'll show you
why ODS' unique
relationship with 95%
of Oregon's dentists has
been so successful in
cost containment. And why
ODS is the prepaid dental
plan preferred by Oregon's
employers, workers, and dentists.

lakersfield
Santa Barbara
Palm Springs
Los Angeles

President Stanley E. McDaffrey.

ODS

Oregon
Dental
Service

Oregon Dental Service 101 S.W Main Portland. OR 97204 (503) 228-6554

The University has been directed by
President Stanley E. McCaffrey since
October of 1971. McCaffrey recently
returned from a one-year leave of
absence as President of Rotary Interna
tional, a duty which saw him travel to all
corners of the world.
Stockton, renowned for its inland,
deep water port, is located in the Central
Valley of California, 75 miles east of San
Francisco and 50 miles south of Sacra
mento. It is within easy driving distance
of Lake Tahoe, the scenic national parts
of the Sierra Nevada, the picturesque
wine country of Napa and Sonoma Val
leys and the Bay Area.

.and run a successful airline—the
Pacific Express Way!
Whether you're scoring a touchdown or taking off to any of our 21 cities in the West, you've
got a winning combination.
,
. .
At Pacific Express, we're proud to offer low fares that compete with the cost of driving.
We're also proud of our team of friendly professionals, more carry-on luggage space and jet
service to express you to more cities in California, Oregon and Nevada than any other jet airline.
For reservations call your travel agent or Pacific Express.
Oakland
(415) 836-6176
Los Angeles
(213) 485-0294
San
Jose
(408) 293-2199
Inglewood
(213) 671-4038
Portland
(503) 226-0194
Glendale
(213) 507-7665
Redmond/Bend
(503) 923-2233
Van Nuys
(213) 994-6501
Klamath Falls
(503) 884-0141
Anaheim
(714) 761-9110
Medford
(503) 773-1475
San Francisco
(415) 362-0676

TAKE A DELICIOUS DELI
LUNCH TO THE GAME

BUTCHER'S BOX
• Sandwich Piled High w/ meat,
cheese
• Pickle Slices
• Choice of Salad
• Giant Chocolate Chip Cookie
• Potato Chips

$3.95

COME PLAY OUR VIDEO GAMES

484-9867

13th & Franklin
Next t o William's Bakery

259 E A S T F I F T H AVE.
EUGENE, OREGON
• 343-8488 •

UOP's New Coach
Is No Stranger

TIGERS

F

orty-six-year-old Bob Cope, who
became University of the Pacific's
14th head football coach last
December, brings a wealth of experience
from some of the top football programs
in the country with him to his new job.
But he also brings an outlook fitting the
uniqueness of Pacific's private, small
school environment.
Cope spent four years in the early '70 s
(1972-75) as an assistant coach at Pacific
under Chester Caddas and is intimately
familiar with the university's role in the
community and its station as the only
private institution in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association. He's been at some
of the biggest schools in the country but
was genuinely excited about returning to
Stockton for his first head coaching
position.
"I've always said that this was a head
coaching job I'd want if I could get it,"
says Cope. "I'm excited about the oppor
tunities here and don't think they've ever
been greater.
"As much as I love this University, if I
didn't think we could win, I wouldn't
have come back." He learned something
about winning during his first stint at
Pacific.
While he was assistant head coach
and defensive coordinator under Cad
das, the Tigers compiled a 26-16-2 record
and had back-to-back seasons of 8-3 and
7-2-1 in 1972 and '73. The foundation of
those teams was Cope's defensive unit,
which ranked fifth nationally against the
run in 1972 and seventh in scoring
defense a year later.
A 1961 graduate of Carson-Newman
College (Jefferson City, TNI, Cope was the
defensive coordinator at Purdue in 1982,
where he also handled the secondary.
He spent the 1981 season as the defen
sive coordinator at Mississippi after
working with the defensive backs for four
years (1977-80) at Arkansas under Lou
Holtz.
While Cope was at Arkansas, the
Razorbacks put together a 37-10-2 ledger
and went to four bowl games, including
the 1977 Sugar Bowl, where they
defeated Oklahoma to cap an 11-1
campaign.

Paul Berner has been touted as perhaps one of the best quarterbacks on the West Coast.

Paul Berner
Quarterback

Tony Camp
Tight End

Jeff Carter
Tight End/Off. Guard

Bob Cope brings 19 years experience to the
Tiger helm.

Between his four-year stays at Pacific
and Arkansas, Cope was the defensive
line coach for Ron Meyer (now head
coach of the New England Patriots of the
NFL) at Southern Methodist.
A coach at the collegiate level for 19
years, he started at Vanderbilt in 1964
and spent eight years at the Southeast
ern Conference school in a variety of
roles before joining Caddas at Pacific.
Cope got his start in the coaching
ranks at Hammond High School (VA) in
1961 and that team registered a 9-1
record. The next two years were spent as
defensive coordinator at Morristown
High School (TN). Morristown rolled up a
19-1-2 record while winning a pair of
league titles.
Fiery and intense in his approach to
the game of football and a firm believer
in a hard-nosed, aggressive style of play,
Cope is a popular campus figure and a
witty speaker.
He received his Masters from George
Peabody College (Nashville, TN) in 1965.
He and his wife, Jimmie Ruth, have a 10year-old daughter, Susan.

Jim Hearn
Center

Kurt Heinrich
Wide Receiver

Mike Holford
Defensive Back

Bob Horodecky
Wide Receiver

Nick Holt
Linebacker

Scott Kinney
Punter/Placekicker

Keeping The Ducks On Wheels

TIGERS

Marshall Lampson
Punter

A special thanks to the following auto dealers who are providing staff members with
automobiles this year for recruiting and carrying out other job duties. The University
of Oregon is grateful for the support of its intercollegiate athletic program.

Brad Lane
Defensive Back

Floyd Layher
Offensive Guard

Tom Leong
Running Back

Sheldon MacKenzie
Linebacker

Lionel Manuel
Wide Receiver
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Vic Alfonso
Vic Alfonso Toyota
2700 W. 11th
Eugene, Ore. 97402
342-7611

Jim Coleman
Crater Lake Motors
Post Office Box 579
Med ford, Ore. 97501
773-7591

Bob Miles
Miles Chevrolet
Post Office Box 338
Woodburn, Ore. 97071
981-9511

Greg Marshall
Marshall Leasing
Post Office Box 1735
Vancouver, Wash. 98668
206-696-0771

Joe Romania
Joe Romania Chevrolet
Post Office Box 3217
Eugene, Ore. 97403
342-1121

Bill Hutchlns
Hutchins Imported Motors
863 Main Street
Springfield, Ore. 97477
747-3374

§ JP

u

Lionel Manuel's (17) speed comes in handy as a wide receiver and
kick returner.

Stuart Weimers
Offensive Tackle

Bill Wolsky
Wide Receiver

Ron Woods
Wide Receiver

Greg Thomas
Wide Receiver

Eduardo Yagues
Offensive Guard

Kevin Thompson
Defensive End

Michael Young
Defensive Back

Robert Brooke
Dunham Olds Cadillac
1170 Goodpasture Isld. Rd.
Eugene, Ore. 97401
345-1511

Fred Slegrlst
Siegrist Volkswagen
1570 South A
Springfield, Ore. 97477
746-8241

Wolfe Wernicke
Centennial Porsche Audi
80 Centennial Loop
Eugene, Ore. 97401
342-1763

Bob Brown
Brown Olds Co.
1005 S. E. Grand Ave.
Portland, Ore. 97214
232-4163

Frank Oswald
Immer-Oswald Volvo
825 McLoughUn Blvd.
Gladstone, Ore. 97027
656-4273

Scott Thomason
Dee Thomason Ford Co.
309 S. State
Lake Oswego, Ore. 97034
636-3691

Dick Wlthnell
Valley River Dodge
Post Office Box 70326
Eugene, Ore. 97401
345-3311

Dick Rementerla
Kendall Ford
Post Office Box 1318
Eugene, Ore. 97401
342-2151

Robert A. Herzog
Herzog Motors
SW 139th & Canyon Road
Beaverton, Ore. 97005
644-9121

Butch Thompson
Thompson Ford Sales
1500 Highway Ave.
Reedsport, Ore. 97467
271-2128

Scott Wentworth
Wentworth Buick Co.
2200 West 7th
Eugene, Ore. 97402
686-2424

Paul Sklllern
Kendall Datsun-Peugeot
2060 Centennial Blvd.
Eugene, Ore. 97401

Herb Nlll
Guaranty Chevrolet
20 Highway 99 South
Junction City, Ore. 97448
998-2333

Bob Fenstermacher
Commercial Equip. Leas.
Post Office Box 5126
Eugene, Ore. 97405
484-1884

Jack Plnegar
Springfield Toyota
8th and Main Street
Springfield, Ore. 97477
747-3341

R. Scott Casebeer
Capitol Chevrolet-Cadillac
2711 Mission St. S. E.
Salem, Ore. 97309
362-0275

Don Jones
Cottage Grove Motors Co.
33123 Row River Road
Cottage Grove, Ore.
942-5551 or 687-0334

Phil Petrle
Evergreen Pontiac-Honda
2121 Centennial Blvd.
Eugene, Ore. 97401
686-2121

686-2211

Kirby Warren
Running Back

Robert Zolg
Oft. Guard/Center

DUCK ATHLETIC FUND
A Message From Bill Byrne . . .
The Duck Athletic Fund is the primaiy source of scholarship income for the University of Oregon
athletic program. The members of the Duck Athletic Fund listed on the following ^esrepresentgafts o
$250 or more. Those friends, listed according to the level of contribution, have contributed over $800,000 so
far this year. Space limitations do not permit us to list those gifts between $1-249, but their genei osi y a s
is extremely appreciated. The Oregon Athletic Department and the Ducks extend their thanks.

STADIUM CLUB
Avon D. Babb
Baden & Amir Advertising
KBDF/KZEL
KEED Radio
KEZI TV
KMTR TV

KOIN TV Inc.
KPNW Radio
KPTV
KTVL Channel 10
KXL Radio
Coeta Barker McGowan

DIRECTORS' CLUB
City Center Lodge
Autzen Foundation
Bev's Steak House
Fitzhugh L. Brewer, Jr.
Alfred W. Eames, Jr.
Evergreen Pontiac-Honda
Forrest Paints Co.
Dr. David M. Gobeille

($10,000-up)
Ray and Myrtle Miller
Red Lion Corp.
Annaboyd Davis Reed
RSG Forest Products Inc.
Lew and Ann Williams
The Woodard Family Foundation

($5,000-9,999)
Herb Person
Harry Ritchie Jeweler
Joe Romania Chevrolet
Telecomm Systems, Inc.
Valley River Inn
Mrs. John Warren
Warr, Foote & Rose
Herbert S. Yamanaka

Nils and Jewel Hult
Arthur and Isbel Ingham
Walter P. Rossmann
Wenona D. Martin
Miles Chevrolet
New Oregon Motel
Samuel H. Nigh
The Oregon Club of Eugene/Springfield

COACHES' CLUB ($2,500-4,999)
Robert C. Abel
A Way Rent A Car
Vic Alfonso Toyota
Angus Inn Motel
R. C. "Bob" Braddock
Brown Oldsmobile Co.
Thomas E. Brownhill
Burch's Fine Footwear
Capitol Chevrolet Cadillac
Ross Carter
Centennial Porsche-Audi
Chef Francisco Inc.
Christian Logging
Coburg Inn
Commercial Equipment Leasing
Cottage Grove Motors Co.
Country Squire Inn

Crater Lake Motors
Dr. Fredric W. Davis
Dunham Olds-Cadillac
J. Bass Dyer
Eugene Elks *357
Eugene Planing Mill
Eugene Signs
First Interstate Bank-Eugene
Jack H. Gardner
Good Chevrolet
W. H. Gonyea
Guaranty Chevrolet
Harold s Market
Delbert Hayes
Herzog Motors
Hutchins Motors
Immer & Oswald

Peter and Jan Jacobsen
The Jeaneiy
Kendall Ford
Kendall Datsun-Peugeot
Dr. William C. Lawton
W. Dale Lebarron
Robert A. Leedy
Dr. John P. MacKinnon, Jr.
Maks Wood Products
Marshall Leasing Inc.
Arthur R. Moshofsky
Edward W. Moshofsky
Nils Norman Construction Co.
O'Connell Enterprises
Gary and Joyce Olsen
Robert B. Panrplin, Jr.
Jack Pinegar's Springfield Toyota

Production Welding
Seneca Saw Mills Co.
Siegrist Volkswagen
States Industries
Taylor Electric Supply
Dee Thomason Ford Co.
Thompson Ford Sales
Kenneth and Suzanne Torgerson
US National Bank of Oregon-Eugene
Valley River Dodge
Viking Industries, Inc.
Douglas E. Walwyn
Ward Insurance Agency
Wentworth Buick Co.
Whipple Log Products
Willamette Stationers
Woolley Enterprises

Before or after the game, come to Denny's.
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Pac 10 Coaches in the College Hall of Fame

CONFERENCE

Hugo Bezdek, Oregon—1906, 1913-17
Walter Camp, Stanford—1892, 1894-95
Gilmore Dobie, Washington—1908-16
Orin Hollingbery, Washington State—1926-42
Howard Jones, Southern California

-1924-40
Andrew Kerr, Stanford—1922-23
James Phelan, Washington—1930-41
Darrell Royal, Washington—1956-57
Clark Shaughnessy, Stanford—1940-41
Lawrence (Buck) Shaw, California—1945
Andrew Smith, California—1916-24
Lynn (Pappy) Waldorf, California—1947-56
Glenn (Pop) Warner, Stanford—1924-31
Howard Jones, USC

Andy Smith, California

WAIKOLOA, HAWAII

1983 Invitational Golf Packaged 99£%I7"
'tTV&h

Here's a special invitation to discover the excitement of golf in Hawaii on two of the Islands most beautiful
courses, for one incredibly low package rate. The package includes: Three rounds of golf including cart
at Waikoloa's Beach or Village course. Both courses designed by Robert Trent Jones, Jr. Three days, two nights
at the elegant Sheraton Royal Waikoloa, on the golden crescent beach of Anae hoomalu Bay.

For reservations call your Travel Agent or Sheraton
at 800-325-3535
800-325-3535 and ask
ask for the Waikoloa
Invitational Golf Package.

Sheraton RoyalmikoloaHotel
SHERATON HOTELS & I N N S , WORLDWIDE
P.O. BOX 5 0 0 0 . WAIKOLOA. HAWAII 9 6 7 4 3

Pac-10 Record Holders
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All-Time Individual Records

(Note: Bowl game performances are included in career records, but not season records)

2-Yr
Career:
Half:

SCORING
MOST POINTS:
Game:
36, Dick Dunn (California) vs. Nevada, 1922.
Season:
Career:

Anthony Davis (USC), vs. Notre Dame, 1972.
138 (23 TDs), Marcus Allen (USC), 1981.
318, Charles White (USC), 1976-79.

MOST TOUCHDOWNS:
Game
6, Dick Dunn (California), vs. Nevada, 1922; Anthony Davis
Season:
Career:

(USC), vs. Notre Dame, 1972.
23, Marcus Allen (USC), 1981.
53, Charles White (USC), 1976-79.

BEST RUSHING AVERAGE:
Season:
212.9, Marcus Allen (USC). 1981 (2,342 yards in 11 games).
Career:
163.0, OJ. Simpson (USC), 1967-68 (3,423 yards in 21 games).

ATTEMPTED:

BEST PLAY AVERAGE:
25.7, Jerry Drew (California), vs. OSU, 1951 (11 for 283).
Game:
(Minimum 40 rushes); 12.2 Jackie Robinson (UCLA), 1939
Season:

12, Chuck Diedrick, (WSU), vs. Idaho, 1975.
64, Efren Herrera (UCLA), 1973 (60-64).
127, Efren Herrera (UCLA), 1971-73.

BEST PAT PERCENTAGE:
Game:
1.000 (12 of 12), Chuck Diedrick, (WSU) vs. Idaho, 1975.
Season:
(Minimum of 45), 1.000 (45-45), Luis Zendejas (Arizona
Career:

MOST YARDS:
Freshman: 1,069 Darrin Nelson (Stanford), 1977.
Sophomore: 1,291, Charles White (USC), 19 / /.
junior:
1,875, Ricky Bell (USC), 1975.
Senior:
2,342, Marcus Allen (USC), 1981.
MOST CARRIES:
Game:
51, Ricky Bell (USC), vs. WSU, 1976.
Season:
403, Marcus Allen (USC), 1981.
Career:
1,147, Charles White (USC), 1976-79.

MOST PATs:
Game:
12, Chuck Diedrick (WSU), vs. Idaho, 1975.
Season:
60, Efren Herrera (UCLA), 1973 (60-64).
Career:
121, Efren Herrera (UCLA), 1971-73.
MOST PATs
Game:
Season:
Career:

State), 1981.
1.000 (38 of 38) Rick Kulaas (Oregon State), 1973-74.

Career:

YARDS: 3, Anthony Davis (USC),
1972-73-74; Charles White (USC), 1977-78-79; Darrin Nelson
(Stanford), 1977-78-81.

Mark Harmon (Stanford) vs. Purdue, 1981.
MOST FIELD GOALS:
Game:
4, by several: First by Bill Shoemaker (Stanford) vs. Tulane,

1966; Last by John Lee (UCLA) vs. Oregon, 1982.
25, Chuck Nelson (Washington), 1982.
61, Chuck Nelson (Washington), 1980-82.

FRESHMAN GAINING 1,000 YARDS: 1,069, Darrin Nelson (Stanford),

1977.
MOST TDs BY RUSHING:
Game:
5, Duke Morrison (California), vs. Washington 1921; Hugh

McElhenny (Washington), vs. Washington State, 19.10.
James Matthews (Washington State) vs. Idaho, 1962.

MOST POINTS BY KICKING:
Career:
282, Chuck Nelson (Washington), 1980-82.

26, Chuck Nelson (Washington), 1980-82.
TOTAL OFFENSE
MOST YARDS:
466, Mike Pagel (Arizona State) vs. Stanford, 1981.
Game:
3104, John Ehvay (Stanford), 1982 (3242 passing,
Season:

-138 rushing).
9070, John Ehvay (Stanford), 1979-82 (9349 passing
-279 rushing).

MOST PLAYS, RUSHING AND PASSING:
Game:
66, John Elway (Stanford) vs. Ohio State, 1982.
Season:
481, Steve Dils (Stanford), 1978.
Career:
1495, John Ehvay (Stanford), 1979-82.

Career:

MOST TD PASSES THROWN:
Game:
7, Mike Pagel (Arizona State), vs. Stanford, 1981.
Season:
29, Mike Pagel (Arizona State), 1981.
Career:
77, John Elway (Stanford), 1979-82
MOST PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED:
Game:
6, George Shaw (Oregon), vs. Washington, 1952; Jerry

Season:
Career:

'

MOST YARDS PER GAME:
Season:
282.2, John Ehvay (Stanford), 1982 (3104 in 11 games).
Career:
255.6, Jim Plunkett (Stanford), 1968-70 (8178 in 32 games).
MOST TOUCHDOWNS RESPONSIBLE FOR,
SCORED AND PASSING:
Game:
7, Mike Pagel (Arizona State) vs. Stanford, 1981.
Season:
33, Mike Pagel (Arizona State), 1981.
Career:
82, John Elwav (Stanford), 1979-82.
RUSHING
Longest Run: 99, Terry Baker (OSU), vs. Villanova, 1962 Liberty Bowl.
Regular Season Game: 98, Mark Malone (Arizona State), vs. Utah State,

1979.

MOST YARDS:
Game:
369, Uarrin Nelson (Stanford), vs. Washington State, 1980 (202
Season:
Career:

2-Yr.
Career:

rushing, 167 receiving).
2559, Marcus Allen (USC), 1981 (2342 rushing, 217 rec.)
7,226, Charles White (USC), 1976-79 ( 6,245 rush., 541 rec.,
440 KOR).

4,098, OJ. Simpson (USC), 1967-68.
PASSING
PLAY: 96 yards, Jim I'lunkett to Randv Vataha,
(Stanford) vs. WSU, 1970.

LONGEST SCORING

MOST YARDS:
Game:
466, Mike 1'agel (Arizona State) vs. Stanford, 1981,
Season:
3242, John Elway (Stanford), 1982.
Careen
9349, John Elway (Stanford), 1979-82.
MOST PASSES ATTEMPTED:
Game:
63,John Elway (Stanford) vs. Ohio State, 1982.
Season:
405,John Elway (Stanford), 1982.
Career:
1246, John Elway (Stanford), 1979-82.
MOST PASSES COMPLETED:
Game:
43 (of 53), Rich Campbell (California) vs. Florida, 1980.
Season:
262 (of 405), John Elway (Stanford), 1982.
Career:
774 (of 1246),John Elwav (Stanford), 1982.

Conference Game: 98, Bill Powell (California), vs. OSU, 1951.

MOST CONSECUTIVE COMPLETIONS: 21, Rich Campbell

MOST YARDS:
Game:
347, Rickv Bell (USC), vs. WSU, 1976.
Season:
2342, Marcus Allen (USC), 1981.
Career:
6,245, Charles White (USC), 1976-79.

BEST PERCENTAGE:
Game:
1.000 (10 of 10), Steve Endicott (Oregon State), vs. UCLA, 1971.

(California), 1980.

.941 (16 of 17), Tom Flick (Washington), vs. Arizona, 1980.

Henderson (WSU), vs. Arizona State, 1967; Sonny Sixkiller
(Washington) vs. Oregon State, 1970; Chuck Peck (WSU), vs.
California, 1974; Gale Gilbert (California) vs. USC, 1982.
24, Dan Fouts (Oregon), 1970; Chris Rowland (Washington),
1973; Ty Paine (WSU), 1970.
54, Dan Fouts (Oregon), 1970-72; Ty Paine (WSU), 1970-72.

BEST INTERCEPTION AVOIDANCE, SEASON
(Minimum 200 Attempts):

2.08% (5 of 240), Paul McDonald (USC), 1979.

MOST YARDS RETURNED:
Game:
218 (3 returns), Anthony Davis (USC), vs. Notre Dame, 1972.
Season:
908, Rav Taroli (Oregon State), 1971.
Careen
2,160, Ray Taroli (Oregon State), 1971, 73-74.
BEST RETURN AVERAGE:
Game:
82.0, Ron Inge (Stanford), vs. Oregon State, (2 for 164).
Season:
42.5, Anthony Davis (USC), 1974.
Careen
34.0, Athony Davis (USC), 1972-74.
MOST TDs BY KICKOFF RETURN:
Game:
2, Anthony Davis (USC), vs. Notre Dame, 1972.
Season:
3, Anthony Davis (USC), 1974.
Careen
6, Anthony Davis (USC), 1972-74.
LONGEST RETURN: 100 bv six different players: First bv Ed Solinskv

(California), vs. California Aggies, 1937; Last by Jojo Townsell
(UCLA), vs. California, 1980. Twice by Anthony Davis (USC),
vs. Arkansas and vs. Notre Dame, 1974.
FUMBLES
MOST YARDS RETURNED:
Game:
99, Jim Smith (Oregon), vs. Oregon State, 1949. Charles

Phillips (USC) vs. Iowa, 1974.

MOST PASSES WITHOUT INTERCEPTION:

INTERCEPTIONS

143, Paul McDonald (USC), 1979.
PASS RECEIVING
MOST RECEPTIONS:
Game:
14, Vincent White (Stanford) vs. UCLA, 1982; Eric Cross
Season:
Career:

(Stanford) vs. Hawaii, 1972.
71, Gene Washington (Stanford), 1968.
223, Darrin Nelson (Stanford), 1977-81.

MOST YARDS:
Game:
289, Wesley Walker (California), vs. San Jose St., 1976.
Season:
1,124, Mike Levenseller (WSU), 1976.
Career:
2,517 (146 receptions), Ken Margerum (Stanford), 1977-80.
MOST TD RECEPTIONS:
Game:
4, Ken Margerum (Stanford) vs. Oregon State, 1980;
Season:
Career:

Jojo Townsell (UCLA) vs. Long Beach State, 1982.
13, Steve Sweeney (California), 1972.
32, Ken Margerum (Stanford), 1977-80.

MOST CONSECUTIVE GAMES CATCHING A PASS:

36, Randy Simmrin (USC), 1975-77.

LONGEST INTERCEPTION RETURN: 100 yards, Jim Jurkovich

(California), vs. USC, 1940; Jimmy Allen (UCLA), vs.
California, 1973.
MOST INTERCEPTIONS:
Game:
4, Shv Huntington (Oregon), vs. Penn., 1917 Rose Bowl; Bobby

Season:
Career:

LONGEST RETURN: 100 yards, Hugh McElhenny (Washington), vs. USC,

1951; Don Guest (California), vs. WSU, 1966.
MOST RETURNS:
Game:
13, Phil Moffat (Stanford), vs. Dartmouth, 1930.
Season:
47, Mike Battle (USC), 1967.
Careen
99, Mike Battle (USC), 1966-68.
MOST YARDS RETURNED:
Game:
162 (4 returns), Mike Garrett (USC), vs. California, 1965.
Season:
570, Mike Battle (USC), 1967.
Careen
1,105 (78 returns), Jake Leicht (Oregon), 1945-47.
BEST RETURN AVERAGE:
Season:
26.2 (10 for 262), Sam Brown (UCLA), 1954.
Careen
18.8, Don Guest (California), 1965-66.
TDs BY PUNT RETURN:
Game:
2, Sam Brown (UCLA), vs. Stanford, 1954; Mike Garrett (USC),
Season:
Careen

vs. California, 1965.
3, Jim Sears (USC), 1952; Sam Brown (UCLA), 1954; Mark
Williams (WSU), 1969; Mark Lee (Washington), 1979.
4, Sam Brown (UCLA), 1954-55.
KICKOFF RETURNS

MOST RETURNS:
Game:
10 (173 yards), Wesley Walker (California), vs. Alabama, 1973.
Season:
32, Roy Taroli (Oregon State), 1971.
Careen
83, Ray Taroli (Oregon State), 1971, 73-74.

Grayson (Stanford), vs. Washington 1934; Adrian Young
(USC), vs. Notre Dame, 1967; Al Worley (Washington), vs
Idaho, 1968; Steve Brown (OSU), vs. Stanford, 1971; Herman
Edwards (California) vs. WSU, 1974.
14, Al Worlev (Washington), 1968.
20, Artimus Parker (USC), 1971-73 and Phil Moffat (Stanford),
1929-31.

MOST YARDS RETURNED INTERCEPTIONS:
Game:
181, Charles Phillips (USC), 1974 (2 interceptions).
Season:
302, Charles Phillips (USC), 1974 (7 interceptions).
Career:
365, Charles Phillips (USC), 1972-74.
INTERCEPTIONS RETURNED FOR TDs:
Game:
2, Bobbv Grayson (Stanford), vs. Washington, 1934; Jim Psaltis

PUNT RETURNS

ALL-PURPOSE RUNNING

MOST CONSECUTIVE GAMES KICKING A FIELD GOAL:

Career:

(42 for 512).
(Minimum 100 rushes): 7.5, Kermit Johnson (UCLA),
1973 (150 for 1129).
(Minimum 200 rushes): 6.7, Kermit Johnson (UCLA), 1971-73
(370 for 2495).

MOST SEASONS RUSHED 1,000

LONGEST FIELD GOAL: 59 yards, Rod Garcia (Stanford) vs. USC, 1973;

Season:
Career:

3,423, OJ. Simpson (USC), 1967-68.
268, Jem- Drew (California), vs. Oregon State, 1954 (2nd half).

Season:

.872 (34 of 39), Dick Norman (Stanford), vs. California, 1959.
(Min. 100 atts.) .707 (193 of 273), Rich Campbell (California),
1980.
.645 (599 of 929), Rich Campbell (California), 1977-80.

Season:
Career:

(USC), vs. WSU, 1952; Charles Phillips (USC), vs. Iowa, 1974;
Brian Baggot (LJCLA), vs. California, 1978.
3, Charles Phillips (USC), 1974.
3, Jerry Robinson (UCLA), 1975-78; Charles Phillips (USC),
1972-74.
PUNTING

LONGEST PUNT: 85 yards, Ernie Zampese (USC), vs. Wisconsin, 1956.
BEST AVERAGE:
Game:
58.0, Kirk Wilson (UCLA), vs. Kansas, 1956.
Season:
49.3 (30 for 1,479), Kirk Wilson (UCLA), 1956.
Career:
44.6 (77 for 3,432), Kirk Wilson (UCLA), 1956-58.
MOST PUNTS:
Game:
17, Leo Ziel (Washington), vs. California, 1923.
Season:
94, John Misko (OSU), 1978.
Career:
217, Gavin Hedrick (WSU), 1974-77.
MOST YARDS PUNTED:
Game:
573, Mike Monahan (WSU), vs. Stanford, 1969.
Season:
3,637, John Misko (OSU), 1978.
Career:
9,409, Gavin Hedrick (WSU), 1974-77.
HAD BLOCKED, SEASON: 4, Bob Dunn (Washington), 1953.
LONGEST RUN WITH BLOCKED PUNT: 76 yards, Orrie Robbins

(Oregon State), vs. USC, 1927.
MOST TDs BY BLOCKED PUNT: 2, Robert Gaines (Washington), vs.

Stanford, 1975.
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Harrah's
Lake Tahoe
Hotel/Casino
America's only five-Star, five
Diamond hotel/casino set in
the High Sierra, overlooking
Lake Tahoe, one of nature's
wonders. Enjoy luxurious
accommodations, gourmet
dining and casino action
24 hours a day. Superstars
entertain in the South Shore
Room and cabaret revues sizzle.

I

ife at Harrah's is living to
i the hilt and loving every
minute of it It's goodbye
ho hum, hello excitement!

Its entertainment
The greatest entertainers,
the superstars, performing in
Harrah's theatre-restaurants,
every night In the cabarets,
the musical superstars of
tomorrow entertain and your
pulse races to dazzling revues
that glitter with sensational
dancers, it's action in the
casino around the clock. It's
fast, it's bright and it's up!

It's luxurious
You'll revel in beautifully
appointed rooms and service
that is friendly and courteous.
You'll dine in elegance on
continental cuisine or casually
on American favorites. You
may decide to drop in at the
Health Club for a work out,
a massage or just to use the
sauna or whirlpool.

east?
You'll find Harrah's
superlative Marina
hotel/casino in Atlantic
City a great way to go!
You haven't had
it all until you
come to Harrah's
and come to life!

Harrah's Reno
Hotel/Casino
A four-Star, four-Diamond
hotel/casino with luxurious
accommodations, superb
dining and casino action thafs
fast paced and just won't quit
In the intimate Headliner
Room, you'll feel the superstars
are performing just for you.
The casino cabaret revues
dazzle and light up your night

Harratfs
Hotels and Casinos
Reno, LakeTahoe & Atlantic City

Reservations: Call toll free 7 a.m. to midnight, from Calif., Ore., Utah, Idaho and Ariz. 800-648-3773; other states, 800-648-5070.
In Plevada: for Reno 702-329-4422; Tahoe 702-588-6606

he Pacific-10 Conference has long
had the well-deserved reputation
as the strongest, most competitive,
and most successful intercollegiate ath
letic conference in the country. The
conference has a long and rich history
which backs up that reputation.
The roots of the Pac-10 go back 65
years. On December 2, 1915, the Pacific
Coast Conference was founded at a
meeting at the Oregon Hotel in Portland.
Original membership consisted of four
schools—University of California, Uni
versity of Washington, University of
Oregon, and Oregon State College (now
Oregon State University).
Pacific Coast Conference play began in
1916. One year later, Washington State
was accepted into the PCC and Stanford
University joined in 1918.
In 1922, the PCC expanded to eight
teams with the admission ofUniversity of
Southern California and University of
Idaho. Montana joined the conference in
1924 and in 1928 the PCC grew to 10
members with the addition of UCLA.
The Pacific Coast Conference com
peted as a 10-team league until 1950,
with the exception of 1943-1945 when
World War II somewhat curtailed ath
letic competition at the university level.
In 1950, Montana resigned from the con
ference to join the Mountain States Con
ference. The PCC continued as a nineteam conference through 1958.
In 1959, the PCC was dissolved and a
new conference was formed called the
Athletic Association of Western Univer
sities. Original AAWU membership con
sisted of California, Stanford, Southern
California, UCLA and Washington. Wash
ington State became a member in 1962
with Oregon and Oregon State joining in
1964. In 1968 the name Pacific-8 Confer
ence was adopted.
Ten years later, on July 1, 1978, Univer
sity of Arizona and Arizona State Uni
versity were admitted and the Pacific-10
Conference became a reality.
In 1940 the office of Commissioner was
established and Edwin N. Atherton was
appointed to that position. Atherton
served until 1944 and was succeeded by
Victor O. Schmidt, who held the position
from 1944 through 1958.
Thomas J. Hamilton became Executive
Director of the AAWU, later the Pac-8, in
1959 and was succeeded by Director Wiles
Hallock in 1971. Thomas Hansen tookover
the position in 1983.
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Pac-10 Nickname Quiz
Match the schools with their nicknames, then find the nicknames in the puzzle
and circle them.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
B.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A C
U
B

Bears
Huskies
Ducks
Cougars
Bruins
Wildcats
g- Beavers
h. Cardinal
Sun Devils
Trojans

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Arizona
Arizona State
California
Oregon
Oregon State
Stanford
UCLA
USC
Washington
Washington State
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Who gives you investment
ideas from the same
source money managers
lookrothe most?
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Who else but
Merrill Lynch.

S

People who know a business
really well, soon learn who they can rely
on for advice and information. In the
investment business, it's the research team
at Merrill Lynch.
For four years running, the Merrill
Lynch research team has ranked first—by
substantial margins—in the annual Institutional Investor
poll of investment professionals.
But how does that help you if you're not investing
millions at a time?
The key is your personal Merrill Lynch Account
Executive. Our Account Executives have almost instant
access to the full resources of Merrill Lynch research
through a remarkable nationwide communications
system. Current research opinions on some 1400 stocks
are as close as their computer terminals.
And our Account Executives can call on special
ists in such fields as tax investments and corporate and
municipal bonds to amplify their own knowledge of any
particular type of investment that might be appropriate
for you. No other financial services firm gives its Account
Executives such strong and diversified backup support.
And that's one reason no one else can give you
more help with more kinds of investments. No one else.
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Merrill Lynch

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner& Smith Inc.

A breed apart.
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THE LEGENDARY

by Larry Vaught,
Danville Advocate-Messenger

Hiring college grads is something the
Army has always done. And lately, we've
been doing a lot more of it.
In fact, last year alone nearly 7,000
college grads chose to begin their future as
Army officers.
Why? Some wanted the opportunity
to develop valuable leadership and manage
ment skills early in their career.
Others were impressed with the amount
of responsibility we give our officers starting
out. And still more liked the idea of serving
their country around the world.
Interested? Then you can start preparing
for the job right now, with Army ROTC.

ROTC is a college program that trains
you to become an Army officer. By helping
you develop your leadership and manage
ment ability.
Enrolling can benefit your immediate
future, too. Through scholarships and other
financial aid.
So the next time you're thinking about
job possibilities, think about the one more
recent college graduates chose last year than
any other.
For more information, contact the Army
ROTC Professor of Military Science on your
campus. Or write: Army ROTC, Dept. FB,
P.O. Box 9000, Clifton, N.J. 07015.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOIICANBE.

C

ollege athletics have faced trying
times in recent years and have
been under intense scrutiny from
both the media and sports fans. Many un
pleasant incidents have made headlines in
newspapers across the nation all too
frequently.
That's why the life of Alvin Nugent "Bo"
McMillin still stands out as a tribute to the
good that can come out of college athlet
ics.
McMillin and his teammates on the Cen
tre College football team shocked the na
tion when they upset Harvard, a gridiron
powerhouse that had not lost a game for
five years, 6-0 on October 29,1921. It was
an astonishing victory for the school from
Danville, Ky., which had fewer than 200
students, and stunned the sports estab
lishment from coast to coast.
The elusive McMillin, who found his
way to central Kentucky from Ft. Worth,

McMillin led Centre College to an amazing
victory over Harvard in 1921.

Texas, engineered the victory that many
still consider to be the greatest college
football upset of all times. He scored the
game's only touchdown on a dazzling
32-yard run and changed the country's
outlook about eastern football superior
ity.
"That was the first time big eastern
schools ever paid any attention to teams
from any place else in the country," says
A.B. "Happy" Chandler, former governor
of Kentucky and ex-commissioner of ma
jor league baseball. "Before then, the
eastern schools were disdainful of any
body else. They didn't think they could be
beaten. Bo McMillin changed that."
Centre, known as the "Praying Co
lonels" because of its pregame prayers,
compiled a 38-4 mark during McMillin's
career and no one disputes that the tal
ented quarterback was the leader of the
extraordinary group.
continued
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The
Right Stuff
Collection.

AC-Delco gives you
the right gear while your car
gets the right parts.
The right battery. The right filters. The right plugs. For
just about anything that moves, AC-Delco has the right part.
And now, when you buy any AC-Delco part at the usual
price, you can get a terrific deal on "The Right Stuff
Collection."
Right out of the pages of World War II. There's never
been a collection like it before. And for a very good reason.
Test pilot Chuck Yeager — who was a decorated World War
II fighter pilot before he broke the sound barrier in
the X-1 rocket plane — helped put it
all together.
The collection features authentic World
War II design, and everything is of

high quality. And as an added touch, each
item bears our exclusive X-1
emblem — embroi
dered on the cloth
ing, stenciled on
the sunglass case.
The X-l emblem
will be a sure sign to
everyone that you know
what's "the right
stuff." And that you
also know AC-Delco
is the way to go for the right parts.
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BO McMILLIN
continued

McMillin's contributions to college foot
ball, though, were not limited to his
touchdown against Harvard.
In 1920 he and teammate Red Weaver
became the first players from the South
ever to make Walter Camp's prestigious
All-America team. While there are many
All-America teams today, Camp had the
only genuine honor team in McMillin's
day.
"It was rugged to get on that team," re
calls George Chinn, the starting left tackle
against Harvard in 1921. "Back then, hav
ing McMillin and Weaver make AllAmerica was as big an upset as Cfentre
beating Harvard. In those days you not
only had to be north of the Mason-Dixon
Line to be All-America, you had to be way

As Indiana University's head coach, Mc
Millin took the team to its first conference
championship.

north."
McMillin's influence on the college
game didn't stop when he ran out of play
ing eligibility after the 1921 season. As
head coach at Centennary College in
Shreveport, La., and Geneva College in
Beaver Falls, Pa., he compiled records of
25-3 and 27-5-1. After moving on to Kan
sas State, he put together a mark of 27
wins, 21 losses and one tie.
His greatest success came at Indiana
University, where he gave the school its
only undefeated campaign and first
conference championship in 1945. The
former All-America was named Coach of
the Year by the American Football
Coaches Association and Football Man
of the Year by the Football Writers
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Association.
McMillan had a 14-year record of
63-48-11 at Indiana. He went on to coach
Detroit and Philadelphia in the National
Football League before his death on
March 31, 1952. The legacy McMillin left
behind, however, will never be forgotten.
His journey from Texas to the small col
lege in central Kentucky, which now plays
Division III football, reads like a chapter
in a fairy tale.
Norris Armstrong was captain of the
1921 Centre football team. Before his
death in 1981 he talked about McMillin's
childhood. Armstrong said, "He was
raised in the stockyard district of Ft.
Worth. That was one of the roughest,
toughest places around then."
A Centre alumnus, Robert L. "Chief"
Myers, befriended the troublesome young
ster and had him join his high school grid
iron team at Northside High. Myers later
arranged for McMillin and four team
mates to attend Centre.
Centre's entrance requirements were
as high then as now and McMillin and
Weaver, another Northside product,
spent a year at Somerset, Ky., to acquire
the needed academic credits. The duo,
along with Texas high school teammate
Thad McDonald, earned extra money by
pressing clothes while flattening the
opposition on the football field.
McMillin had his nickname "Bo" before
he came to Centre. "Bo came from a rail
road community and the only way to get
around was to hop a train," explains
Chinn. "He hoboed all over the place. Call
ing him Bo aptly described his method of
everyday transportation. But it didn't de
scribe his way of life. Bo was no bum.
"He was one of the most religious men
I've ever known. He didn't swear, smoke
or drink. If you uttered a profanity in the
dressing room, Bo would be right there to
knock your teeth out. He just wouldn't
stand for it."
Off the football field, though, McMillin
did have one well-known vice. His ability
to manipulate the dice in a crap game is as
legendary as his moves on the gridiron.
"When pay day came on the railroad,
the railroaders just handled their checks
before turning them over to Bo," recalls
Chinn. "They made him put the dice in a
cup and throw them against the wall. But
he still won. It was the same with pool.
He's one of the finest men I've ever known
but he'dbet on how the wind was blowing
or if the sun would come up."
To question his integrity, though, would
be a mistake. Chandler points out, "Sure,
Bo played craps and pool but he was a
decent chap all of his life. He was a good
man."
McMillin, who called himself "Nuge,"
was as innovative on the field as off. He

was one of the first college players able to
pass while on the run. And in the open
field his moves and intelligence left tacklers holding air because he was one of the
first runners able to change directions
after a play began.
Perhaps his greatest attribute was his
leadership. The team named him captain
three times. He set high standards for
himself and expected the same from his
teammates.
"Bo didn't just expect discipline and per
formance," explains Chinn. "He got it or
else. But he was a great field commander,
one of the coolest I've ever seen. He was
all you could want in a quarterback
wrapped up in one package.
"His only problems came because he
had small hands. Bo didn't throw the most
perfect pass you've ever seen. It would
wobble but it always went just where Bo
wanted it to."
McMillin actually played five years at
Centre because most of one season (1918)
was spent in Army training and did not
count against his eligibility. The Colonels
went 7-1,4-0and 9-0 McMillin's first three
campaigns, and the unbeaten mark
earned Centre a spot on Harvard's 1920
schedule. The eastern powerhouse won
that first meeting 31-14, but as the final
whistle sounded, McMillin vowed he
would return and win in 1921. And he
made good on his promise in such an im
pressive fashion that admiring fans from
Boston carried him off the field after the
stunning upset.
"It was a brilliant piece of football
work," wrote one journalist after watch
ing McMillin's TD run. "Bo used nearly ev
ery trick available to a runner. As a
broken field runner, the Centre quarter
back is probably without a peer in the
country."
McMillin, unlike today's quarterbacks
and other offensive players, also backed
up the line on defense. He had the same
flaming desire to succeed on defense.
Failure was a word McMillin never un
derstood. He went from one success to
another as a player, coach and person. He
lived life to the fullest but never forgot his
religion.
"Bo McMillin deserves to be a legend,"
says Chandler. "He was just a little Irish
boy without parents who didnt seem to
have a chance in life. But football gave
him a chance to be a success. He never
forgot that, and over the years he more
than repaid his debt to the game that was
so good to him."
Chinn adds, "Being able to survive the
passage of time is the only testimonial Bo
needs. He diedyoung but he built a legend
that should never be forgotten. Without
Bo McMillin, college football wouldn't be
what it is today."
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ollege football is blessed with a
bumper crop of defensive stars
this season. Almost every school
has a great linebacker or star tackle or
brilliantly talented defensive back.
Georgia was once famous for a run
away tailback, a Heisman hero, star of
track and football field. Alas, Herschel
Walker is gone.
The next best Bulldog, and not all that
bad, is rover Terry Hoage, America's de
fensive player of the year ...if opponents
insist on throwing the ball.
Hoage had 12 interceptions last season,
tops in the country. He could have had

Georgia's Terry Hoage was a consensus AllAmerica last year at rover.

more if teammate Jeff Sanchez hadn't
been so quick. Sanchez intercepted nine,
second best.
Hoage says he's been very lucky. Maybe
that is correct. He could have missed the

Georgia experience. He grew up in Huntsville, Texas, the son of a college biology
professor. Terry believed in the power of
the Southwest Conference. He wanted to
be a Texas Longhorn. He didn't get an invi
tation. A high school injury frightened
awav all the faint-hearted recruiters and
only Georgia offered a scholarship.
Lucky? Hoage could have gathered
splinters instead of gold stars. He was on
the scout squad as a freshman. He had no
natural position. At 6-3 and 196 and some
what slower than the speed of sound, he
could have developed into a full-time obcontinued

If Shelby's name is on the car,
ours is on the tires.
Carroll Shelby and Goodyear go a long way back.
When Carroll built his first car — the now-legendary Cobra — it was
on Goodyear performance tires.
Likewise for every Shelby Mustang GT-350 and GT-500.
And when Shelby helped Ford win LeMans and major international
racing titles several times over, those world-beating cars were on our
world-beating racing tires.
Now there's a new chapter in the Shelby saga. With the new Chrysler
Corporation.
Times have changed. Cars have, too. But one thing's for certain.
Every Shelby Charger — and every Shelby-inspired car to follow —
will wear two names: His.
And ours.

GOOD?YEAR
INNOVATION
l^iNr
QUALITY AND

In 1982, linebacker Rick Hunley became the first player in Arizona
history to earn consensus All-America honors.

Hawaii middle guard Falaniko Noga has twice been named
All-WAC.
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server. But he wanted to play.
He decided to go to the Sugar Bowl that
year. He looked for a way.
"I noticed the coaches liked extra effort
in practice. They especially liked blocked
kicks. I picked that as my course of ac
tion," recalls Terry.
He went crazy at kicking practice.
Twice he jumped over the line and
blocked placements. Vince Dooley no
ticed. The coach promoted Hoage to the
varsity. Terry was invited along for the
ride to New Orleans.
To Hoage's surprise, Dooley put him in
the game against Notre Dame. Terry
blocked a field-goal attempt. Georgia
drove on to the national championship.
Hoage became famous.
Coaches helped. Their defensive
scheme has often had Hoage in position to
make big plays. That's what a rover does
... he goes to where the action is antici
pated, transforming a soft spot into a pil
lar of strength.
In addition to 12 interceptions, Hoage
had 101 tackles last season. Three times in
a row he was Southeastern Conference
back of the week!
Terry was a consensus All-America as a
junior. He was also Academic All-America
(3.85, majoring in genetics). Some say his
good mind is a giant factor in his out
standing defensive stats.
Defending national champ Penn State
expects to have a powerful defensive unit
with an assortment of individual stand-

Navy linebacker Andy Ponseigo recorded a
school-record 169 tackles last season.

For personally signed Ken Davies print. 18" x 19". send $10. payable to ANCO . Box 2832-TD. NYC. 10163

outs. Safety Mark Robinson, safety Harry
Hamilton, tackle Greg Gattuso and line
backer Scott Radecic all merit honors
consideration.
Robinson, 5-11 and 197, plays free
safety. He is already an All-America. He
had two interceptions in the Sugar Bowl
and four others last season. Among his
other contributions was a 92-yard touch
down punt return against Rutgers.
"He's our best tackier since Jack Ham,"
says head coach Joe Paterno. "He reminds
me very much of Jack Tatum, except
Mark is quicker. Robinson could start for
almost any team in the country at safety,
cornerback, inside linebacker or running

Always On The Move
The Wild Turkey instinctively seeks "elbow room"
If the bird senses any encroachment on its territory, it will
travel many miles a day in search of a remote swamp
or forest preserve.
Native only to the American continent, the Wild Turkey
is a fitting symbol for America's greatest native whiskeyWild Turkey.
WILD TURKEY /101 PROOF/8 YEARS OLD
AUSTIN. NICHOLS DISTILLING CO . LAWRENCEBURG. KENTUCKY © 1982

A defensive end-turned linebacker, Mississippi State s Billy Jackson, twice AII-SEC,owns41
career sacks.

back."
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Mark is an outstanding student (3.4 in
finance). His older brother, Eric, is a pro
fessional footballer.
Michigan, also known for great de
fense, features linebacker Mike Boren,
6-3, 226, twice All-Big Ten. Boren made
151 tackles as a sophomore and 171 as a
junior. Mike's story is improved by grow
ing up in Columbus, Ohio and choosing to
play at Ann Arbor.
Auburn anticipates having a powerful
defense this season, especially up front.
Pro scouts say tackle Doug Smith, 6-6 and
270, is the prize, but Auburn coaches hint
that tackle Ben Thomas, 6-4, 265, might
be better. He has a flair for big plays.
Tackle Donnie Humphrey, 6-2, 275, was
All-Southeastern Conference in 1981 but
missed last season with an injury. He
made 121 stops as a junior and was the
finest down lineman in the league.
Pitt has some excellent defensive play
ers. One of them, a starter since his fresh
man year, is Tom Flynn, who totaled 82
tackles and one interception as a junior
free safety last season, and led Panther
punt returners with 254 yards. The 6-0,
195 Flynn will make the move to offense
in 1983 as Coach Foge Fazio tries him at
quarterback. Another is Bill Maas, who
became the first Pitt interior defensive
lineman to gain All-America status since
Randy Holloway in 1977. The 6-4, 260 se
nior defensive tackle garnered 59 tackles

Liflort Hobley should be the standout in
LSU's 1983 secondary.
52t

Nicknamed "Killer," Michigan State s Carl

Banks

and 10 sacks and dropped runners for
losses another seven times as a junior in
1982.
The Tigers are tough at middle guard,
where Dowe Aughtman, 6-2, 269, holds
court. Gregg Carr, a campus and team
leader, is a good little linebacker. Junior
cornerback David King has been an Au
burn first teamer since the first game of
his freshman year.
Best in America? Here are some good
ones:
• Carl Banks, Michigan State end, 6-6,
235, twice all-conference, nicknamed
"Killer."
• Rick Bryan, Oklahoma tackle, 6-4,
260, Big Eight defensive player of the
year, quick enough to score 114 stops.
• Wilher Marshall, Florida linebacker,
6-1,230, perhaps the best at what he does;
4.58 in the football 40, 33 inches in the
vertical jump, finalist for the Lombardi
Award.
• Don Rogers, UCLA safety, 6-1, 204,
led team with 124 tackles last season,
broke up 15 passes, intercepted four.
• William Fuller, North Carolina tackle,
6-4, 245, Outland Trophy finalist, twice
All-Atlantic Coast Conference.
• Falaniko Noga, Hawaii middle guard,
6-1, 230, phenomenal athlete; runs 4.5,
jumps 34 inches vertically, bench presses

is a two-time All-Big Ten selection.

450; twice All-WAC.
• J a v Brophy, Miami, Fla., linebacker,
6-3, 230, team MVP, 135 tackles, three in
terceptions, tore up Mississippi State last
season with 18 tackles, a fumble and an
interception.
• Russell Carter, Southern Methodist
cornerback, 6-3, 185, led Southwest Con
ference with seven interceptions as a
sophomore and got four more last fall,
even though quarterbacks generally
went the other way; blocked a punt
against Arkansas that gave the Mustangs
the league title; anchors a swift mile relay
team.
• Johnny Jackson, New Mexico line
backer, 5-11, 210, Western Athletic Con
ference defensive player of the year, 21
tackles for minus yardage.
• Jack Del Rio, Southern Cal junior out
side linebacker, 6-4, 235, All-Pac-10 as a
sophomore, led Trojans with 17 hits for
losses.
• Keith Browner, Southern Cal's other
outside linebacker, 6-6, 220, an all-around
athlete with four interceptions, three re
covered fumbles and the speed to chase
down sweeps.
• Leonard Coleman, Vanderbilt corner,
6-2, 208, eight interceptions for 101 re
turn yards, wise, alert, aggressive.
continued
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you're not booked on your favourite airline.
There are no disappointments on British Airways. After all, our Super Club® seats are wider
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• Chris Washington, Iowa State line
backer, 6-4, 219, best defender on a fine
Big Eight defensive team, 147 tackles,
brown belt in karate, better beware!
• Brock Spack, Purdue linebacker bet
ter known as "Spack Attack, 6-1, 221,
made 131 tackles as sophomore, only 127
last season, chewed up Minnesota's
ground game with 19 stops.
• Billy Jackson, Mississippi State end
switched to middle linebacker, twice allconference, 6-1, 225, owner ol 41 careei
sacks.
• Andy Ponseigo, Navy linebacker, 6-2,
2 2 5 , school-record 169 tackles last season,
a tremendous team leader.
Navy also has an outstanding defensive
back, Eric Wallace. Nebraska has a star
safety in Bret Clark. UCLA is hoping cor
ner Lupe Sanchez makes it all the way
back from a fractured leg in the spring.

Texas coach Fred Akers says cornerback Mossy Cade has never had a bad
game. Florida is equally proud of Tony
Lilly, a senior safety who made 16 tackles
in a 1982 victory over Southern Cal. Notre
Dame looks to Stacey Toran for lead
ership in the secondary.
Colorado says Victor Scott is a special
corner. Oklahoma State wouldn't debate.
Scott returned two interceptions for
touchdowns against the Cowboys.
Stanford speaks well of safety Vaughn
Williams. Penn is proud of corner Tim
Chambers. East Carolina safety Clint
Harris turned five interceptions into 131
runback yards last season. Harris has
been timed at 4.3.
Texas A&.M thinks sophomore safety
Domingo Bryant will grow up to be
famous. North Carolina's Willie Harris
already is. This strong safety was all-

A casual that's not sized
properly, quickly loses .
its shape and doesn't
j|
wear well.

With Florsheim casuals,
you choose from a
range of sizes
and widths
HPP that's almost
^ ' unheard of.
Bowling Green's Martin Bayless has 19 ca
reer interceptions.

All-America Bill Maas returns to anchor Pitt's defensive line.

conference last season.
LSU expects to be sound in the second
ary with Liffort Hobley as the standout.
Holy Cross believes in Rob Porter. Furman is impressed with Ernest Gibson.
Bowling Green is counting career inter
ceptions for Martin Bayless. He's up to 19!
Iowa has an excellent end in Dave
Strobel. Army features end Larry Carroll,
a four-year starter. Oklahoma end Kevin
Murphy was unanimous all-conference
as a sophomore. Oregon likes the way
Steve Baack plays the flank. LSU speaks
well of dependable Rydell Malancon, out
side linebacker. He has made 30 con
secutive starts.
New Mexico State hopes Leo Barker
bounces back-to his 1981 form. He was incontinued

Nobody does more for your feet than
an INTERCO company
Retail price quoted herein is suggested only. Independent retailers are free to determine their own retail prices.
See the Yellow Pages for the Florsheim dealer nearest you.
For free style brochure, write: Florsheim, Dept. 54, 130 S. Canal Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606.
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jured last season. Memphis State has been
looking for help for Johnny Walker, out
standing as an outside linebacker but
busier than coach Rex Dockery would
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like.
Other interior linemen worthy of allstar consideration are tackles Reggie
White of Tennessee, Keith Millard of
Washington State, Don Thorp of Illinois,
Chris Scott of Purdue, Freddie Gilbert of
Georgia, Andre Townsend of Ole Miss,
sophomore T.J. Turner of Houston,
Alphonso Carreker of Florida State and
Steve Hamilton of East Carolina.
Other outstanding middle guards in
clude Olympic-type shot-putter Michael
Carter of SMU, John Daniel of Brown,
John Zanieski of Yale and Brian Pillman of
Miami of Ohio.
Other linebackers to look for this fall
include Oklahoma's Jackie Shipp, good
for 21 tackles against Texas in 1982. Shipp
was unanimous All-Big Eight. He led the
Sooners with 142 stops.
Notre Dame features Mike Larkin, only
6-1 and 209 but very quick. California
linebacker Ron Rivera has twice led the
team in tackles. Linebacker J.D. Fuller
has twice been second at South Carolina.
Fuller is the cousin of more famous Calvin
HLast

year Ricky Hunley, a 6-2,
230-pound senior from Petersburg, VA,
became the first consensus All-America
selection in Arizona history. The two-time
All-Pac-10 performer (1981- 82) has made
390 tackles in his three seasons at inside
linebacker.
Tulsa's top linebacker is Cliff Abott, an
all-conference hitter. Georgia looks to
Tommy Thurson. Minnesota is paced by
Peter Najarian. His dad does heart trans
plants except on Saturdays.
Utah follows the pace of Mark Blosch.
Ron Faurot is big at Arkansas. Kentucky
has a hitter in John Grimsley. North Caro
lina State's Vaughan Johnson made 167
tackles last season. Andy Hendel had 161
stops for the Wolfpack.
Wyoming says sophomore Jay Haynes
will be a great one. Virginia sophomore
Charles McDaniel made 109 hits as a
rookie. John Offerdahl, sophomore at
Western Michigan, played 10 games
as a freshman and led the team with 149
tackles.
Almost everybody has a linebacker.
Colorado State's Jeff Harper is in his
school's record book with 160 hits last sea
son. He had an unbelievable 32 tackles
against Wyoming. From such numbers
are legends made.
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There's no arguing with
John McEnroe when he says,
'Why pay more for fancy handles
and tricky tops when I get lots of
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ONE PLAYER'S VIEW
OF GAME DAY
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he game itself has evolved into a
sophisticated maze of offensive for
mations and defensive alignments.
From the coaches—who are now "coordi
nators" and who issue detailed tomes called
playbooks—to the training techniques and
practice sessions, advanced technology has
taken over.
Even the setting for the games has shifted
dramatically, from small, creaky stadiums
to massive concrete facilities that now often
seat upwards of 80,000 people.
One thing, however, will never change in
college football. It has always been, and will

probably always be, a game of emotion. The
reason is the players.
"There's something special about game
day that you can't appreciate unless you've
been through it," said one of this year's top
running backs. "It's everything about the
day. The pre-game meal, getting taped and
dressed and then going out on the field. You
have to go through it to understand what
goes on and how the whole day builds.
For as long as the game has been played,
no one has yet discovered a right way or a
wrong way to approach a game on Saturday
continued
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GAME DAY
continued

"Even now I'm pretty related, but
some guys are really psyched up.
There's a lot of dead time and you
see a lot of strange things. A lot of
players are superstitious."

afternoon. There is no right way or wrong
way, but there are plenty of different ways.
And, in the end, it comes down to controlling
that excitement and channelling the building
emotion.
Often, that is not as easy as it sounds. How
many coaches have lamented after a loss
that their teams were "too psyched up" and
too emotionally high?
All the technology in the world has still
been unable to come up with a way to bring
players to just the perfect emotional peak.
Here is one player's view of game day:

EARLY MORNING (sometime between 9
and 10:30 a.m.): For home games, we eat
our pre-game meal at a dining hall on
campus. I enjoy home games a lot more,
for obvious reasons. I'm with family and
friends and everything is familiar. On the
road, we'll usually eat a little earlier at a
hotel because we're usually further away
from the stadium. On the road we start
breakfast around nine o'clock. At home,
it's usually an hour later.
Most of the guys are quiet during break
fast. We eat a good meal. Steak, usually.
Some of the guys have problems eating in
the morning because they're starting to
get worked up. I'm usually pretty relaxed,
so I don't have any problems eating. You
see some guys with trays of food and
trays of orange juice and milk. I eat my
normal breakfast.
Most of the older players are relaxed.
They've been through this before. They
talk about almost anything. But most of
the time,no one is talking about the game.
Sometimes, coaches will come by to check
to see how a player is, if he's getting over
an injury or hasn't been feeling well.
Pre-game meal is usually pretty quiet.
It's a lot like everywhere else—everyone
is just getting up.
LATE MORNING (between 10:30 and
12): The bus ride over to the stadium is
usually pretty quiet, too. A lot of the guys
are wrapped up in their own little worlds,
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trying to get mentally ready. Once we
leave breakfast, we're on our own.Every
one wants to get into the locker room and
get started on what he has to do. I start
getting a little anxious.
There are a lot of things to do now, but a
lot of the guys are pacing around the
locker room, trying to burn off energy.
Some guys have to go in and get taped
right away.Ilike to get that over with. But
a lot of guys are just sitting in front of
their lockers. There's usually a television
on somewhere. I like to watch cartoons
afterIget taped because it helps me relax.
It keeps my mind off things for a little
while.
A lot of players read the game program.
Honest. I don't know how many of them
actually read through it, because some of
them just flip through the pages. It's a

way to keep calm. I read through it. It
starts getting me ready and starts me
thinking about the game.
I also like to make sure my name is
spelled right.
Around 11:00 or a little after, we have
meetings. Everyone breaks up into
groups and the coaches go over things
again just to make sure we all know what
we're supposed to do and to make sure
there are no last-minute questions. The
meetings aren't too long. After that, ev
eryone starts getting dressed. That's
when the adrenaline starts flowing.
We don't do it, but some teams go out
onto the field before they get dressed and
just walk around the field to get the feel of
it. Sometimes it helps if you haven't
played in a place before.
continued
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Pennzoil makes motor oil for all
kinds of cars. As car engines have
become more complex, Pennzoil
has kept up-to-date with their new
demanding requirements. So you
get the "today" protection your
car needs.
Pennzoil quality means protection
you can rely on.

Protection you can rely on.

GAME DAY
continued

Even now, I'm pretty relaxed, hut some
guys are really psyched up. There's a lot
of dead time and you see a lot of strange
things. A lot of players are superstitious.
They have special routines for getting
dressed. But everyone takes his time get
ting dressed. I don't consider myself
superstitious, but I do certain things the
same way. Habit, I guess. 1 always have to
have the name on my socks on the out
side. And I always put the pads on my left
side in first.
After I put my pads on, I'll walk around,
just to make sure everything's right. Some
guvs walk around after every little piece
they put on. Bv now, you can start to see
more guys getting excited.
Some guvs walk around to the different
lockers and try to get other players going.
They'll pound you on the shoulders and
ask vou if you're ready. Some of what goes
on is like what you see in football movies.
Guvs are banging their heads against

lockers, things like that. One time we had
a defensive lineman who taped the num
ber of the other team's quarterback on
the wall and kept banging his head
against it while he screamed. He had his
helmet on. That was just the way he got
psyched up. There is a lot of electricity
now, a lot of guys screaming and yelling
and pacing.
By now, everyone's thinking about the
game and totally consumed by it.
I'm not a yeller, but I can see where it
helps some guys. But I do like to be left
alone.
EARLY AFTERNOON (between 12:15
and 1:15): I feel like I'm ready to play.
Around 12:45 or so (for a 1:30 game) the
special teams go out to get loose. A little
62t

"I'm just trying to concentrate on
what I'm supposed to do and what
my assignments will be, but it's
tough not to get caught up in the
excitement."

later, the rest of the team goes out. Most
of the crowd is usually in the stadium, so
the team really starts to get pumped up.
The calisthenics and drills get us going
more and more. Now everyone is yelling.
Even me. The coaches come around and
double check with us. I start getting but
terflies. I just want to get started. It's im
portant, though, to make sure you're
loose, especially on cold days. We break

up into groups again and make sure we all
know what we're supposed to do.
It's almost impossible to find someone
in the stands, even if you know exactly
where they're sitting. But everything is
starting to peak now. The band is playing
and the people are cheering. When we
break and go back into the locker room,
everyone is going crazy, jumping all over
each other. It's wild, but we all know what
we're doing. I'm just trying to concentrate
on what I'm supposed to do and what my
assignments will be, but it's tough not to
get caught up in the excitement.
It's usually pretty loud when we go back
into the locker room.
I can't describe what it's like when we
go back out onto the field for the starting

lineups. It's a big emotional rush, because
the whole stadium is going crazy. I've
learned to control myself because it's easy
to get carried away by it. You can get too
psyched up and forget everything you're
supposed to do.
GAME TIME: On the sidelines, every
one is moving back and forth. Everyone is
nervous, pacing around, wishing the
game would start. You have to keep your
head. Some guys can't watch the opening
kickoff, but almost everyone is standing
on the sidelines. If we're kicking off,
we're just hoping the other team doesn't
run it back. If we're receiving, we just
hope for good field position.
Guys will be walking around, patting
each other, trying to be encouraging. But
that's just another way of burning off
energy. I really have a lot of butterflies
now. People will talk to me, but I really
don't hear what they're saying, so I just
nod yes. I'm too wrapped up in what I'm
supposed to do.
The game is the easiest part. Everything
falls into place. We all know what we're
supposed to do and we just have to make
sure we do it. On offense, if we're
stopped, a couple of us will get together
on the sidelines and talk things over.
Sometimes the coaches will come over to
get a feel for how we are or to explain
something. I get the feeling a lot of them
would like to be out on the field.
Sometimes, during the week, I might
daydream a little about making a big play
or maybe scoring a touchdown. When I
actually do it, it's probably the greatest
emotional high I'll ever experience.
By the time the game develops, a lot of
the emotion gives way to concentration.
I'm very business-like after a while. All
the buildup is over and I'm just trying to
keep a level head. That's hard to do if you
come up with a big play.
There is not as much emotion during
the game as there is before it or at halftime. Mostly, everyone is concentrating
on his assignments. But if someone does
make a big play, everyone gets going
again. All day, emotions are up and down.
You've got to learn to control them. I've
seen a lot of guys who were just too emo
tional and too anxious. That does more
harm than good.
Halftime can be like starting all over
again emotionally. I review things, make
certain adjustments and try to think
about what I did in the first half—both
good and bad.
Depending on how close the game is,
things can really get tense on the sidelines
in the second half.
POST-GAME: Now comes the hard
part—meeting with the media. Do they
have to ask the same questions over and
over again?
£
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hey're played at commencements
and weddings and, yes, at college
football games.
College fight songs have earned their
spot in American musical history. Some
are as recognizable as the jingles Madison
Avenue spends millions developing and
piping into our homes. But these songs
sell school pride, not laundry soap.
The enthusiasm of an autumn Saturday'
afternoon is built around memorabl
words like "Boola, boola" and "Bah, rah
rah for Ski-U-Ma." And while som
marching bands use two or more school
songs, the official, original fight songs
live on.
One of the oldest and most famous is
Michigan's "The Victors," a turn-of-the
century song inspired by the Wolverines'
upset win over an Amos Alonzo Staggcoached University of Chicago squad. It
was written by Louis Elbel, then a soph-
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omore on the Ann Arbor campus. Elbel,
who had studied in Leipzig, Germany to
be a concert pianist, later opened a music
house in South Bend, Indiana, where an
other famous college song is heard.
Elbel and William Reveili, director of
the Michigan band from 1935-71, were
long-time friends until Elbel's death about
20years ago.
"He had a great sense of humor and he
enjoyed coming back to the campus to
direct 'The Victors'," said Reveili. "One
time, 1 wanted to change some things in
the song, put down the brass in that soft
trio. But he wanted it louder and louder.
We rehearsed it that way, but when we
got to the performance I had told the band
to really play it loud, and the trombones
even stood up. He got quite a laugh out of
that."
That other South Bend tune, Notre
Dame's "Victory March," was written in
1908 by brothers John and Michael Shea.
Both were students there at the time, and
Michael went on to become a priest.
"I knew John, and he said that many of
the schools in that period had started to
have their own songs and Notre Dame
didn't have one, so he and his brother just
wrote it,"explained Robert O'Brien, direc
tor of the Notre Dame band.

The "Victory March" is widely copied
by high schools, particularly Catholic
schools, across the country. In fact,
O'Brien was director of two high school
bands in the 1940s that had adopted the
song as their own. "I never dreamed I
would be here directing the Notre Dame
band," he added.
Joseph Casasanta wrote several songs
for Notre Dame when he was band direc
tor in the '20s and '30s. Among them was
"Notre Dame Our Mother," the alma ma
ter. It was first played at Knute Rockne's
funeral in 1931.
Oklahoma's "Boomer Sooner" was bor
rowed from the classic Yale "Boola Boola."
The Oklahoma band uses two other
songs, "OK Oklahoma," written by Fred
Waring, and "Oklahoma!"from the Broad
way musical and film. The latter also is
the official state song.
"Boomer Sooner' is one of those songs
that everyone kind of laughs at when they
hear it, but it makes people's blood run
red around here,"saidGeneThraillkill, di
rector of the OU band the last 12 years.
"When I first took the job here and they
sent me a recording of Boomer Sooner,' I
thought, 'they've got to be kidding.'"
The Iowa people weren't kidding when
they replaced the "Iowa Corn Song" with
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a Meredith Willson-written fight song in
the 1950s. Willson, a native Iowan who
gained worldwide fame with "The Music
Man," knew plenty about band music. He
had been a flutist with John Philip Sousa's
band that toured the U.S., Mexico and
Cuba from 1921-23.
It might seem as if Wisconsin has re
placed its classic "On Wisconsin" with
"You've Said It All," a rousing singalong
song that was originally heard only in
beer commercials. But MichaelLeckrone,
director of the Badger band, insists that
"On Wisconsin"—another school song
which also is the official state song—is
still No. 1.
"On Wisconsin" became the school song
after a university-sponsored contest in
1906, first prize $25. Carl Beck and Wil
liam Purdy originally had written it as a
Minnesota fight song—Purdy, legend has
it, had never even been in Wisconsin —
but they changed the lyrics when they
heard about the search for a Wisconsin
song. Now, "On Wisconsin" is played by
high school bands across the country.
"When we go on a road trip, we always
play at a high school football game too,
and often 'On Wisconsin' will turn out to
be the fight song for both of the high
schools," Leckrone said.
The University of Southern California
is one of the oldest universities in that
state, and it has one of the country's old
est and most famous songs. "Fight On"
was written in the 1920s by Milo Sweet,
then a student. He became an orthodon
tist and, sadly, died on New Year's Eve,
1979—the day before USC's last Rose
Bowl appearance.
Tony Fox, assistant director and ar
ranger of the USC band for the last 13
years, rates "Fight On" among the top
fight songs in the country.
"It's something that's highly identifiable
with the university and the band. When
continued
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you have a really famous fight song, peo
ple who aren't even alumni of the univer
sity get going when they hear it," said Fox.
"They hear that fight song and it 's really a
battle cry."
USC often uses another song, "Con
quest," from the 1947 film "Captain from
Castille."Though the film concerned Cortez' march through Mexico, the song fits
in nicely with Trojan marches as well.
But can football fans get too much of a
good thing?
Band directors generally follow their in
stincts when it comes to determining how
often a school song should be played.
Some things they can't control, though.
By tradition, for example, the OU band
plays "Boomer Sooner"after touchdowns
and "OK Oklahoma" after extra points.
There has yet to be documentation of a
coach holding down the score to prevent
the band from playing the school song.
"My rule of thumb is to try not to over
play it," Leckrone said of "On Wisconsin."
"I try to use it judiciously so that when it is
played, it has some impact."
Impact? When 70,000 or so people sing
and clap their hands over a school song,
that's more than impact. It's musical
magic, and it happens coast to coast everv
fall.

School songs have stirred college football fans since the turn of the century.
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"Well maybe not Carnegie Hall, but with you
teaching me..."

"Don't worry. I wouldn't go anywhere without
my Yamaha."

"Hey look, the main thing is to have fun with it.
Relax. Just think of all the new people you've met
since you started playing."

Because we believe that the process of mak
ing music can be an integral part of your life,
Yamaha builds quality and value into every
acoustic guitar we make. No matter what your
level of commitment to the instrument, Yamaha
guitars are designed and built to stay with you as
far as you want to take it. The better you get, the
better your Yamaha will sound. See your author
ized Yamaha music dealer for help in choosing
the Yamaha with the sound you're looking for,
or write Yamaha Musical Products, 3050 Breton

"I've met you, that's for sure."
"And you've finally found a way to express
yourself. What more could you ask for?"

"A great tan. And I'm leaving for Spring
break tomorrow."
"Be sure to take your guitar and practice what
I've shown you."
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NEW NCAA RULES FOR 1983

F

for the use of a seventh (the previous limit was six) official,
a side judge, to aid enforcement of rules regarding illegal
use of hands.
Disruption and Delay of Game—The committee
passed three rule changes designed to stop what it called
"disruptions on the field that delay the game or engenders
ill will after scores or any other time."
1.) The penalty for a substitute entering the field for
any purpose other than to replace another player was in
creased from a five-yard delay of game penalty to a
15-yard unsportsmanlike conduct infraction.
2.) Cheerleaders, band members and mascots were
added to the list of those subject to the rules and official
decisions.
3.) The rule requiring the player in possession to return
the ball immediately to an official after a score or any
other play was amended to prohibit taking the ball off the
field, kicking or throwing the ball any distance that re
quires an official to retrieve the ball, spiking the ball,
throwing the ball high into the air and any other un
sportsmanlike act that delays the game.

ollowing is a summary of the major rule changes
adopted by the NCAA rules committee at its Jan
uary 1983 meeting:
The Kicking Game—The rules committee adopted
three major changes in the rules governing the kicking
game.
1.) Officials were given direction for determining what
giving a player an "unmolested opportunity" to catch a
punt or free kick entails. The committee defined "un
molested opportunity" as meaning all players of the kick
ing team must remain two yards in all directions from the
receiver while the ball is in its downward flight.
2.) The committee deleted the exception to the rough
ing the kicker penalty provided to players blocked into the
kicker, and substituted the following provision: A kicker
or holder guilty of faking being roughed or run into will be
penalized 15 yards for unsportsmanlike conduct.
3.) The penalty for roughing the kicker or holder re
mained unchanged at 15 yards and automatic first down,
but the penalty for running into the kicker or holder was
established at five yards.
Officials—The committee amended the rules to allow
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folks settle for the end. zone.
I'll take the 50-yard line every time. Which is not to say
I'm always a spectator. I mean like right now
I could tackle the surf, catch some rays, run down the beach.
You name it!
(Time-out! Let's hit the beach!) You've got a point.
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hat do the last 10 Heisman
Trophy winners have in com
mon?
If you say they were all running backs,
you're right. Go to the head of the class.
But here's the really interesting angle.
Almost every one of those runners used
the I-formation's tailback position as the
springboard to Heisman immortality.
Nine out of 10 were what has popularly
become known as the I-back. The only ex
ception was the 1978 Heisman winner,
Oklahoma's Billy Sims, who led the nation
in both rushing and scoring that year as
continued
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One stop at your Ford Author
ized Leasing System Dealer can
solve all your transportation has
sles quickly and easily You can
custom-tailor your own car or
truck leasing package. Just
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hensive program. Your vehicle,
license, taxes, insurance and
maintenance can be handled at
one convenient location and cov
ered in one monthly payment.

Professional Maintenance
for Peace of Mind.
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Ford new car limited warranty,
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and service protection of Ford's
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running smoothly is the FALS
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Insurance and Emergency
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THE I-FORMATION
continued

an explosive Wishbone halfback.
Now for the next interesting angle.
Even Oklahoma began the switch away
from the 'bone to the I last season, mean
ing we not only have a trend here, but
a stampede to this versatile offensive
attack.
Most close followers of college football
are aware that Southern California was
the first to exploit the advantages of the

to the defense.
As with many football formations over
the years, one person climbs to fame and
gets most of the credit for somebody
else's idea.
At Delaware, for example, when Dave
Nelson was the head coach he devised the
Wing-T to combine the quick-striking
power of the T-formation with singlewing blocking.

other coaches saw nothing special in
what he was doing.
Critics said the I didn't allow for much
versatility—amusing now, since that's
one of its main features—and questioned
whether ballcarriers could get outside
the ends when packed so close to the line
of scrimmage.
This was the crucial change made by
McKay. He moved the tailback six or

Horm
Chi
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Among the Heisman Trophy winners to run out of the /-formation are Longhorn Earl Campbell (left) and two-time winner Archie Griffin of Ohio
State.

I-formation back when John McKay was
head coach from 1960 to 1975.
USC has produced Heisman Trophy
recipients with steady regularity, plus
several others who wound up No. 2.
First there was Mike Garrett in 1965
and O.J. Simpson in 1968, both of whom
were judged to be best in the land. They
were followed by Anthony Davis in 1974
and Ricky Bell in 1976, both of whom fin
ished second in the Heisman voting.
More recent Trojans who ran off with
the Heisman were Charles White in 1979
and Marcus Allen in 1981. All six of those
players, of course, piled up their yardage
as I-backs behind a wave of blockers, giv
ing rise to the term: "Student Body Right,
Student Body Left." That's how it looked
761

But it was Nelson's old friend and
former Michigan teammate, Forest
Evashevski, who brought the Wing-T to
national prominence when he took Iowa
to a pair of Rose Bowl victories in 1957
and '59.
So it was with McKay. He did not origi
nate the I, he merely copied and altered
the idea Tom Nugent developed at Florida
State in the 1950s.
Nugent is believed to be the first coach
to have his team line up with the quarter
back under center, the fullback close
behind and the tailback right on their
heels in a tightly-bunched trio. It was an
I as opposed to a T.
Nugent enjoyed modest success, both at
Florida State and later at Maryland, but

seven yards behind the line, giving him
the latitude to follow his blockers outside
for good gains, or to cut back inside and
utilize his natural instincts as the play
develops.
What you had was the concept of the
old single-wing tailback—which is the
position McKay had played as a high
school star in West Virginia. Later, he was
a T-formation halfback at Purdue just
after World War II, before he transferred
to Oregon.
Having played both styles, he had this to
say in a book called "McKay, a Coach's
Story":
"A single-wing tailback has the ideal
running posture. He's in the middle of the
continued
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THE I-FORMATION
continued

formation, directly behind the center,
and back far enough to get the best run
ning angles.
"But more important, he can see what's
going on—because he's almost upright.
He's not scrunched over in a three-point
stance; his hands are on his knees. He has
to be that way in order to do all the things
required of a single-wing tailback.
"The T-formation was great, but as a Tformation halfback, the view I got was
mostly somebody's rear end."
Thus, in effect, McKay made his best
runner into a single-wing tailback, a
workhorse who would carry the ball 25
times a game and more.
Garrett's figures reflect the changeeach for a 10-game season: 125 carries
for 833 yards as a sophomore I-back in
1963, then 217for 948yardsthe next year,
and 267 for 1,440 yards when he won the
Heisman.
Simpson came along to roll up 1,709
yards in his Heisman year, an NCAA
record since bettered (by Marcus Allen,
2,342 when he won the Heisman), and
O .J. lugged the ball as many as 20 times in
a quarter!
What USC accomplished in those years
under McKay—he had a 127-40-8 record
—naturally wasn't lost on the rest of the
country.
As more teams began to give the I a try
with their talented running backs, tail
backs like John Cappelletti of Penn State
captured the Heisman in 1973, Archie
Griffin of Ohio State became the only twotime winner in 1974-75, and Tony Dorsett
took home the prestigious award while
leading Pittsburgh to a national cham
pionship in 1976.
Veteran Ohio State Coach Woody Hayes
had almost lived and died with a fullbackoriented offense for years, until Griffin
demonstrated how much easier it was to
reel off long-gainers by improvising as an
I-back.
Woody was a reluctant witness to what
he was seeing, however. He didn't believe
a back couldbe so effective without going
"by the book."
Hayes ordered his statisticians to keep
charts on every play that was called and
where it went. The evidence conclusively
showed Griffin making more long runs
doing his own thing, going for daylight
and not necessarily where the original
play was directed.
Woody still got plenty of mileage from
his fullback, though, because he had a
240-pound tank named Pete Johnson
helping to clear the way for Griffin. The
year Archie won his second Heisman,
Johnson led the nation in scoring with 25
touchdowns.
The split-back Veer and Wishbone
offenses have been the other leading

methods of moving the football on the
ground over the last two decades, but de
fenses have made rapid inroads on under
mining their effectiveness.
At Texas in 1977, when Earl Campbell
was thundering toward the Heisman,
the unbeaten Longhorns were going no
where one afternoon against Baylor.
They were trailing, 7-0, when Campbell
dropped into the I-back slot, gathered in a
pitchout and romped 68 yards to a touch
down. It was the spark that ignited a 29-7
victory.

"We thought we were going to be fired,"
recalled one of Fairbanks' assistants at the
time. "We'd already lost a conference
game to Kansas State, and if we also lost to
Iowa State, we figured that would be it.
"About our only hope was the Wish
bone. We decided to go with that and let
the chips fall where they may. The rest is
history."
There's a bit more to the story than that,
however. Iowa State jumped out to a 21-0
lead in the first quarter, and you can
imagine how those insecure coaches felt

r

Texas and Oklahoma were two of the
foremost Wishbone exponents, but the
glory days for that triple-option attack
faded after Sims powered the Sooners to
a 22-2 record bv rushing for 3,268 yards
in 1978-79.
Oddly, the Oklahoma Wishbone was
both born and killed on a playing field far
from Norman. The epitaph might read:
Born 1970, died 1982, Ames,Iowa.
Things were not going at all well for
Coach Chuck Fairbanks and his Sooners
early in the '70 campaign. Steve Owens
had won the Heisman (yes, as an I-back)
for Oklahoma the previous year, and Fair
banks then shifted to the Veer offense,
hoping to take advantage of quarterback
Jack Mildren's ability.
But losses to Oregon State, Texas and
Kansas State left the Sooners no better
than 3-3 heading for Iowa State.
The Wishbone had been tried briefly
but failed to generate much offense in the
41-9 thrashing by Texas. Things were des
perate.

by then.
But the Sooners rallied to win a 29-28
thriller, and the rest is pretty much his
tory. They lost very few times with the
Wishbone over the next decade.
There is one basic problem with the
Wishbone, despite all the trickery and ex
plosive potential. The defense can almost
dictate which back will carry the ball by
the way it deploys, whereas in the Iformation it's the offense that sets the
tone by repeatedly giving the tailback
room to roam.
Dropback passers also are an integral
part of the I. Wishbone quarterbacks
must be runners first and foremost.
There is little flexibility.
It's worth noting that all the major bowl
games last New Year's Day were won by
teams running primarily from the Iformation: SMU in the Cotton, UCLA in
the Rose, Nebraska in the Orange and na
tional champion Penn State in the Sugar.
Obviously in college football these days,
the I's have it.
£

Right now you are wishing you didn t
sat so many hot dogs and drink that last
san of beer. But you're home n9^^*5p
And right there,
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X
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relief- laden tablets, you smile through
your discomfort.
l
You know that for upset
stomach with headache,
nothing works better,
V
nothing is more soothing
J|f -fv,
than Alka-Seltzer.
No wonder it's
America's Home Remedy.

OREGON'S OLYMPIC COACHES

Redskins, 1983 World Champions

Dolphins, 1983 AFC Champions

T

49ers, 1982 World Champions

Bengals, 1982 AFC Champions
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wo University of Oregon coaches
will have a chance to relive
dreams of their youth while
guiding some of America's top young ath
letes to a realization of their sports fan
tasies in the year ahead.
The coaches—Bill Dellinger and Ron
Finley—will spend much of the year train
ing the top distance runners and matmen
in the United States for the 1984 Olympic
Games inLos Angeles.
It was two decades ago that Bill and Ron
wore the red, white and blue in Tokyo as
competitors. Both were Oregon natives,
Bill from Springfield and Ron from Newberg. In college they wore the conflicting
colors of arch rivals: Dellinger the green
and yellow of Oregon and Finley the
orange and black of Oregon State.
But intrastate rivalries were quickly
forgotten as each placed high in his spe
cialty. Dellinger took third for a bronze
medal in the 5,000-meter run. Finley
gained fourth place in his division, the
highest ever achieved by a United States
entrant in Greco-Roman wrestling.
Now they again share a common goal, to
guide U.S. Olympic entrants to victory
against the best the rest of the world can
offer. Dellinger has been named coach of
the distance runners, Finley will direct
the Greco-Roman wrestlers.
Dellinger has the distinction of being
the first man to make the American team
for three consecutive Olympic Games:
1956 in Melbourne, 1960 in Rome and
1964 in Tokyo. He held world indoor
records for both the two-mile and threemile runs in 1959. In 1958, he also had the
American record for the1,500-meter run.
The Oregon mystique for great distance
running, to which Dellinger contributed
as an undergrad, has been reinforced
by the many Duck runners he has guided
to times below the marks he once set.
Among them have been the legendary
Steve Prefontaine in the early 1970s and
today's master of the marathon, Alberto
Salazar. Now they must include a 1983
freshman who streaked like a comet
across the Oregon sky with a mile timing

of 3:57.06 at Hayward Field last spring.
That feat made Dub Myers the 21st Duck
runner to dip under four minutes in the
mile.
Dellinger's cross country teams have
been the nation's pace-setters, winning
NCAA championships in 1971, 1973, 1974
and 1977, taking second in 1970, 1976,
1978and 1979, and third in 1969 and 1972.
Bill feels the runner has one intangible
to his advantage today, widespread recog
nition.
"Running is an accepted way of life to
day," he said. "It wasn't whenIcompeted.
On the Oregon campus, Alberto Salazar
was better known than the quarterback
on the football team."
Both Dellinger and Finley have been
able to sustain a winning tradition despite
setbacks in budgets which support their
sports. The pressure was especially tough
on wrestling, and Finley responded by
making more of a "happening" of each
home meet; bouts in McArthur Court
now are illuminated by a spotlight from
above.

Ron Finley

Bill Dellinger

But most significant is the fact that
Finley continues to produce teams which
consistently finish in the nation's top 20.
Inhis 13 seasons at the helm, he has won a
trio of conference team titles.
At one time Finley held the title as the
nation's most versatile wrestler, holding
the highest combined finishes in world
competition for both freestyle and GrecoRoman events. Evidence of his coaching
skill is the fact that his records have since
been displaced by heavyweight Greg Gib
son, whom he coached at Oregon.
Ron acknowledges the passing years
when he says, "As I get older and can't put
as much energy into the program,I have
to ask, 'What's my future?' But I accepted
the Olympic coaching opportunity be
cause I still remember that thrill of 1964,
the opening day ceremonies and 100,000
people in the stands. That's where I
learned you can do something, if you
want it enough."
Three Oregon head men's track and
field coaches have served the Olympic
games. Bill Hayward, the coach of 44
years until his death in 1947, was on the
coaching staff of six Olympics.
Bill Bowerman, who guided the Ducks
from 1949-72, was the high altitude coor
dinator at South Lake Tahoe in 1968 for
distance runners and was selected as the
U.S. head coach for the 1972 Munich
Games.
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utzen Stadium's capacity was
pushed to the limit when the cur
tain was raised on the longawaited Oregon-Notre Dame game last
fall.
In 1983, Oregon is playing its 17th sea
son at Autzen Stadium, a 41,009-seat facil
ity that scarcely shows its age.
Former athletic director Leo Harris
spearheaded the drive to furnish the
Ducks with a modern and economical the
ater for football and it became a reality in
1967.
The newest addition to Autzen Stadium
is the Stadium Club, a $650,000 project
that provides Coach Rich Brooks and his
staff with meeting rooms during the
week and furnishes luxurious and func
tional surroundings for pre-game gather
ings of up to 175 and unique end-zone
viewing of the game for as many as 50
persons.

Autzen Stadium was built at a cost of
$2.5 million, of which close to $1 million
came from accrued athletic department
savings. Another $1 million was raised
from 1,000 stadium sponsors who con
tributed $1,000 each for an option on two
seats in a prime location protected from
foul weather by a cantilever roof.
Additional money came from sub
scriptions by stadium builders, who for
sums averaging $100 secured options on
two seats for five years. The stadium
sponsor drive for $1 million lasted three
months and is considered one of the most
effective fund raising ventures in the
state's history.
There are several reasons for the rela
tively low cost of the stadium. The land
had been purchased 10 years prior at a
cost of $1,000 per acre. The stadium is an
earth-fill bowl with all material taken ex
clusively from the site.

Autzen Stadium, which replaced his
toric 47-year-old Hayward Field with its
21,000-seat capacity, is named for the late
Thomas J. Autzen, a Portland lum
berman, sportsman and philanthropist.
Autzen was the founder of the Autzen
Foundation, which gave the University of
Oregon $250,000 to help finance the
project.
The stadium is situated on a 90-acre site
adjacent to the North Bank Park area of
Eugene. The site is north of the Will
amette River and is approximately onequarter mile north of the main campus.
Autzen Stadium is easily accessible—a
footbridge provides a link between the
campus and the stadium.
The home of the Ducks has several out
standing features.There is no track in the
stadium, so the first row of seats is just 30
feet from the sideline and the 50-yard line
is six feet from ground level. This gradu
ally rises to a height of 12 feet from
ground level in the end zone. Thus, every
spectator has a good view of the entire
field.
Autzen Stadium's playing surface un
derwent a face-lifting in 1969 with the in
stallation of artificial turf and field light
ing. The artificial covering was replaced
with new AstroTurf in 1976, and plans
have been made to install another new
surface before the 1984 campaign.
In the first game played in the stadium,
nationally ranked Colorado defeated Ore
gon, 17-13, on September 23,1967, before
a regional television audience. Oregon
plays its 85th game at Autzen Stadium
when Oregon State visits Eugene on No
vember 19. Autzen's100th game will take
place on October 11,1986 against Arizona
State.

These Sponsors Follow The Ducks

OTHER OREGON SPORTS
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hile football is the major
revenue-producing sport at
Oregon and may receive the
most public attention at this time of year,
it certainly is not the only game that
brings the school publicity and recog
nition.
Here's a brief look at Oregon's other 15
sports and some of the athletes to watch
this year:

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Bill Dellinger has coached four national
championship teams in his 16 years at
Oregon and fields a team headed by
senior All-America Jim Hill, the Pacific-10
Conference cross country champion and
Athlete of the Year in 1982, and John
Zishka. Last season's squad featured
many newcomers, yet surprised Wash
ington State and UCLA by winning the
Northern Division and Pac-10 titles and
finished 10th at the NCAA.

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Coach Tom Heinonen guided Oregon to
a third-place finish in the nation in 1982
and the team could be even stronger this
year with returning All-America runners
Kathy Hayes, Lisa Martin and Leann
Warren, a redshirt a season ago. Other
key returning performers include Rosa
Gutierrez and Claudette Groenendaal.
Oregon will play host to the District VIII
and NorPac Conference championships
this fall.

VOLLEYBALL
Chris Voelz is coaching her sixth Ore
gon team and welcomes back standout
hitter Cathy Hill, who redshirted in 1982
with a knee injury. Sophomore middle
blocker Sue Harbour, an Academic AllAmerica selection and National Sports
Festival performer last year, also returns
for the Ducks.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Don Monson, who posted an outstand
ing 100-41 record in five seasons at Idaho,
takes over as Oregon's head coach. AllConference 7-0 center Blair Rasmussen,
an honorable mention All-America choice
last year, is back for his junior season
after leading the Ducks in scoring last
year with a 14.8 mark. Junior forward
Jerry Adams and rugged senior David
Brantley also return. Adams topped the
club in rebounding at 6.5. The Ducks'
home schedule sports non-league dates
with Wichita State (Dec. 10), and Notre
Dame (Jan. 11), in addition to the rugged
Pac-10 schedule.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Elwin Heiny begins his eighth season as
coach of the Ducks with an impressive
133-47 record. Oregon finished 15-14 last

Modern Electronics
year, breaking a string of four straight
20-victory seasons. The Ducks hope to
return to that lofty plateau this season be
hind the play of 6-3 senior center Alison
Lang, who led the NorPac Conference in
scoring last season with a 23.9 average
and was named the league's most valuable
player. -
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WRESTLING
Oregon's matmen, tutored by United
States Olympic Greco-Roman Coach Ron
Finley, stalk the Pac-10 title that eluded
them for the first time in three years in
1983. The young squad finished third
in the league last year and returns
150-pound champion Rick O'Shea. Finley,
a 1964 Tokyo Olympian, starts his 14th
season at the Duck helm.
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4490 Main Springfield
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SWIMMING
Dan Cole begins his third year as the
coach of both the men's and women's
swimming teams at Oregon and will have
two key returnees in sophomores Mark
Cannard and Babette Brundage.

MEN'S GOLF
Jim Ferguson, beginning his 13th sea
son, has coached six Oregon golf teams to
the NCAA Championships in the last eight
years. Last spring, the club finished 22nd
in the national tourney after placing fifth
in the tough Pac-10 tourney. All but two of
the top players return from that squad,
including seniors Brian Castonguay and
Shell Joyner, junior Paul Weinhold and
sophomore George Daves.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Coach Nancy Osborne's Ducks finished
second last year in the Pacific Northwest
and won a berth in the NorPac Cham
pionships. The team welcomes back its
top singles player in senior Lindsay Bartlett, as well as sophomore Tracy Barton.

MEN'S TENNIS
Buzz Summers, the dean of Oregon's
head coaches, starts his 17th season with
the Ducks. Oregon hopes to improve on
last year's 16-11 record with the return of
senior Bob Coron and juniors Wade Judy
and Rusty Dysart.

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
Seniors Hollv Holmes and Tracy
Manduchi, plus the arrival of six topnotch recruits make second-year coach
Ed Boyd optimistic about his team's out
look in 1983-84.

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
A veteran squad led by senior pitcher
Stephanie Heisler gives Coach P.J. Harlin
hopes for a winning 1984 softball season.
Harlin, in her second year at Oregon, also
welcomes back senior third baseman
Katie Hickey and sophomore shortstop
Jackie Coburn.
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Good Guys Stereo
Alison Lang was the NorPac Conference
MVP last year..
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MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
Coach Bill Dellinger's Oregon men
placed sixth at the NCAA Championships
last May in Houston, the fifth time in the
last six seasons the Ducks have captured a
spot among the top 10 teams in the nation.
Oregon rode individual championships
by senior Dean Crouser in the discus and
freshman Joaquim Cruz—who returns
this year—in the 800 meters to finish near
the top.
The Ducks will play host to the NCAA
Championships at Hayward Field this
spring and look forward to having a team
that can once again compete for the
national championship.
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WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD
Coach Tom Heinonen's crew could be
one of the co-favorites to win the 1984
NCAA title to be contested in Eugene next
spring. The women placed fifth in the
national meet last spring and lose less to
graduation than any of the four squads
that finished above them. In addition to
that, Oregon is counting on the return
from injuries of three All-Americas who
should strengthen the squad: Leann War
ren; Eryn Forbes; and Sally Harmon.
Returning from the 1983 team are
Kathy Hayes, NCAA runnerup in the
5,000; Ranza Clark, second-place NCAA
finisher in the 1,500 and lOth-place run
ner in the 800; and Quenna Beasley,
named Oregon's 1983 MVP after placing
seventh and eighth in the NCAA shot and
discus, respectively.
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OREGON'S OFFENSIVE COACHES
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Bob Toledo
Offensive Coordinator

T

Neat Zoumboukos
Offensive Guards-Center

he thinking behind Oregon's new
1983 offense is not the only thing
new about the Ducks' attack.
Three new coaches joined the Oregon
staff for the 1983 season.
Head coach Rich Brooks ordered
changes in the Ducks' offensive schemes,
a more varied attack using pro-oriented,
multiple formations.
Much of the offensive look is the brain
child of first-year offensive coordinator
Bob Toledo. The head coach at Pacific
for the past four years, Bob is a proponent
of throwing the football. His team ranked
ninth in the nation in passing offense in
1982.
The San Jose, Calif., native was a star
quarterback himself at San Francisco
State in 1966 and 1967. He was a second
team All-America choice as a senior and
was recently inducted into his alma
mater's Hall of Fame.
He began his coaching career at Riordan High in San Francisco and got his
first collegiate position as an assistant at
California-Riverside in 1973. He assumed
the head coaching position there the fol
lowing year, posted a two-season record
of 15-6 and won two California Collegiate
Athletic Association championships.
Toledo's first exposure to the Pacific-10
Conference came in 1976 when he joined
John Robinson's staff at USC where he
was in charge of the defensive secondary
for three seasons.
During his tenure, Pacific posted major
victories over Iowa State in 1979, Wash
ington State in 1980 and South Carolina
and Hawaii in 1981.
While several positions are under new
guidance in 1983, Oregon's veteran offen
sive line has not changed instructors.
Neal Zoumboukos begins his fourth
season on the Oregon staff and his fifth

Steve Greatwood
Offensive Tackles-Tight Ends

Gary Campbell
Offensive Backs

year in the state of Oregon. He was on the
Oregon State staff of Craig Fertig in 1979.
Zoumboukos is a strong technician and
will be coaching the offensive guards and
centers.
A graduate of
California-Davis,
Zoumboukos coached in two different
stretches at his alma mater for a total of
eight seasons. After a year at Cal-Davis,
he went to the University of San Fran
cisco where he was offensive and de
fensive coordinator during three seasons.
Seven seasons back at Cal-Davis on the
offensive staff followed for Zoumboukos
before he moved to Oregon State.
At Davis, the school won seven straight
conference championships, losing only
one league game in that stretch. Cal-Davis
appeared in four post-season games and
was ranked No. 1 in Division II in 1977.
In addition to his coaching assignment,
Zoumboukos also handles much of the
staff's administrative duties.
Steve Greatwood is the only former
Rich Brooks-coached Oregon player on
the Ducks' staff. He was elevated to fulltime status in the spring of 1982 after
spending two years as a graduate assis
tant working with the defensive line.
A native of Eugene, Greatwood was a
three-year starter at offensive guard, all
under Brooks. He coaches the offensive
tackles and tight ends and will add to the
coaching staff's rapport with the players.
Greatwood played in the Hula Bowl
after the 1979 season and had a tryout
with the San Francisco 49ers. He won the
Bob Officer Award in 1979 as the player
who made a major contribution toward
the success of the team despite physical
adversity.
Two members of Toledo's staff at Pa
cific have rejoined the Ducks' offensive
coordinator. Gary Campbell, a former

John Ramsdell
Receivers

starting fullback at UCLA in the early
1970s, tutors the Oregon running backs
and John Ramsdell coaches the
receivers.
Campbell has coached the runners at
three different schools in the past four
seasons. He spent two seasons at South
ern in Baton Rouge, La., and served a oneyear stint at Howard in Washington, D.C.,
prior to his year at Pacific.
Campbell is no stranger to Brooks, ei
ther. He was a part-time starter at UCLA
in 1970 when Brooks was the linebacker
coach under Tommy Prothro. Bothered
by a knee injury the last two years of his
college career, Campbell rushed for 794
yards and 11 touchdowns in 191 carries.
After a year with the San Diego
Chargers, Campbell returned to UCLA
and spent four seasons as a graduate as
sistant and part-time coach, working the
Bruins' running backs and secondary
during that period. He again met up with
Brooks,who was a member of Tterry Don
ahue's staff at UCLA in 1976.
Ramsdell spent the past four years with
Toledo at Pacific and worked with the sec
ondary, tight ends and wide receivers
over that period as well as coordinating
the Tigers' kicking game.
Ramsdell, a native of Lancaster, Pa., and
a 1975 graduate of Springfield (Mass.) Col
lege, made the move west in 1976 to San
Francisco State as receiver coach for two
years and coached the secondary and
kickers at Long Beach State in 1978.
In addition to his collegiate back
ground, Ramsdell served as a guest coach
at Polytechnical University in Mexico City
during the summers of 1981 and '82.
He will coordinate Oregon's special
teams and the Ducks' recruiting efforts.
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OREGON'S DEFENSIVE COACHES
PLAYERS' CLUB

Dave Walker
Outside Linebackers
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rior to becoming Oregon's head
coach, Rich Brooks' coaching as
signments had been primarily de
fensive in nature.It's no wonder then that
the Ducks' defensive coaching staff is
among the best in the Pac-10 and has the
results to prove it.
Brooks' first Duck defense allowed 377
points. The next two years, the opponents
scored just 212 points each season. The
Ducks limited five opponents to 10 points
or fewer and 193 total in 1980 and Oregon
led the conference in defense through
eight weeks of 1981.
The 1982 defense kept the Ducks in
nearly every game. Oregon ranked high
in rushing, scoring and overall defense in
the nation. The Oregon defense allowed
just one touchdown in the final three
games of the season, including victories
over Arizona and Oregon State.
Joe Schaffeld enters his 10th season
as an assistant at Oregon and his first year
as the Ducks' defensive coordinator. Few
football coaches are as well-known
around Oregon as Schaffeld, who has
spent his entire coaching career in his na
tive state.
Schaffeld was a starting guard on the
1958 Oregon Rose Bowl squad and has
coached in the state of Oregon since 1960.
Joe came to Oregon under Don Read in
1974 and currently coaches Oregon's de
fensive linemen, including captain and

Bill Tarrow
Middle Linebackers

defensive end Steve Baack.
The native of Vale coached at Sutherlin,
Roseburg and Portland Central Catholic
in the high school ranks before moving to
Willamette University as defensive coor
dinator in 1966.
He was elevated to the head coaching
job at Willamette in 1972 and remained in
that post until returning to his alma ma
ter. Schaffeld serves in his 12th year at
Oregon as a player and coach this fall.
Bill Tarrow also played for Len Casa
nova at Oregon at tight end and defensive
end, graduating in 1956. It was only a
coincidence that Oregon State grad Rich
Brooks was hired as an assistant coach at
Norte Del Rio High School when Oregon
grad Tarrow was entering his third year
as the school's head coach.
In 15 years at Norte Del Rio, Tarrow
fashioned a 92-49-8 mark, including an
unbeaten season in 1967 that earned Bill
the honor of coaching in the Northern
California Optimist All-Star game.
Tarrow came to Oregon with Brooks in
1977 and coached the quick side of the
offensive line in his first two seasons. He
now tutors the middle linebackers.
Dave Walker is not only a former Ore
gon player, but a native of Eugene. He
came back to his hometown in 1980 and
begins his fourth season on the staff guid
ing the outside linebackers.
Walker finished his Oregon career in

Bill Maskill
Secondary

1971 and was an academic all-conference
selection. Since then, he has made coach
ing stops at Brigham Young, Washington,
UCLA and Washington State.
Walker coached with Terry Donahue at
UCLA when the Bruins went to the 1975
Rose Bowl and received Donahue's rec
ommendation to Brooks. Dave has a
varied coaching background, tutoring the
offensive and defensive lines while at
Washington State four years before head
ing for Oregon.
Bill Maskill is the lone newcomer on
the Oregon defensive staff. A former sec
ondary coach at Arizona State, Louisville
and Tulane, Maskill has the same re
sponsibilities on the Ducks' staff.
Maskill is not unfamiliar with the Pac-10
Conference after spending two seasons
on Frank Rush's staff at Arizona State in
1978 and '79. The Sun Devils' Kim An
derson led the league in pass thefts in
1978 under Maskill's guidance.
A native of Galesburg, Mich., Maskill is
a graduate of Western Kentucky where
he lettered two seasons. He started his
coaching career in 1971 as a varsity assis
tant and freshman coach at Iowa.
Maskill also had been an assistant coach
at Northern Michigan (1972-73), Bowling
Green (1974) and Vanderbilt (1975-77) be
fore his Arizona State assignment.
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Chapman Bros. Stationery
John O. Chatt
Jerome C. Christensen
Cigarette Service, Inc.
Ed and June Cone
Jack Crabtree
Georgia M. Cross and Mary Louise Noble
Warren H. Daugherty
Davidson Industries
William C. Davis, Jr.
Dean's Concrete Cutting
R. Adm. John H. Dick, Ret.
DiPaolo Logging Co.
Clarence P. Dunbar
James E. Dyer, Jr.
Paul and Barbara Eckelman
Edwards Industries
Arlan and Lou Ann Elms
Dr. Gene Elvin
Emerald Distributing Co.
Emporium Inc.
Eugene Steam Carpet Cleaning

Henry J. Falkenstein
Farwest Steel Corp.
Roy S. Ferris
Fifth St. Greenery
Foster &, Marshall/American Express
Rip Gage
Dr. Louis C. Garner
Ehrman V. Giustina
Dr. Robert M. Glass
Joseph H. Gonyea
Harlan "Dutch" Gram
Donald Greco
Carl Greve Jeweler
Grocery Carts Inc.
Dr. Martin J. Hackett
Dean O. Haley
Wendell L. Hamilton
Wayne Henninger
John H. Herman
Dr. Ken W. Hillyer
F. C. Himber & Son Inc.
Dr. Lawrence V. Hughes
D. Mark Huling
William R. James
Tom Jernstedt
Koke Printing & Litho
Lee World Travel Service, Inc.
Marshall R. Leeper
Liberty Communications
Edwin J. Loftesness
Luby's Inc.
Jeff and Luanne Lynn
William R. Marquess
Dr. Robert B. McDonald
Don McEachern
Douglas McKay
McKay Investments
Edwin A. "Ed" Meserve
Dr. Vern W. Miller
Mohawk Associates
Larry J. Moore
E. S. Morgan
Kenneth A. Morrow
Murphy Co.
Wayne and Kay Musgrove

DUCK
Alvin J. Adolf
Richard Akerman
Akerman & Wathey
Allcomers Meet Patrons
John S. Alvord
American International Forest Products
Amundson Associates
Thomas E. Autzen
Hal and Phyllis Ayotte
Herb Ballin
Benny Bartel Co.
Frank Bashor Supplies Inc.

($1,000-2,499)
Tom and Yvonne O'Herron
Jack and Kathleen O'Neil
Of Grape & Grain
Oregon Bank
Oregon Track Club
The Original Pancake House
Ronald J. Palmer
Pape' Brothers Inc.
Paul D. Patrick
Dr. Glen L. Purdy
Ramada Inn
Nick and Jerrie Rauch
Rexius Forest By-Products
Norman R. Richards
Roberts Supply Co.
Darrell Robinson
Rubenstein's of Oregon
Salem Equipment Inc.
Dr. John Sebru
Shelton-Turnbull Co.
Smith &, Crakes Inc.
Dr. Paul E. Spangler
David G. Sparks
Square Deal Lumber
States Dealer Supply
Richard D. Stokes, Jr.
George F. Stovall
Bruce M. Taylor
Donn W. Thomas
John Thompson
Tiny Tavern
United States Bakery
Venture
Robert R. Vickers
Russell Waddle
Cecil "Earl" Walter, Jr.
Charles E. Warren
Weyerhaeuser Co.
Mrs. Herald W. White, Sr.
Leonard A. Wildish
Thomas E. Wildish
Willamette Athletic Club
Gerald K. Wilson
C. R. "Dick" Wintermute
Dr. and Mrs. John R. York

($500-999)

James and Barbara Beall
Beckley Lumber Co.
Frank G. Bee
Beehive Truck and Rental
Dr. Barry Beget
William and Sharon Brandsness
Ed Brockett
Dr. G. Colin Buchan
C & E Rentals &, Sales
Larry and Cass Campbell
Cascade Handle Company
A1 and Marge Cieri

Dr. Dennis K. Collis
Darigold
Harry Demorest
Walter V. Dennis
Robert H. Dewell AIA & Assoc.
Douglas Inn
William Drips, Jr.
Drive N Save Food Centers
Dr. Jason Eliot
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Elshire
Eugene Moving and Storage
Eugene Register-Guard
Continued

OLYMPIC SCIENTIFIC CONGRESS
DUCK Continued
Eugene Service Parts
Eugene Stationers
Ray L. Farmer
Flight Line Inn
Robert E. Freitas
Ciiustina Bros. Lumber &. Plwvood Co.
Godtz Garden Restaurant
Robert A. Graham
Michael S. Gray
Robert A. Grosh
Hamilton Construction Co.
Hamilton Electric
Edward C. Harms, Jr.
John B. Hering Co.
Ernest F. Hinkle
Dr. Robert P. Hodam
Robert E. Hufstader
Imperial Floors
Hank and Judy Hummelt
Lyle and Iris Jacobson
Dr. John R. Jarrett
Abe Johnson
Richard E. Jones
Richard A. Keller
Ken's Dry Cleaning
Ken Kesey
John W. Kitzmiller

Lawrence C. Klang
A. Don Crawlev/Klopfenstein's
Richard O. Koford
KASH 1600 KSND FM 93
Sam G. Lackaff
Alvin L. Lindley
Palmer C. MacDonald
J. Michael and Janet Maginnis
King B. Martin
Gary R. McAdams
Owen G. Miller
Robert C. Miller
Doug Milne Company, Inc.
Cameron H. Molter
Moore Oregon Lumber
Morse Brothers Inc.
Myrmo & Sons
Henry E. Nilsen
Lee A. Omlid
Pacific Northwest Bell
Mr. Laverne E. Pearson
Jay Penning
Steven E. Peters
Mike Pinkstaff
John V. Pinson
Ramsev-Waite Co., Inc.
Rennie s Landing

DRAKE
A &, R Electronics
A-1 Coupling & Hose
Stephen D. Abouaf
G. Marts Acker
Stanley F. Adam
Edwin and Mariann Allen
Alpine Veneers Inc.
Amusements Unlimited
Norman and Diane Andersen
John Walter Anderson
Dr. Stanley and Judith Baldwin
Melvin E. Bale
Douglas H. Ballinger
Lany Bauer
Jerry E. Beall
Norman and Estamav Beck
Jeff Beckwith
Fred and Kathleen Beisse
Donald M. Benn
Stan Biles
Earl Blackaby, Sr.
Ronald and Caroline Blind
William E. Bowes
Brazier Forest Products
Dr. Edward H. Brittain
Bill and Marilyn Byrne
Canteen Co. of Oregon
Wendell and Donna Carney
Len and Margaret Casanova
Cascade Empire Corp.
Waldo E. Caufield
Michael A. Chown
Norman H. J. Chun
Coca-Cola Bottling
Dr. John L. Cockrell
Dennis Coker

Scott L. Richmond
Rosboro Lumber
Charles A. Roseberry
Dr. Gary Rothenberger
Alan E. Schlosser
Keith Sherman
Stanley E. Short
Donald W. Siegmund
Dr. Kenneth M. Singer
Michael and Mary Sullivan
Thomas & Son
Thomas Distributing
Treehouse Restaurant
Don Tierney
Valley Dental Lab
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Van Dusen
Lyle C. Velure
Christie E. Voelz
Douglas J. Ward
Thomas A. Waud
Wesco Cedar
Whittier Wood Products
Kenneth A. Williams
Thomas L. Wiper, Jr.
Thomas Wrightson

($250-499)

Ward V. Cook
Gerald L. Coons
CorvaJlis Vision Center
Charles "Bud Covey
Cravinho &. Associates
Clarke Cubbage
Cuddeback Lumber Co.
Data Base Inc.
Dr. Jerome H. Dayton
Gaiy Scott Decamp
S. P. Duyck
Malcolm and Dolores Epley, Jr.
Dr. Richard E. Epplett
Farwest Truck Center
Dr. Latham Flanagan, Jr.
Nat Flathers
Fleek, McElhanv &. Merwin, CPA's
Dr. George L. Foster
Foster Farm
Dr. Dwight and Jacquelyn Freeman
Marvin A. French
Robert O. Gardner
General Trailer Co.
Carl A. Gerlinger, Jr.
Ronald J. Gienger
Brian V. Gillespie
Ronald Greenman
John R. Grossmann
William M. Haggerty
Harvey D. Hammons
Dr. Allen and Jane Harlor, Jr.
James R. Hauck
A. L. Verne Hawn
Otis E. Holland
Home Federal Savings
H. Lawrence Hull, Sr.

William P. Hutchinson
Ada A. Jacobson
Bert E. Jepson
J. Wesley Johnson
Dr. Paul W. Jones
Dr. R. Jerome Kasher
Lee D. Kell
Dr. Reid R. Kimball
Donald W. Knapp
Kenneth T. Lamear
John Landahl
Ken and Carolyn Larson
Don Lemke
Carl D. Long
Long s Market
J. Min Luey
M C G Northwest Inc.
Thomas C. Macdonald
R. J. "Dick Maeyaert
Leo Marlantes
Marshall &. Running PC
John Martz
Dr. Donald and Vicki Marv el
Gordon W. McKay
Wayne and Fran McKee
Dr. David G. Mooers
Molly Morene
John R. Murphy
Robert E. Neuman
Herb Nill
Col. Erwin G. Nilsson
Elton T. Owen
Loyal D. Paradis DC
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.
Perrin &. Gartland
L. D. Pierce Brokerage Co.

Portland Hilton
Richard D. Procarione
Charles F. Rogers
Don Rasmussen Co.
Dr. James D. Salerno
Shadow Hills Country Club
Thomas Allen Siegmund
Thomas and Barbara Sims
Marty and Maiy Lou Smith
Stephen W. South
Leo J. Stalp
Richard and Janet Starr
Stehn's Mortuaries Inc.
Richard T. Stoutt
John Symes
Tanstaafl
Temple Countertops
Timberlane Lumber
Hubert E. Totman
John T. Turnbull
Sam Vaughn
James Waning
Neil C. Warner
Kenneth M. Webber
Edward T. Wells
A. Mac Whitaker
William N. Wilber
Willamette Tool
Charles H. Wilson
O. Meredith Wilson
Charles Wiper, Jr.
Arthur B. Woods
Wendell Wyatt
Frederic S. Young
David Zajicek
Zip-O-Log Inc.

Olympic Scientific Congress
July 19-26
1984
Eugene, Oregon

By George Beres
UO News Bureau

Sports will be the focus when the
world comes to Eugene/Springfield in
the summer of 1984 for the Olympic
Scientific Congress.
The month before the Los Angeles
Olympic Games, questions of major
Olympic and sports significance will be
explored in depth at the University of
Oregon during the July 19-26 congress.
A highlight of the week is expected to
be the running of the Olympic torch
through Eugene en route to Los Angeles,
where it is due for opening ceremonies
of the games July 28. The relay of the
flame to the United States begins in May,
when the torch is kindled from the eter
nal flame at its permanent site in Greece.
"The congress will attract from all over
the world the top people whose research
and work help athletes improve their
performances,"' said Executive Director
Dan Tripps. Among them will be worldrenowned sports researchers in sports
medicine and biomechanics.
Giving the congress a unique Oregon
character is the fact that, unlike past
congresses, the 1984 meeting must
depend on support from host communi
ties and private contributors. Previous
congresses have been in countries where
the national government has provided
the funds.
But the economic return to the state
— and especially to the Eugene and
Springfield area — should be significant.
An economic boom can be anticipated
from the 5,000 visitors from throughout
the world who are expected to stay in
the area during congress week.
The organizing committee boasts
names recognizable to sports fans

around the globe. They include Eng
land's Roger Bannister, first man to run a
sub-four-minute mile, and Don Schollander, an Oregonian who was a 1964
Olympic swimming champion.
Bannister is a past president of the
International Council of Sport, Science
and Physical Education, whose current
president, August Kirsch of West Ger
many, was in Eugene last January to
review plans for the congress. The
ICSSPE is the major international organi
zation sponsoring the congress.
In addition to technical sessions, the
congress will have programs open to the
general public on many of the major
issues confronting the world of sports. At
these sessions, coaches, athletes and
scientists will discuss aggression and
violence in sport, human genetics and
sport, sport and gender, sport and aging,
and other subjects.
The university's College of Human
Development and Performance, which
includes the oldest professional pro
gram in physical education in the United

Dan Tripps
States, sought and won the right to bring
the 1984 congress to Eugene/Springfield
with a formal bid in 1979.
More than 40 national and interna
tional organizations will take part in the
1984 congress, which is an official part of
the Olympics for the first time.

FRESH MOUNTAIN BARS
GIVE YOU SOMETHING
TO KICK ABOUT.

An official size football is yours for
five wrappers from fresh Mountain
Bars of any flavor, plus just $5.95.
If you prefer, you can have a NERF"
football for five wrappers and just
$3.95. Send wrappers, your name
and address, and check or Money
Order to:

FOOTBALL, BROWN & HALEY

P.O. Box 1596
Tacorna WA 98401

And to get you started collecting
wrappers (and enjoying the freshest,
most delicious candy you can buy),
we're making this offer: Purchase
one Mountain Bar and get a second
one FREE with this coupon.
Look for other offers on
regular and cherry Moun
tain Bar coupons. Offer
good through December
31, 1983. Void where
prohibited by law.
Mountain Bars get you
into Northwest sports!

I BUY
I ONE
GET
ONE
I FREE

GOOD FOR REGULAR CHERRY AND PEANUT BUTTER MOUNTAIN BARS.
Retailer: This coupon is redeemable bv consumer for a free Mountain Bar with the Purchase of one Mountain
Bar. plus 7C handling charges provided as follows: For payment, mail coupons to Brown & Halley'American
Clearing Service. Inc.. P.O. Box 19220. Portland Oregon 97219. Invoices proving purchase of sufficient stock
to cover coupons presented must be shown upon request. Any sales tax must be paid by the consumer. Offer
good only in the USA Void where prohibited, licensed, taxed or restricted by law. Good only on the above
offer. Any other use constitutes fraud. Cash value 1/20of lc. Offer expires December 31.1983.

TAPMER
«JOHN,

«. Stadium Information
«•»

MEATS

QUALITY PORK PRODUCTS

The easternmost in quality
The westernmost in flavor

1984 Olds Cudass Supreme.
\ou can tell it's a thoroughbred
every time you take a ride.
Notice the sleek profile. The beautiful
lines. The breeding. No wonder Cutlass
has been America's most popular mid-size
over the past nine years.
And behind this famous styling is
performance. Smooth and quiet, with a
computer-selected coil-spring ride. Plus
the agility of a front runner.
Choose from a standard V6 engine,
or the available 5.0 liter V8 for even

FIRST AID: Six Red Cross teams are located in the stadium. They are stationed at the
top and bottom of Sections 11 and 31 and at the top of Sections 1 and 21. Ambulances
also are parked at the top of Sections 1 and 21. If needed, please contact the nearest
usher or law enforcement officer for assistance.
LOST AND FOUND: Located at the east end at field level under Section 21. Found
items may be turned in there or to any usher. Items may be claimed there until the
end of the game. Items not claimed by that time can be retrieved at the main desk of
the Erb Memorial Union or will be returned if they contain identification.
PAY PHONES: Telephones are located behind the scoreboard above Section 1, under
the Stadium Club behind Section 21 and behind the Sponsor Section roof above
Section 31. Phones also can be found at the main ticket office near Gate A.
RESTROOMS-CONCESSIONS: Facilities are located in all four sections: under the
press box on the north side, under the sponsors section roof on the south and on the
lower levels under the scoreboard at the west end and under the Stadium Club on
the east.
TICKET SALES: Tickets are sold at the main booth at Autzen Stadium each game day
beginning at 9 a.m. They are also sold at the gates when they open. Gate E for UO
students only opens at 11:15 a.m., all others open at 11:30 a.m. The event information
telephone number is 686-5241 and may be called 24 hours a day.
EMERGENCY CALLS: No pages inside Autzen Stadium will be made unless requested
by a police agency or a doctors' exchange.
STADIUM POLICIES: Vans for ramp transportation are located on each ramp and are
available for the elderly and physically handicapped only. In the interest of personal
safety, glass, metal and plastic containers; firearms and fireworks, and alcohol and
alcohol beverages and freezes will not be permitted in the stadium. These are items
that can cause a serious hazard. Should you experience any discomfort due to the
actions of others and wish to seek relief from the same, please report the incident to
the closest usher. The usher will then take the appropriate action to correct the
incident.
LOST TICKET POLICY: If tickets are misplaced or forgotten, the full price of the ticket
must be paid at the time duplicates are issued. In the event the original tickets are
found, they may be returned to the Ticket Office for a refund less $2 ticket service
charge. This must be done within a week of the game.
ALL GOLD MEDAL WINNERS

brighter performance. There's even a
diesel available if you wish.
You get all this—plus the room, the
comfort, the resale reputation that's made
Cutlass Supreme so famous.
Take a ride now. Discover the special
feel... of a thoroughbred.
Some Oldsmobiles are equipped with engines pro
duced by other GM divisions, subsidiaries or affiliated
companies worldwide. See your dealer for details.

Kick off the fun tonight
with a complete U.S. Choice
steak or prime rib dinner
at Stuart Anderson's.

Then huddle with friends
in our lounge.
Dine, dance and enjoy
tonight at Stuart Anderson's.
VISA, MasterCard, American Express

BLACK ANGUS/CATTLE COMPANY
RESTAURANTS.

California, Washington. Oregon. Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Idaho,
Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, Alaska, Hawaii, Texas, Illinois, British Columbia

